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CARIBBEAN
ADVENTURE

New discoveries 
in the Dominican 

Republic

 A luxury trip  
to Florida 
for two 

Win!

Wander Italy’s Alps O Meet the ghosts of America’s 

Deep South O Plan easy trips to Cornwall, Cyprus, 
Dubrovnik and New England

A SWEDISH WEEKEND

Ice-skating and vintage 
shopping in Stockholm

FROM THE SOURCE

Take a tour of our 
favourite Spanish dishes
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www.sthelenatourism.com

A volcanic outcrop in the South Atlantic Ocean, the island of St Helena

is a sub-tropical paradise, with rolling hills and a rugged coastline.

Its diverse landscapes – from mist-enshrouded cloud forest to ancient

GHVHUW�s�Rƪ�HUV�HYHU\WKLQJ�IURP�JHQWOH�DPEOHV�WR�FKDOOHQJLQJ�KLNHV��DQG

a chance to discover some of its more than 400 unique endemic species.

WALKING &

HIKING
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E D I T O R ’ S  L E T T E R

PETER GRUNERT, GROUP EDITOR 
@peter_grunert

This month...

…I’ve found myself surrounded by ghouls 
and pumpkins. I’m writing this on the 
official first day of autumn, at a desk in the 
US edition of this magazine’s offices in 
Tennessee. Nearby, Halloween celebrations 
have already got rolling: houses are being 
wrapped in polyester spider webs, and 
squashes artfully carved with all manner  
of horrific expressions. While in the Deep 
South, I’d dearly love to find time to follow 
in Marcel Theroux’s footsteps between 
Charleston and Savannah, cities with an 
immense and intriguing history – some of it 
haunting (p62). This issue overflows with 
options for making the most of the season, 
from wandering the Italian Alps (p74) to 
exploring the handsome side streets of 
Stockholm (p86). By way of tropical 
contrast, our Great Escape reveals why the 
Dominican Republic so deserves discovery 
beyond its beach resorts (p47).

O�Subscribe! See p22

O�Follow us on Twitter 
@LPTraveller and  
Instagram  
@lonelyplanettraveller

O�Join our Lonely 
Planet Traveller 
Insiders panel at 
immediateinsiders.com
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In this issue...
P O S T C A R D S
Your travel photos and stories
14 Mongolian eagle-hunters and more of 

your images from around the world

G L O B E T R O T T E R
The latest travel news and discoveries
24 Europe’s 10 best budget experiences, 

plus how to make family holidays  
more adventurous and rewarding

E A S Y  T R I P S
Short breaks you can take right now
35 Dubrovnik after the summer rush 
36 Head-turning Halloween happenings  

in New York State
38 Big-name modern artists on show in 

London, Paris and Wolverhampton
39 Switch from beaches to hiking trails with 

the coming of cooler weather in Cyprus
40 Northern Spain – a refuge for wolves
41 Cornish farm feasts and hill-walking
43 Review of the Month: Les Jardins des 

Douars in Essaouira, Morocco

G R E A T  E S C A P E
Your next big trip mapped out
47 The Dominican Republic is the second-

largest Caribbean island country, known 
for beaches, baseball, rum and music, 
but also tropical landscapes and heritage 
towns – find it all on a Great Escape

F E A T U R E S
More big ideas for your bucket-list
62 Restless spirits haunt the graceful 

porticos and Southern Gothic surrounds 
of Charleston and Savannah

74 Harvest time in the Italian Alps, but with 
a difference: in South Tyrol you’re as 
likely to have knödel as tortellini

86 Spend a Perfect Weekend in Stockholm 
with a chill in the air and a cup of coffee

94 Tastes from around Spain to try in the 
country and back at home

102 The Photographer’s Story: walking with 
Kenya’s Maasai people

M I N I  G U I D E S
Themed guides to take with you
117 Historic and natural wonders of Wessex
119 Dose up on Dublin’s culture and craic
121 Perfect trip to Paris for the uninitiated
123 Bavaria at its autumnal and beery best 
125 Explore beautiful Mauritius on a budget
127 Live music and fine food in Austin, Texas

All prices correct at time of going to press. Prices for hotel rooms 
are for double, en suite rooms with breakfast in low season, unless 
otherwise stated. Flight prices are for the cheapest return fares, 
including one piece of hold baggage, unless otherwise stated.

Look for these symbols to quickly identify listings

Sights

Beaches

Activities

Tours

Festivals

Sleeping

Drinking

Entertainment

Courses

Shopping

Eating Information  
& Transport

Merengue’s 
island home 

p47

How many  
Jack o’lanterns can 
you count? p35

Save over 30 per cent on the usual 
shop price with a subscription to 
Lonely Planet Traveller, and receive 
two free Lonely Planet recipe books 
with the best of Italian and Thai food

SUBSCRIBE P22

Lord of the glen p24
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Austria

Bulgaria

Chile 

Atacama Desert 

Croatia 

Dubrovnik
Cyprus 

Troödos Mountains 
Dominican Republic 

England

Cornwall
London
Wessex
Wolverhampton
France

Bordeaux
Paris
Germany

Bavaria
Hamburg
Iceland 

India 

Karnataka 

Ireland 

Dublin
Galway 

Italy

South Tyrol
Venice
Kenya 

Latvia

Daugavpils
Mauritius

Mongolia 

Morocco 

Essaouira 

Nepal 

Mount Everest 

Portugal

Sintra
Scotland

Glen Affric
Serbia

Belgrade
Spain

Canary Islands
Castile and León
Málaga
Sudan

Sweden

Åre Östersund
Stockholm
United Arab Emirates 

Dubai
USA

Austin
Fort Lauderdale
Georgia
New York State
South Carolina

p27

p27

p26 

p35

p39 
p47 

p41
p30, p38

p117
p38

p27
p26, p38, p121

p123
p27
p14 

p18 

p119
p27

p74
p27

p102 

p27
p125

p16 

p43 

p19 

p18, p27

p24

p27
p94

p28
p40
p27
p28

p28
p86

p19

p127
p129
p62
p36
p62

DESTINATION

INDEX

Win!

Turn to p129 

A HOLIDAY  

IN FLORIDA

Where can you find  
the chestnut trail? p74

�Buen 
provecho! 
p94

Is this the Venice  
of the North? p86

A haunted beauty p62

A herder’s 
life in a 
changing 
world p102
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How our team of writers and photographers made the November issue

Behind the Scenes

EDITORIAL

Group editor Peter Grunert

Deputy editor Amanda Canning

Production editor Alice Braham

Features editor Orla Thomas

Contributing editor Gabrielle Jaffe

Sub-editor Rory Goulding

Senior features writer Oliver Smith

Editorial assistant Sophie McGrath

ART

Art director Hayley Ward

Designer Mike Cutting

Photo editor Claire Richardson

Thanks to Tania Cagnoni, Lisa Duke, Theresa Flach, Corey 

Hutchison, Plamena Manolova, Dom Martin, Wayne 

Murphy, Joanna Zenghelis

ADVERTISING

Advertising manager Ali Teeman

Group head Nick Connell

Senior sales Lauren Bell, James Riall

Advertising director, Northern sales team David Downs 

Classified sales executive Melissa Barnes

Inserts sales executive Harry Rowland

For advertising enquiries 020 7150 5135

AD SERVICES AND PRODUCTION

Head of production Koli Pickersgill

Senior production controller Katie Panayi

Repro technicians Darren McCubbin, Jonathan Shaw

Senior inserts coordinator Sandra Da Costa

Advertisement services coordinator Tony Dixon

Senior ad services coordinator Chris Softly

PUBLISHING

Publishing director Alfie Lewis

Marketing manager Tom Townsend-Smith

Head of newstrade marketing Natalie Shearer

Newstrade marketing manager Gareth Viggers

Subscriptions marketing manager Natalie London

Management accountants Len Bright, Noma-Afrika Pele

Insight executive Matt Rodriguez

MANAGEMENT

Chairman Stephen Alexander 
Deputy chairman Peter Phippen 
CEO Tom Bureau

SYNDICATION AND INTERNATIONAL

DAM manager Liz Cowlin

For international magazine licensing enquiries  

sue.coffin@lonelyplanet.com

For syndication enquiries  

richard.bentley@immediate.co.uk

Lonely Planet Traveller is produced for Lonely Planet Global 
Limited (part of the Lonely Planet Group) by Immediate 
Media Company London Limited.  The words ‘Lonely Planet’ 
and the Lonely Planet symbol are trademarks of Lonely 
Planet Global Limited. © Lonely Planet Global Limited. 
All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or part prohibited 
without permission. ISSN 2050�635X. Printed by 
Wyndeham Group. Immediate Media Company is working 
to ensure that all of its paper is sourced from well-managed 
forests. This magazine can be recycled for use in newspapers 
and packaging. Please remove any gifts, samples or wrapping 
and dispose of the magazine at your local collection point. 
UK full annual subscription rate for 12 issues: £46.80;  
Europe and Eire: £65; rest of the world: £75.

NEED TO GET IN TOUCH?
Subscription and back issue enquiries
0844 826 7350  
Editorial enquiries 020 7150 5118

Subscription enquiries
lonelyplanet@servicehelpline.co.uk
General enquiries  
editorial@lptraveller.co.uk

Subscription enquiries  
Lonely Planet Traveller, Building 800, 
Guillat Avenue, Kent Science Park, 
Sittingbourne, Kent ME9 8GU
General enquiries  
Lonely Planet Traveller, Lonely Planet, 
240 Blackfriars Road, Southwark, 
London SE1 8NW

T R A V E L L E R

F I N D I N G  

H I S  F E E T

It’s a double appearance 

for South Tyrol: the 

newsstand cover shows 

Santa Maddalena village in 

this German-speaking part 

of the Italian Alps, while 

subscribers get a gold-

carpet introduction to  

the Keschtnweg trail. 

This month's 

covers

Sub-editor Rory Goulding is  
a very reluctant ice-skater,  
but on a trip to Stockholm for 
our Perfect Weekend feature 
(p86), photographer Lena 
Granefelt persuaded him to 
give this essential Swedish 
experience a go. ‘I’m glad I 
went out on the ice,’ he says. 
‘It really was beautiful. I only 
fell once: four hours and 58 
minutes into a five-hour trip.’

S E E I N G  H A I N T  B E L I E V I N G

Writer and broadcaster Marcel Theroux headed to the coast of South Carolina 
and Georgia in a sceptical frame of mind to research a story on the region’s 
ghostly heritage (p62). On a mist-wrapped Edisto Island, he visited the mid- 
19th-century tomb of Julia Legare – the focus of an especially disturbing tale. 
Checking the photo he took on his cameraphone, he noticed a wraith-like form 
that seemed to emerge from the door of the vault. Evidence of the uncanny? 
Compare the photos above, read Marcel’s account, and decide for yourself…

S T O R M � D O D G E R S 

Photographer Matt Munro found himself closer to Hurricane Gaston than  
he might have liked while shooting Bahía de las Águilas for our Dominican 
Republic Great Escape (p47). ‘The sky was black on one side and bright blue 
on the other. Luckily we managed to stay on the blue side of the line.’



O N   S A L E  

Thursday 3 November

Revealed!

The places and 

experiences to add 

to your wish list for 

the year ahead
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Explore the planet’s most 
thrilling cycling routes.

From family bikepacking in Ecuador to cycling

West Cork’s Wild Coast - discover 200 of the best 

places to ride a bike. Whether you are an experienced 

cyclist or just getting started, Epic Rides will inspire 

two-wheeled travel all over the world.

Available now in all good bookshops 
and online at shop.lonelyplanet.com



XXXXXXXXX
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ENTER ONLINE AT: 

lptravel.to/magazinephoto
TERMS AND CONDITONS 1. Entrants should submit only ONE 
image per round. 2. Only entries sent to the correct email address 
will be entered into the competition. 3. The image should be at 
least 2,700 pixels along its longest edge. 4. It must be a JPEG file, 
preferably RGB. 5. The file name must be your first name and 
surname. 6. The subject line of your email must state the round 
name and your name once again. 7. Include your postal address 
and daytime telephone number in the body of your email.  
8. List your camera model, lens, exposure details and any other 
information in the body of your email. 9. Entries must be received 
by 11.59pm (UK time) on the closing date, 30 November 2016.  
10. Gambia prize black-out dates apply; and accommodation 
room type and flight departure dates subject to availability  
11. For full terms and conditions visit lptravel.to/magazinephoto

HOW TO ENTER
We have three categories that you can 
enter your photographs into:

1) People
Great portrait subjects can be found in all 
walks of life, from family and friends to your 
local shopkeeper and even strangers. We 
want to see your pictures of people – in the 
home, on the streets or on your travels.

2) Places
The world is vast – sprawling cities, sweeping 
desert vistas, endless oceans and ancient 
dark forests have all inspired artists and 
photographers for generations. But what are 
the locations that inspire you?

3) Nature and wildlife
For this round we’re looking for your images 
of beautiful landscapes, and the animals, 
birds, insects and plants that live within them.

ENTER ONLINE AT:

lptravel.to/magazinephoto
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Enter our photo 

competition

You will stay for three nights in the 
stunning Ngala Lodge and four nights 
in the Mandina Lodges in the 
Makasutu Forest where you’ll receive:
O�Guided forest walks
O�River trip by pirogue
O�Return flights from Gatwick
O Half-board accommodation  
at the Mandina Lodges and b&b 
at the Ngala Lodge 
We’ll also invite the winner to 
photograph this dream trip and your 
work might be featured in Lonely 
Planet Traveller and Amateur 
Photographer magazines 
PLUS each category winner will 
win a Fujifilm X�T10 camera 
worth £779.  
This compact mirrorless digital 
camera turns any trip, whether in 
everyday life or to the other side of 
the world, into the ultimate photo 
opportunity (fuji.co.uk/x-t10).

WIN SEVEN NIGHTS IN THE GAMBIA
Our overall winner will receive a seven-night holiday 
for two in The Gambia, courtesy of The Gambia 
Experience (gambia.co.uk)

Send in your inspiring travel photograph and you could 
win a fantastic seven-night holiday to The Gambia for 
two, and have your image printed in the magazine

The lunarlike landscape  
of the Bromo region in 
Indonesia, with Mount 

Bromo in the foreground



W H E R E  Y O U ’ V E  B E E N  A N D  W H A T  Y O U ’ V E  S E E N

Postcards



POSTCARDS

Why not get involved? We’d love to include your best new travel photos. Send us your highest resolution 
JPEG images (not exceeding 15MB) along with a pic of yourself to postcards@lptraveller.co.uk
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Kirkjufell, which means 
‘church mountain’, is 

backed by the spectacular 
Kirkjufellsfoss waterfalls

Pablo Esvertit, from Barcelona, spent 

10 days travelling around Iceland

I shot this photo on a family 

holiday to Iceland, where 

we toured the entire island 

via the Ring Road. We 

visited lots of well-known 

places, but I knew Mount 

Kirkjufell in west Iceland 

would be special. We were 

there during the period of 

the midnight sun and, 

heading out after dinner,  

I was greeted by this scene. 

The sun was descending 

very slowly and warm light 

was everywhere. I found  

an isolated place to wait for 

the sun to reach its lowest 

point, and took a picture. 

When I looked at my 

camera screen, I knew 

instantly I had the best 

souvenir of the trip. To 

watch the sun set and rise 

in such a short time in the 

middle of nature was a gift.

KIRKJUFELL, ICELAND

Midnight 

expression
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Chris McDiven is a retired  

teacher from Sydney, Australia

I recently spent three  
weeks on a small-group 
tour in Mongolia. One of 
the reasons I went was to go 
to the Eagle Festival, held 
annually near Ölgii in  
the country’s northwest. 
Mentioned in Marco Polo’s 
book Travels, the tradition 
of an eagle festival dates 
back 2,000 years. More than 
55 eagle hunters attended 
this particular festival, 
demonstrating their skills 
in a variety of challenges. 
The relationship between 
the hunters and their 
eagles was fascinating to 
observe. It was apparent 
how much respect they 
had for their birds. Living 
in a wild and remote 
region, they rarely see 
Westerners – I think this 
hunter was as intrigued  
by me as I was by him!

ÖLGII, MONGOLIA

Blind love



POSTCARDS

Send your best new travel photos to postcards@lptraveller.co.uk

Events at the Eagle Festival 
include the judging of competitors’ 

traditional attire, as well as the 
prowess of the eagles in hunting 

down live foxes and hares
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Nagarhole National Park was once the royal hunting grounds for the Wadiyar dynasty, former rulers of southwest India

Juan José Martínez is a scientist 

living in Zaragoza, Spain

Travelling to Porto for a 

wedding, I decided to visit the 

town of Sintra, near Lisbon.  

I arrived early in the morning 

and spent the day exploring 

its landmarks, finishing at 

the Palácio Nacional da Pena. 

Stumbling on a quieter area, 

I noticed some stairs that  

led to a vantage point. I was 

sure that a shot from the top 

would capture the magic of 

the castle and the beautiful 

late-afternoon skies. It was 

one of the day’s best photos, 

and a nice goodbye to a 

wonderful place.

SINTRA, PORTUGAL

Capturing 
the castle

The eccentric, Romanticist Palácio Nacional da Pena was built in the 1840s for King Ferdinand and Queen Maria II

Arshdeep Singh, aged eight, spent 

four days in Nagarhole Tiger Reserve

I recently took a trip with 

my father to Nagarhole 

Tiger Reserve, where we 

spotted leopards, black 

panthers and beautiful birds. 

Taking a jeep safari through 

the forest, we could hear 

the sounds of spotted deer, 

but couldn’t see them. As 

we continued, I noticed 

something and asked the 

driver to stop. A stag was 

hiding in the high grasses, 

with just his majestic 

antlers out in the open 

– they reminded me of a 

crown. I couldn’t help but 

snap this photo, and it’s 

now one of my favourites.

KARNATAKA, INDIA 

Hello dear
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Ras al Khor Wildlife Sanctuary, at the mouth of Dubai’s Creek, is a mixture of salt flats, mudflats, mangroves and lagoons

The mostly barren, high-altitude Sagarmatha National Park is populated by some 2,500 indigenous Sherpa people

Samira Green, a doctor from east 

London, spent a month in Nepal

David Gabis works in retail and  

has lived in Dubai for 15 years 

I live in Dubai, and one 
weekend decided to wake 
up early to shoot the city at 
sunrise. On my way home,  
I stopped by the Ras al Khor 
Wildlife Sanctuary, an area 
of mangroves and lagoons 
close to the Burj Khalifa. 
Visitors can observe many 
bird species, like the greater 
flamingos that live here 
year-round. The contrast 
between the city’s high-rises 
and the wildlife is amazing. 
The photo shows that Dubai 
is not just buildings and 
malls, but has nature on its 
doorstep. It’s one of my 
favourite views of the city.

DUBAI, UAE

High f liers

I took this photo in the 
Sagarmatha National Park 
on the way to Everest Base 
Camp. My group were on 
day seven of our trek – tired, 
cold and a little fed up of 
dal bhat and the lack of hot 
showers. But that day we 
had glorious sunshine, with 
Everest in front of us the 
whole time, and we were 
all on a huge high. We felt 
happy, strong and like we 
might actually make it to 
Base Camp. I snapped this 
fellow trekker as we rested 
along the path, surrounded 
by beautiful mountain 
views in every direction.

SAGARMATHA, NEPAL

Bright side

P O S T C A R D S

Send your best new travel photos to postcards@lptraveller.co.uk



‘The polar fox in her autumn coat in Longyearbyen, 
on the island of Spitsbergen’ (@spitsbergentravel)

‘Snow-covered Mount Fuji and autumn red kochia 
grass in Oishi Park, Yamanashi, Japan’ (@capkaieda)

‘The beauty of the season and its colours in 
Queenstown, New Zealand’ (@thatwanderinglens) 

‘Market vibes at a farmers’ market in the Okanagan, 
British Columbia, Canada’ (@wanderingjulia08)

‘Fall colours in White Mountain National Forest, 
New Hampshire, USA’ (@ _travelgurl)

‘Enjoying a little nature at the Koekamp in The 
Hague – right opposite the station’ (@mrs.romijn) 

‘Rain is in the air, so this farmer in Bosnia must  
work quickly!’ (@ volim_hercegbosnu)

‘Colourful large Indian corn at Union Square 
Greenmarket in New York City’ (@ linnedfeldt)

‘Sunset at the Lavaux Vineyard Terraces by the 
shore of Lake Geneva, Switzerland’ (@ la_petite_s_)
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INSTAGRAM

Each month, we ask our Instagram followers to share their best shots on a travel theme; 

we print our favourites here. Want to get involved? Follow us at  @lonelyplanettraveller

Next month: From above

Get on Instagram and tag your ‘from above’ images with #LPPostcards for a chance to appear in our next issue

This month: autumn colours
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Globetrotter

A  W O R L D  O F  T R A V E L  N E W S  A N D  D I S C O V E R I E S

SEASONAL VIEWING
O Red deer are the UK’s largest wild land 
mammal, and autumn months show them 
at their most impressive during the rut. 
Watch males battle each other for mates in 
London’s Richmond Park and the Isle of Jura. 
See uksafari.com/rd2.htm for more spots. 
O November is peak time for starling 
‘murmurations’ – giant flocks that dance in 
hypnotic patterns. You’ll need a bit of luck 
to catch a showing: try one of the RSPB’s 
recommended list of reserves, such as 
Marazion Marsh in Cornwall (rspb.org.uk). 
O Spring heralds new life for many species, 
but for grey seals, autumn is the pupping 
season. Around 160 are born on Skomer 
Island in Pembrokeshire (welshwildlife.org).

���� � �������� ������ in the moss- 
draped forest – a red deer stag turns his 
head to look right at photographer Terry 
Whittaker before disappearing into the 
thicket of birch. Taken early one autumn 
morning in Glen Affric, deep in the 
Scottish Highlands, this image was highly 
commended in the 2016 British Wildlife 
Photography Awards, whose finalists 
have now been announced. See all the 
winning photos in an exhibition that’s 
touring the country until summer 2017, 
with early stops including Astley Hall in 
Lancashire and Gloucester’s Nature in Art 
Gallery (bwpawards.org). Look out too for 
the new book British Wildlife Photography 
Awards: Collection 7 (£25; AA Publishing).

The wilder side of autumn  
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��� �� �����’� 1�� ��������������, with the likes of the Ritz and the Louvre as 
near neighbours, Le Roch Hotel & Spa leaves gilded ornament to others as it goes 
instead for something of a 1950s look, all black, white and blue. With 32 rooms,  
five suites and a living-room-like lounge stocked with art books, it’s a relatively 
intimate place on a street leading to the gardens of the Tuileries. Restaurant menus 
are designed by chef Arnaud Faye – who has won two Michelin stars for his previous 
work – with a preference for Mediterranean tastes (from £345; leroch-hotel.com).

Premier attraction

Floating above the Valle de la Luna (Valley of the Moon), it’s possible to get a true sense of the scale of Chile’s Atacama Desert.  

The area’s first commercial hot-air balloon flights bring a fresh perspective to this landscape of sweeping horizons and subtle colours 

(from £225pp for sunrise trips of up to an hour, and including hotel transfers and a champagne breakfast; easternsafaris.com).

NEW TOUR
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1. BULGARIA’S 

WINE VILLAGE 
Tucked beneath imposing 
sandstone cliffs, Melnik is full 
of traditional houses with 
wooden balconies, and has 
been celebrated for its wine 
for more than 600 years. 
Bottles of local vintages are 
sold for as little as £2, or try 
the fun new Museum of 
Wine, with tastings included 
in its £2.50 entry fee 
(muzei-na-vinoto.com). 

6. ROTHKO’S 

HOMETOWN 
Latvia’s second-largest city, 
Daugavpils has a historic 
centre dating from Russian 
imperial days, and was also 
home to a thriving Jewish 
community. Native son 
Mark Rothko became a great 
American painter, and an 
excellent new contemporary 
art centre in town is named 
after him (all-gallery ticket 
£7; rothkocenter.com).

2. MARKETS OF 

HAMBURG 
This north German port is 
known for its Unesco-listed 
Speicherstadt district of vast 
red-brick warehouses, but 
it’s also home to Germany’s 
longest farmer’s market. At 
the twice-weekly Isemarkt, 
set up under the elevated 
U�Bahn tracks, 200 vendors 
sell all kinds of quality 
produce, with much for just  
a euro or two (isemarkt.com). 

7. A PARTY BOAT 

IN BELGRADE 
The Serbian capital is one of 
the continent’s best-value 
destinations, and maybe its 
hardest-partying one too. In 
warmer months, river barges 
along the Danube double as 
clubs. Hot Mess is a higher- 
end place, but even here the 
cover is only around £4 for  
a ‘splav’ (barge club) with an 
on-board pool, playing disco, 
house and RnB (hotmess.rs).

3. SPAIN’S NEW 

CENTRE OF ART 
The new Centre Pompidou 
Málaga – a Spanish south- 
coast offshoot of the Paris 
original – is housed in a 
building crowned by a 
playful multicoloured cube. 
Modern masters shown here 
include Frida Kahlo, Francis 
Bacon and Antoni Tàpies  
(£6, or £8 including 
temporary exhibitions;  
centrepompidou-malaga.eu).

8. HOSTEL WITH 

FOREST VIEWS
In the wooded hills west of 
Lisbon, Sintra is home to two 
former holiday palaces of 
Portuguese royalty, and now 
the design-forward Moon 
Hill Hostel. This newcomer 
outshines the competition 
with rooms at boutique 
hotel level, kingly views,  
and a really good restaurant 
(dorm bed £16, doubles from 
£50; moonhillhostel.com).

4. MIRROR POOL 

IN BORDEAUX 
A fountain of sorts, the 
Miroir d’Eau (Water Mirror) 
is the world’s largest 
reflecting pool, covering an 
expanse of black granite on 
the banks of the Garonne, 
opposite the imposing Palais 
de la Bourse. On warm, 
sunny days, the ‘mirror’ 
provides entertainment and 
photo ops, with a fog-like 
vapour ejected at intervals.

9. CRAB AND 

ALES IN GALWAY 
In Ireland’s main west coast 
city, Kai Café is a fantastic 
spot for a coffee, portions of 
crab or Roscommon hogget 
(lamb over a year old), or 
glasses of Galway Hooker 
Sixty Knots IPA. The interior 
design is light despite the 
thick stone walls inside. 
Reserve ahead for dinner 
(lunch mains from £10; 
kaicaferestaurant.com).

5. DINING WITH 

GONDOLIERS 
Hiding in plain sight on 
Venice’s busy Ruga Giuffa is 
an excellent tavern. You 
should be able to spot 
Osteria Ruga di Jaffa by the 
gondolieri packing the tables 
at lunch. They come here not 
for the artsy Murano lamps 
but rather the house-made 
pastas and succulent roast 
pork (meals from £17; 
osteriarugadijaffa.it). 

10. AUSTRIA’S 

EPIC ROAD
The 30�mile Grossglockner 
High Alpine Road is one of 
Europe’s greatest drives.  
It swings giddily around 36 
switchbacks, passing jewel- 
coloured lakes, forested 
slopes and wondrous 
glaciers. The only cost is the 
toll, which helps maintain 
this most thrilling of roads 
(£30 car day ticket; May–
mid-Nov; grossglockner.at).

AS THE LATEST EDITION OF LONELY PLANET’S EUROPE ON A SHOESTRING GUIDE HITS THE SHOPS, EUROPE DESTINATION 
EDITOR DANIEL FAHEY PICKS OUT TEN NEWLY FEATURED EXPERIENCES THAT SHOW THE VARIETY OF THE CONTINENT
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������� ����� ����� ��� ����, but not in Egypt: that’s the promise of little-visited 
Sudan. Cox & Kings’ Treasures of Ancient Nubia tour heads to parts of the country – away 
from areas the FCO advises against – where ancient civilisations flourished. The pyramids of 
Meroë, pictured here, are an undoubted highlight (11 days from £2,945; coxandkings.co.uk).

NEW TOUR

Sudan 

������� �����: Winter-only flights 
from London Gatwick to Åre 
Östersund start 11 December. Flight 
time 2h50 (from £91).
����’� �� ����? The town of 
Östersund sits on the shores of Lake 
Storsjön, where the winter freeze 
creates a 30�mile skate track hugely 
popular with locals. An hour away is 
Åre, a ski resort situated within a 
mountain valley (visitsweden.com). 
�������? There’s plenty of powder 
from November to May. 
T�� ����������? Sledge and see ice 
sculptures at Östersund’s Winter 
Park; in Åre there is skiing and 
snowboarding plus other snowy 
adventures – from horse and dog 
sledding to snowmobile safaris (1). 
���� ����? Indeed. Sample 
Swedish classics such as reindeer, 
Arctic char (2) and cloudberries. 
���� ����� �� ����? Design-
focused Coppermill Mountain Lodge 
(3) has 360° views of the surrounding 
peaks (from £125; copperhill.se). 

������� ����� The winter service 
starts from London Gatwick to La 
Palma 1 November. Flight time 4h30 
(from £96; easyjet.com). 
����’� �� ����? Its black rather than 
gold sand beaches have kept  
La Palma firmly under the radar, but 
this is the prettiest and greenest of 
all the Canaries. Its diverse landscape 
comprises tropical forests in the 
north and volcanic desertscapes in 
the south (visitlapalma.es/en). 
�������? Autumn/winter 
temperatures average a fine 20°C.
��� ����������? Hiking in the Los 
Tilos forest, swimming in the sea-fed 
pools of La Fajana (1), exploring the 
cobbled streets and colonial-style 
architecture of capital Santa Cruz. 
���� ����? Yup. Dishes include 
fried goat’s cheese with spicy ‘mojo’ 
sauce (2) and giant garlic prawns.  
���� ����� �� ����? Former 
17th-century sugar estate Hacienda 
de Abajo (3) has grand period rooms 
(£185; hotelhaciendadeabajo.com).

LA PALMA ÅRE ÖSTERSUND
NEW FLIGHTS

 Sun V Snow

Winter is coming. We explore options to escape or embrace the chill 
in Canary Island La Palma and Swedish ski resort Åre Östersund, 
both now more accessible with the launch of new easyJet routes 

1

1

2

2

3 3
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UNDER NORWAY’S 
NORTHERN LIGHTS
See the aurora borealis the way it is meant to be seen; 

far from artifi cial ambient light and with a front-seat 

view on the deck of a Hurtigruten ship as she sails 

into the Arctic Circle along the Norwegian coast.

To book, please call 0203 553 1351 
or visit your preferred travel agent
www.hurtigruten.co.uk

* Full terms and conditions apply. See website for details.

The defi nitive 12-day voyage showing o�  the very 

best of Norway’s beautiful coastline and culture, 

visiting 34 ports northbound and southbound. 

Includes Hurtigruten’s unique Northern Lights Promise.*

12 days | Bergen – Kirkenes – Bergen

Classic Round Voyage

Day 1: Bergen, the City of Seven Mountains
Day 2: Stylish Art Nouveau town of Ålesund  
Day 3: The medieval royal city Trondheim 
Day 4: Bodø and the beautiful Lofoten Islands 
Day 5: Tromsø is the capital of the Arctic
Day 6: Honningsvåg, portal to the North Cape

ITINERARY

Day 7: Kirkenes is near the Russian border 
Day 8: Hammerfest, the world’s most northern town
Day 9: Stunning scenery of Vesterålen
Day 10: Seven Sisters Mountains and Torghatten
Day 11: Calling at Kristiansund and Molde
Day 12: Post-voyage extension in Bergen
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Day 1: Tromsø is the capital of the Arctic
Day 2: Visit the North Cape at Honningsvåg
Day 3: See the Snowhotel at Kirkenes 
Day 4: Hammerfest, the world’s most northern town 
Day 5/6: Tromsø for optional winter excursions

ITINERARY

This 5/6-day coastal voyage takes place 

within the Arctic Circle for an ideal chance 

to see the mesmerising Northern Lights 

of Norway and engage in some additional 

winter wonderland activities.

5/6 days | Tromsø – Kirkenes – Tromsø

Arctic Highlights
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Daily departures available from 

£999pp (excluding fl ights). 
Flights can be added from £330pp.

No Single Supplement 

Available on voyages between 1 Nov 
and 14 Dec 2016 (o� er also applies 
to 6, 7, and 11-day Classic Voyages)

FULL BOARD VOYAGE INCLUDING FLIGHTS 
FROM 6 REGIONAL AIRPORTS

Onboard drinks package 
included on 2016 departures 
when booked by 30 Sep 2016 *

12 
DAYS 

FROM £1224pp
Selected departures from 1 Oct 2016 to 31 Mar 2017 

HALF BOARD VOYAGE INCLUDING FLIGHTS 
FROM 8 REGIONAL AIRPORTS

Onboard drinks package 
included on 2016 departures 
when booked by 30 Sep 2016 *

� or 6 
DAYS 

FROM £799pp
Selected departures from 1 Dec 2016 to 31 Mar 2017 

66°33'N
ARCTIC CIRCLE

Lofoten 

Vesterålen

N
O
R
W
A
Y

Harstad

Oslo

Bergen

Florø
Måløy

TrondheimKristiansund
Molde

Ålesund

Sandnessjøen
Nesna

Brønnøysund

Rørvik

Ørnes
Bodø

Svolvær
Stokmarknes

Sortland
Finnsnes

Skjervøy

Øksfjord
Hammerfest

Havøysund
Honningsvåg

Kjøllefjord

Kirkenes
Vadsø

Vardø

Berlevåg
Båtsfjord

Mehamn

Tromsø

Risøyhamn

Stamsund

Torvik
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������’� ������� ������ has long 
been the undisputed king of the capital’s food 
and drink markets, but now there’s a new kid 
on the block – quite literally. A mere 
10�minute walk away is the just-opened  
and infinitely less crowded Mercato 
Metropolitano. Based on existing models in 
Turin and Milan, this food hub focuses mainly 
but not exclusively on fine Italian grub. 
Housed in an old paper factory, the 
revitalised industrial space sees small, 
artisanal food producers making and selling 

everything from creamy burrata cheese to 
handmade tortellini, Neapolitan-style pizzas 
and proper gelato. A lightbulb-strung 
outdoor space hosts a changing roster of 
street food vans, and there are various events 
to encourage lingering, including cooking 
workshops and Backyard Cinema screenings.  
BEST BUYS

Black sesame gelato Oddly grey in colour, 
this ice cream has a nutty sweetness (£3.50). 
Tigelle Little pockets of soft warm bread 
stuffed with cured meat and cheese (£2.50).

New food market

I hear many friends reporting with 
delight their package holidays. 
Snoozing by the pool, actually 

reading a book, gorging on limitless buffet, 
offspring palmed off in a whirlwind of clubs – it 
sounds ideal for children and 
frazzled parents alike.

Yet I’ve never done that 
with my kids, and my trips 
have been just as 
family-friendly. My first 
break with baby twins 
was three months in a 
van in New Zealand. 
More recently we 
backpacked around Sri Lanka 
with our three under-10s, then did a cycle tour of 
Norway’s Lofoten Islands.  

Friends couldn’t believe we had nothing 
booked for Sri Lanka before we left. They didn’t 
think the kids would cope. But I found travelling 
on the hoof to be thoroughly child-friendly. 
Traversing the country by bus, train and tuk-tuk 
took us to cave temples, close to exotic animals, 
and hunting for leeches while hiking in tea hills 
– meeting locals and haggling prices along the 
way. Our kids (surely all kids) love exploring, 
animals and creepy-crawlies, but what was great 
was that we saw their confidence grow daily from 
being in the thick of normal life. You don’t get 
that when you cocoon yourself in a resort hotel.

Our Norwegian biking and camping sojourn 
was about as child-friendly as it gets. Washing in 
rockpools, toileting al fresco, foraging for food 
and cooking flatbreads over an open fire – it was 
wild and fun, with major benefits for family 
harmony. Remove the expectation of table 
manners, cleanliness and going to bed before 
dark, and there is a lot less to fight about.  

Not everything goes to plan, yet the children’s 
response is often surprising. We skimp on 
accommodation, and they are thrilled: ‘Can we 
really sleep in the car all night?!’ We camp 
outside when our tent collapses, and they gaze in 
wonder at the starry sky. A catering fail saw the 
invention of the ‘Weetabix and chocolate spread’ 
sandwich, now a family staple. You don’t get 
these experiences when you pay to eliminate any 
risk of inconvenience ahead of your arrival.

Poolside holidaymakers return relaxed, tanned 
and slightly depressed to be home. We got back 
filthy and temporarily exhausted yet invigorated; 
with memories made and 
relationships bolstered, pumping 
with energy for the next adventure. 

SOMETHING TO DECLARE: 

Forget the all-inclusive resort with  
kids’ club – the best family holidays  
are a proper adventure

C������� ������ is  
a freelance writer who 
blogs at TiedDown 
Adventurers.com  

For more great ideas for young explorers,  
see lonelyplanet.com/kids 
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Tree-like patterns in the wetlands near Shadegan in southern 
Iran – one of many places hard to access, but easily experienced 
from above on the Daily Overview website, and now in a new book.

 SHORE LEAVE 

WITH STEVE  

Celeb-hosted cruises abound, 
but Natural World Safaris’ 

Svalbard expedition with TV 
naturalist Steve Backshall is 

our top pick. Combining 
wildlife expertise with 

genuine likeability, we reckon 
he’d be fun to go polar bear 

spotting with (22 Aug�1 Sep; 
naturalworldsafaris.com).

CAST OFF:  

THE HOFF

Nothing could convince us  
to hop aboard for David 
Hasselhoff’s six-day fan cruise. 
The Costa Favolosa will make 
its way around the Med while 
passengers are treated to a 
concert, movie screenings and 
meet’n’greet events with the 
inimitable Hoff himself (4�9 
Nov; checkintoevents.com).

LOVE

HATE

O Overview: A New Perspective by Benjamin Grant is out in hardback (£30; Preface).



The

I
n Hawai‘i, ‘aloha’ is 
everywhere. It’s re�ected 
 in the name of the boldly 
patterned shirts for which 

the 50th US state is known, and 
you’ll see the word in the titles  
of businesses, restaurants and 
hotels. It also pops up in greetings, 
o�erings of thanks and declarations 
of love. But why is it used so much? 

Aloha isn’t just a word, or a way 
to say hello and goodbye. It’s a 
spirit that inhabits and in�uences 
almost everything that happens 

In Hawai‘i, aloha is more than a 
greeting – it’s an attitude that 
permeates every aspect of life. 
Each island has something 
di�erent to discover, but the  
spirit of aloha unites them all

here, and the locals see it as a 
manifesto for life. It takes in many 
di�erent meanings but, broadly  
put, it encapsulates generosity, 
friendliness and an overarching 
mantra of ‘do no harm’. Traditional 
Hawaiian culture doesn’t separate 
humanity from the natural world; 
both are regarded according to the 
values of unity, honesty and humility 
that aloha represents. If you want to 
truly understand it, you have to 
experience it �rst-hand. Here are a 
few suggestions of where to start. 



Most visitors to Hawai‘i arrive 
through Honolulu International 
Airport on the state’s most 
populous island. O‘ahu is home to 
almost three quarters of Hawai‘i’s 
population – hence its nickname, 
‘�e Gathering Place’. But the 
state’s third-largest island is  
more than a transit hub – it’s a 
destination in its own right with 
fascinating cities and enticing 
wilds begging to be explored.

Honolulu was once home to the 
Hawaiian monarchy (it’s actually 
the site of the only royal palace 
ever to stand on American soil, the 
‘Iolani Palace), but today you’ll �nd 
a thoroughly modern metropolis 
that holds its multicultural roots 
close. Visit O‘ahu Market in 
Chinatown to try foods from 
across Asia, or delve into the local 
nightlife and art scene. If you’re 
feeling adventurous, Honolulu is 
the place to arrange a shark dive: 
observing and respecting these 
apex predators outside of an 
aquarium is the embodiment  
of the aloha attitude. 

To the west of the city is  
Pearl Harbor. 2016 marks the 
75th anniversary of the attacks,  
so the city will be busy with 
commemorations. Pay your 
respects at the USS Arizona 
Memorial, a visually stunning 
tribute to the fallen crewmen 
that’s positioned directly over  
the still-visible wreck of the US 
battleship. You can only access  
the site by boat but the 75-minute 
tour, which includes a short �lm 
and lets you view cutaways into 
the innards of the ship, is well 
worth the trip. 

Down the coast you’ll �nd 
Waik�k�, O‘ahu’s legendary and 
sophisticated seafront city.  
Once upon a time, only Hawaiian 
royalty was allowed to surf the 
gentle waters here, but today 
we’re all permitted to practice  
our skills on the waves. Spend  
a day riding the kahunas before 
enjoying a sunset cruise out to the 
volcanic ridge of Diamond Head, 
where you can sip mai tais to the 
strains of the slack key guitar. 

A hundred miles to the northwest 
of O‘ahu sits Kaua‘i, the greenest 
of the Hawaiian Islands. Find  
a good vantage point here and  
you’ll be rewarded with sparkling 
rivers, emerald peaks and 
dramatic coastlines in a single 
glance. It’s a lush and fertile land 
– so much so that it’s a�ectionately 
known as ‘�e Garden Island’.

On the northwest side you’ll �nd 
the N� Pali Coast, a 22-mile stretch 
of turquoise coves and tumbling 
waterfalls that ranks among the 
most beautiful in Hawai‘i. Take a 
catamaran cruise and enjoy the 
views over a glass of wine or, if 
you’re feeling �t, take the kayak 
trip up the coast – tours start from 
Hanalei or Anini in the north.  

If you’re a keen photographer,  
a helicopter tour is a guaranteed 
way to capture some unforgettable 
shots. You could also take a boat 
trip and �nd some humpback 
whales, who come to the warm 
waters to raise their young.
Hawaiian rules prohibit groups 
getting within 100 metres of these 
majestic animals, so you don’t have 
to worry about disturbing them. 

For another epic trip, hire a car 
and take on Highway 550, a 
winding scenic route that brings 
you from sea level to the peaks, 
taking in the rust-red rock 
formations of Waimea Canyon 
along the way. In keeping with the 
aloha spirit, hire a hybrid and help 
keep the jungles green. 

O������� Surfing originated in Polynesia, 

and remains as popular as ever. 

A���� ���� ��� Pupukea on O‘ahu's North 

Shore; Wailua Falls – two of more than 2,000 

waterfalls on Kaua‘ i; sea turtles are common 

off the Hawaiian coast

A D V E R T I S E M E N T  F E AT U R E



Maui is formed from two main 
volcanoes: the older, taller  
Mauna Kah�l�wai in the west 
and younger Haleakal� in the 
east. Over millions of years,  
their �ows overlapped to create 
the mountainous topography 
that gives Maui its nickname,  
‘�e Valley Isle’.

Maui regularly tops polls of the 
world’s most romantic islands, 
thanks to a wealth of luxury 
resorts, clean white beaches and 
adventurous activities. Climb to 
the summit of Haleakal� to take  
in the sunrise, or head to Pe‘ahi 
between October and April for the 
chance to watch brave surfers as 

they tackle ‘Jaws’, a world-famous 
break that reaches heights of 20m. 

From Maui, it’s simple to take  
a day trip to either Moloka‘i  
or L�na‘i. Moloka‘i is the most 
traditionally Hawaiian of the 
islands you can visit, an unspoilt 
and easy-going place that is one 
of the purest examples of the 
aloha attitude. It’s also home to 
the oldest religious site in Hawai‘i,  
‘Ili‘ilil‘opae Heiau. Lana‘i is more 
developed, with plenty of 
high-end hotels to choose from, 
but there are still opportunities  
to get out into the wild: a 4x4 tour 
of the rutted roads to the west is 
highly recommended. 

�e Island of Hawai‘i – also known 
as the Big Island to di�erentiate it 
from the wider state of Hawai‘i – is 
the only island with ongoing 
volcanic activity, which means it’s 
also still growing. Seeing molten 
lava meeting the ocean and 
solidifying into land is a sight 
that’ll stay with you forever. Your 
best bet is to take a boat or 
helicopter trip to Hawai‘i Volcanoes 
National Park (pictured here). 
Walking trips are also available, but 
lava is �ckle, and having the ability 
to get around quickly will give you 
the greatest chance to see the four 
elements of earth, wind, �re and 
water meeting in a single place.

Mauna Kea is the towering 
volcano at the centre of Big  
Island. Its strange, otherworldly 
landscape is home to the highest 
concentration of observatories in 
the world, all taking advantage of 
the thin atmosphere and low light 
pollution. Arrive in the evening for 
a glorious, multicoloured sunset 
followed by stargazing.  

For the quintessential Big 
Island experience, make sure you 
eat at a luau before you leave.  
It’s perhaps the most upfront 
expression of aloha: a night  
of music, food and traditional 
Hawaiian arts, all delivered with 
the omnipresent Hawaiian smile. 

Getting there
Book with British Airways and you can create your own tailor-made 
holiday to include �ights, hotels, car hire and experiences, all with a low 
deposit, ATOL protection and a 24-hour helpline. With direct access to a 
carefully curated selection of hotels at a range of prices, British Airways 
can help make your Hawaiian dream a reality – whatever your budget. 

For more information or to book,
call 0344 493 0122 or visit ba.com/hawaii

A D V E R T I S E M E N T  F E AT U R E
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Easy Trips

Direct flights from the UK to Dubrovnik run to the end of October; after then, you can fly 
there in two hops with Croatia Airlines and Lufthansa (from £150; croatiaairlines.com). 

 Amoret Apartments has 15 antique-furnished studios in the walled town, with prices 
dropping to £95 and under from October onwards (dubrovnik-amoret.com). Quote ‘Lonely 
Planet Traveller’ when booking directly via email for a 10% room discount (booking must be 
confirmed by the end of 2016).
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THIS MONTH... celebrate Halloween in New York State, track 
wolves in Spain and enjoy the last of the sun in Cyprus

Endlessly photogenic Dubrovnik has spearheaded Croatia’s return to tourist favour 
in the past two decades. It has played its role so well that authorities are now 
considering a limit on the number of visitors entering its historic walled centre.  
One way to avoid the crush is by visiting in the low season. October sees fewer 
swimmers and cruise ships in the Adriatic Sea, late-autumn temperatures 
remaining in the mid-teens, and the white stones as resplendent in the sun as ever. 
Take the cable car to the top of Mount Srd̄ for one of Europe’s most memorable 
views, encompassing the Old Town and island-dotted coast, before heading  
back to explore the city’s less-thronged streets at leisure.

M A K E  I T  H A P P E N

D U B R O V N I K ,  C R O A T I A

After the crowds
10%

discount on 
rooms
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In Washington Irving’s 1820 tale, The Legend of 
Sleepy Hollow, a headless horseman terrifies the 
inhabitants of Tarrytown in upstate New York.  
In later retellings, he sometimes hurls a blazing 
pumpkin, in a defining piece of American 
Halloween lore. New York City stages its own 
ghoulish parades around 31 October, but follow 
the wide Hudson River north to the villages of 
Westchester County and you’ll get the last of  
the leaf-peeping season providing a colourful 
backdrop to all those jack o’lanterns. More than 
7,000 of them can be seen lit up at the Great Jack 
O’Lantern Blaze, held in the grounds of the 
300-year-old Van Cortlandt Manor. And on the 
outskirts of Tarrytown is Sleepy Hollow itself, 
home to the Old Dutch Burying Ground, before 
which Irving’s headless horseman would 
disappear ‘in a flash of fire and brimstone’.

N E W  Y O R K  S T A T E ,  U S A

HalloweeNY
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E A S Y  T R I P S

L��� A fiery 
dragon snakes 
through the 
grounds of Van 
Cortlandt Manor 
for the Great Jack 
O’Lantern Blaze. 
A���� ���� ��� 
Celebrating  
Día de Muertos 
(Mexican Day of 
the Dead) in  
New York City; 
fall colours in 
Westchester 
County

M A K E  I T  H A P P E N

 See hudsonvalley.org for details of 
Halloween events and autumn tourism in 
the Hudson Valley north of New York City, 
including The Great Jack O’Lantern Blaze 
(tickets from £16) and other happenings in 
nearby Sleepy Hollow. On the way there 
or back, drop by a Mexican-style Día de 
Muertos (Day of the Dead) celebration, 
complete with painted sugar skulls in New 
York City’s East Village (manoamano.us).

 Fly to New York’s JFK or Newark airports 
with American, BA, Delta, Norwegian, 
United and Virgin Atlantic (from £480; 
norwegian.com). Tarrytown is just over  
an hour’s drive from downtown NYC, and 
is also served by the Hudson Line of the 
Metro-North Railroad (£16; mta.info).

 Tarrytown’s Castle Hotel is a century- 
old stone-built pile with inspiring Hudson 
River views and just enough spookiness for 
a seasonally appropriate stay (from £240; 
castlehotelandspa.com).
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Artist Rooms brings Roy Lichtenstein 
works to the Wolverhampton Art Gallery 
from 22 October to 26 February 2017  
(free; closed Sun; artistrooms.org). See the 
website for other showings across the UK.

 In Birmingham, 20 minutes by train 
from Wolverhampton, the Hotel du Vin  
is a red-brick Victorian beauty (from £89; 
hotelduvin.com/locations/birmingham).

wolverhampton 
Roy Lichtenstein and Andy Warhol 
were two of the apostles of Pop Art,  
a style that put throwaway items such 
as soup cans and advertising posters on 
a pedestal. It’s largely thanks to Warhol 
that someone’s ‘15 minutes of fame’  
is a stock phrase. Both artists remain 
enough in demand with the art-viewing 
public to be the focus of a new series of 
Artist Rooms. The initiative, run by the 
National Galleries of Scotland and the 
Tate, brings single-artist exhibitions to 
venues across the country, with a focus 
on postwar and contemporary art.  
This October, the Wolverhampton Art 
Gallery begins a four-month exhibit  
of Lichtenstein, with paintings such  
as his 1990 work, Reflections on Girl 
(pictured above), done in characteristic, 
comic-book-inspired Ben-Day dots.  
The Whitworth in Manchester follows 
in November with a six-month helping 
of Andy Warhol.

paris
The Fondation Louis Vuitton is a young 
addition to Paris’s cultural ensemble. 
It’s only been two years since this 
striking modern art gallery opened in 
the parkland of the Bois de Boulogne,  
in the west of the city. A landmark 
exhibition opens here in late October, 
displaying 130 pieces once owned by 
Sergei Shchukin, a Russian businessman 
of the Tsarist era who had a taste for 
Impressionist and Post-Impressionist 
art. Divided between museums in 
Moscow and St Petersburg after the 
Bolshevik Revolution, the collection 
had a strong French bias; the loan of so 
many of its works to a Paris gallery is a 
fitting tribute. Here you’ll find dancers 
by Degas, pipe-smokers by Cezanne, 
Cubist works by Braque and Tahitian 
scenes by Gauguin, as well as some 
talent from beyond France’s borders, 
including Russia’s Vladimir Tatlin (one 
of his female nudes is pictured above).

london
The National Portrait Gallery is set  
for an autumn blockbuster, with an 
exhibition about a man who often  
took the concept of a portrait to its 
extremes. Pablo Picasso’s artistic career 
spanned almost eight decades, and 
productive ones at that. From a body  
of works that numbers in the tens of 
thousands, the NPG’s curators have 
picked over 80 by the Spanish artist. 
Many have been lent by the Museu 
Picasso in Barcelona, and plenty are 
making their first ever trip to the UK. 
Picasso avoided commissions, and his 
sitters were his friends, relatives and 
frequently himself, whether as a 
floppy-haired teenager in 1896, or 
shown as something close to an Easter 
Island statue in 1972 – the year before 
his death. In a similar vein, his first wife 
Olga is pictured in sober realist style  
in 1923, and translated into curves and 
angles 12 years later (pictured above).

Picasso Portraits runs at London’s 
National Portrait Gallery daily from  
6 October�5 February 2017, with late 
viewings on Thursdays and Fridays (£19, or 
£5 for first 100 tickets each Fri; npg.org.uk).

 Soho’s Dean Street Townhouse enjoys 
a delightful boudoir atmosphere with 39 
choice rooms, from ‘tiny’ options upwards 
(from £145; deanstreettownhouse.com).

Icons of Modern Art: The Shchukin 
Collection will be shown at the Fondation 
Louis Vuitton in Paris from 22 October– 
20 February 2017 (£14; closed most Tue; 
fondationlouisvuitton.fr).

 Half a mile from the Bois de Boulogne, 
Hôtel du Bois is effortlessly stylish and  
a rare mid-range option near the Arc de 
Triomphe (from £125; hoteldubois.com). PH
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Art for autumn
Icons of modern art from the 19th and 20th centuries are  

the stars of new exhibitions within easy reach this season…

M A K E  I T  H A P P E N M A K E  I T  H A P P E N M A K E  I T  H A P P E N



 Responsible Travel’s seven-night 
self-guided holiday includes walks 
averaging 12 miles per day, with 
b&b accommodation mainly in 
traditional local houses (from £485 
excl flights and airport transfers; 
responsibletravel.com).

 Larnaca and Paphos airports are 
both 1½ hours’ drive from the trip’s 
start point in Kakopetria, though 
Paphos is closer to the end point  
at Akamas. EasyJet, Ryanair and 
Thomson are among the airlines 
flying to Paphos from major UK 
airports outside the summer high 
season (from £120; ryanair.com).
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Divine footsteps
Ancient Greeks were never ones to waste a good myth, and the legendary 
home of the gods, Mount Olympus, has had its name stuck on to other peaks 
around the Classical world (and also in the USA and on Mars). The Mount 
Olympus of Cyprus is the island’s highest point, and the centerpiece of the 
Troödos Mountains. At this time of year, temperatures are ideal for hiking. 
Responsible Travel’s walking holiday starts in the beautifully restored 
village of Kakopetria, at the foot of Mount Olympus, for six days exploring 
the Troödos and the little-developed Akamas Peninsula to the west. 
Options include a trail to the cascades at Kaledonia Falls, and a walk with 
Mediterranean views that ends at a cave known as the Baths of Aphrodite, 
after the Greek goddess of love. Hiking in the hills might bring sightings of 
griffon vultures and wild mouflon sheep, as well as stops at old watermills, 
a winery, and Byzantine churches painted inside with vivid murals.

M A K E  I T  H A P P E N

The village of Pedoulas sits on  
the lower slopes of Cyprus’s 
Mount Olympus, and is famed  
on the island for its spring water
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M A K E  I T  H A P P E N

 Naturetrek’s five-day Wolf-watching 
in Spain tour starts at £895pp based on 
two people sharing (naturetrek.co.uk).

 The tour price includes flights from the 
UK, usually with Ryanair from Stansted to 
Santander. Enquire with Naturetrek about 
departures from other UK airports, such as 
Edinburgh. The land-only cost is £775.

The howl of the wolf readily calls to 

mind some snow-shrouded Arctic 

forest – less often the land of sunlit 

plazas and pitchers of sangría. The 

far north of Spain has always been  

a land apart from the rest of the 

country, however; the Cantabrian 

Mountains mark off the coastal strip 

and ensure it stays a deep shade of 

rain-fed green. The range is one of 

Europe’s unheralded wild spaces, 

and home to perhaps the largest wolf 

population west of Russia. Autumn 

months are a good time to sight this 

elusive creature: Naturetrek’s tour 

takes walkers around the foothills  

in the north of Palencia province  

to known wolf haunts, with nights 

spent in a huddle of restored farm 

cottages. Previous tours have spotted 

wolves at least nine times out of ten.

P A L E N C I A  P R O V I N C E ,  S P A I N

Call of 
the wild
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 Rooms at Coombeshead Farm start  
at £175 for a double, breakfast included 
(coombesheadfarm.co.uk). The farm is 
open Wednesdays to Sundays. Dinners 
cost £50 per person, and drinks are extra. 
Dinner-only bookings are possible.

 Farmhouse kitchen workshops cost 
£100 per person. Examples include 
butchery, sausage-making, curing, pickling 
and bread-making. Most courses run from 
11am�4.30pm, with lunch included.

 Coombeshead Farm is in eastern 
Cornwall, off the A30 six miles southwest 
of Launceston. Driving times from Exeter 
and Newquay are just under an hour. 
Heritage railways aside, the nearest train 
stations are at Liskeard and Gunnislake,  
both a 25�minute taxi ride away – contact 
the farm to arrange transfers.

 Bodmin Moor is around 20 minutes’ 
drive west from the farm; the nearer parts 
of Dartmoor are 30 minutes’ drive to the 
east. Find visitor information for Dartmoor 
National Park at dartmoor.gov.uk.

E A S Y  T R I P S
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In a county where the coasts get most attention, 

Coombeshead Farm gives inland Cornwall its 

due. Set in the rolling country near the border 

with Devon, this 66-acre former dairy farm has 

been revived by two chefs looking for a change 

from big-city pace: Tom Adams, the man behind 

London’s Pitt Cue eatery, and April Bloomfield, 

who launched The Spotted Pig in New York. 

Communal feasts here see guests sitting down to 

snacks and three-course dinners where anything 

pork-related is a strong point. Various cooking 

workshops run at the farm, too, and the hills of 

nearby Dartmoor and Bodmin Moor make for 

excellent excursions in the autumn.

C O R N W A L L ,  E N G L A N D

Farm-table dining
M A K E  I T  H A P P E N

C�������� 

���� ��� ���� 

Steeperton Tor 

on Dartmoor; 

outdoor cookery 

at Coombeshead 

Farm; farm 

feasting evenings 

take place at one 

long table in the 

dining room; the 

main house at the 

farm; chickens 

startled by a light 

rain shower
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 R E V I E W  O F  T H E  M O N T H 
E S S A O U I R A ,  M O R O C C O 

Le Jardin  
des Douars

Andalucía festival, a celebration of the fusion of cultures in 
Morocco, with live music and dance performances, and 
exhibitions of Judeo-Moroccan art, runs from 27�30 October 
(facebook.com/FestivalDesAndalousiesAtlantiques). 

 WHAT CAN I EXPECT? 
To relax. With no televisions, telephones or mini bars in the 
rooms, you’ll spend days reading on your terrace or by the  
pool (books can be borrowed from the library), wandering  
the botanical gardens and being pummelled in the onsite spa 
and hammam. Cocktails are served on the terrace at sunset. 

 WHAT’S MY ROOM LIKE? 
Bedrooms are classically Moroccan in style, with zellige tiling, 
tadelakt plasterwork, Berber rugs and African artwork.

 WHAT AM I EATING? 
The seasonal menu is a mix of traditional Moroccan dishes, such 
as tajines and couscous, and French cuisine, all which you can see 
being prepared in the open kitchen. A weekly highlight is the 
Sunday barbecue, where fish, lamb chops and ribs of beef are 
grilled, and platters of salads and rice are brought to the tables. 

 GOOD TO KNOW 
Le Jardin des Douars is a 20�minute drive from Essaouira, so you 
have to book a taxi into town or the hotel’s shuttle bus service.  

 BEYOND THE FRONT DOOR 
Head to Essaouira to walk the ramparts and enjoy a bird’s eye 
view of the souqs, before heading down to browse the jewellery, 
art and woodwork for sale, and to watch the fishermen haul in the 
day’s catch. The hotel also offers guided hikes in the countryside. 

 WHAT’S THE DAMAGE? 
Rooms start at £95 per night including breakfast, going up to 
£310 for the palatial Suite Royale (jardindesdouars.com).

 WHY ESSAOUIRA? 
The ruggedly charming seaside town has fortified walls, 
crumbling ramparts and a unique quality of light that has  
long attracted artists. Its labyrinthine medina is home to  
souqs, art galleries and wood-carving workshops.

 WHY LE JARDIN DES DOUARS? 
Set just inland from the wind-battered coast, amid hills of gnarly 
argan trees (the oil from the nuts is prized), Le Jardin des Douars is 
a true retreat. The villas’ sun-baked domes peek out above palms 
and bougainvillea alive with butterflies.There are two outdoor 
pools and a resident peacock who struts about the grounds. 

 WHY NOW? 
Essaouira enjoys year-round sunshine but is at its loveliest in 
the autumn when the heat is less intense. The annual Atlantic 

C�������� ���� 
��� ���� A private 
terrace at one of 
the villas; the main 
building which 
houses some rooms 
and the restaurants; 
a carved wooden 
arch, with steps to 
the terrace; the 
adults-only pool;  
a mid-range Beldi 
Terrasse room

FREE!
BOTTLE OF WINE

Quote ‘Lonely Planet Traveller’ when 
booking for a bottle of local red on 

arrival, valid for stays up to  
28 February 2017



It can seem as though 
Iceland’s volcanic 
landscapes are from 
another planet

Iceland
Iceland’s capital Reykjavík is an arty, edgy place, 
with a lively creative scene. It’s also one of the 
only major cities far enough north to get a good 
view of the lights, making it a great base for trips 
to the more remote interior. Try hiring a modified 
superjeep and  heading out to track down the 
lights. Regent Holidays’ itineraries also take in the 
geothermal waters of the famous Blue Lagoon 
and the volcanic Eyjafjallajökull glacier, where the 
lights can be even brighter. Don’t miss Þingvellir 
National Park, a Unesco World Heritage site, and 
Alþingi, seat of the world’s first democratic 
parliament, founded by Vikings in 930 AD. 
BEST FOR: relaxing in a geothermal spa as you 
drink in the celestial spectacle. 

Everybody should see the northern lights at least once. 

Thankfully there are more ways than ever to do so, with  

unique experiences in Iceland, Greenland, Lapland and Norway

T 
he indigenous people of the  
Arctic Circle had some interesting 
ideas about what sparked the 
northern lights. In Finland, they 
attributed the aerial light show to  
a magical fox who sprayed snow into 

the sky with his tail. The Sámi people, from 
what is now Lapland, believed the lights were 
the souls of the departed, while Labrador Inuits 
believed they were a result of the dead playing 
football with a walrus skull in the sky. The 
Norwegians, on the other hand, thought that 
the aurora borealis was caused by the spirits of 
old maids dancing in the heavens – a belief their 
Viking descendants took with them to 
Scotland when they settled there.

Wherever and whenever they occur, the 
northern lights always inspire awe in the 
human witnesses below. Even today, when  
we know what causes them (charged  
particles from the sun striking atoms in our 
atmosphere), seeing the night sky come to life 
with shimmering sheets of celestial fire still 
retains much of the mystery that enthralled 
our ancestors. 

If you’re planning an aurora-seeking 
adventure of your own, Regent Holidays’ Arctic 
specialists can help you create a bespoke 
itinerary to Iceland, Greenland, Lapland or 
Norway. Each destination has its own 
fascinating culture to explore and a very special 
way to see the lights.



F��� ��� In Greenland, dogs 

remain a reliable transport option; 

a suite at the Arctic TreeHotel in 

Rovaniemi; the lights over the village 

of Reine in the Lofoten islands

Make it a reality – speak to an Iceland and the 
Arctic Explorer today on 020 7666 1243

Greenland

The world’s largest non-continental island 
experiences the northern lights all year round, 
but the midnight sun of the Greenlandic summer 
means they’re mostly invisible between April and 
August. Visit outside of then though, and you’ll 
find a remote, often desolate, but starkly 
beautiful nation. Regent Holidays will arrange for 
you to stay in Kangerlussuaq, one of the best 
places to see the lights thanks to its clear skies  
(on average, the town has more than 300 
cloudless days a year). It sits on the boundary 
between the green coast and the blues of the 
icecap, so you can spend your days exploring the 
fjords before embarking on a husky trek deep into 
the interior to hunt out the lights. 

Before you leave, make sure you visit 
Roklubben: Kangerlussuaq’s best restaurant 
specialises in the use of local ingredients, and 
the chef there makes some uniquely delicious 
schnapps based on seasonal herbs and spices.
BEST FOR: experiencing an authentic way of 
life in one of the world’s more remote regions. 

Lapland

Tucked away in the far north of Finland, Lapland 
feels like the end of the earth. And in a way it is: 
at its extreme tip you’re further north than 
Canada and most of Alaska. The sense of space 
in the vast open snowfields gives everything a 
touch of the otherworldly. With Regent 
Holidays you have a choice of accommodation, 
including log cabins, ice houses or glass-roofed 
igloos. The clean air and lack of light means the 
night sky is incredibly clear; watching the lights 
dance as you lie in bed is unforgettable. Spend 
your days sledding or snowmobiling across the 
tundra before pulling on your skis and heading 
into the forests in search of the aurora. If you’re 
bold enough to brave the elements, try a 
traditional Finnish smoke sauna, finished off 
with a leap into the frozen river. From December, 
you can arrange a stay in the Arctic TreeHotel in 
Lapland’s capital, Rovaniemi. Spending a 
tranquil night among the treetops make for a 
truly memorable experience. 
BEST FOR: snuggling up and enjoying  
nature’s show.

Norway

Statistically, Norway offers your best chance of 
catching the aurora. That’s because the country 
has plenty of low-population areas with very 
little light pollution, which conveniently sit at the 
right latitude. Spitsbergen is the largest island of 
the Svalbard archipelago to the north of Norway 
and home of the world’s most northerly town, 
Longyearbyen. Lights can appear at any time of 
the day or night; visit during a cycle of 24-hour 
darkness so that you can carry on with activities 
such as dog sledding or a snowmobile or snowcat 
trek across the icy tundra without having to wait 
for a show. Tie it in with trips to the Lofoten 
islands or Tromsø and you’re guaranteed an 
experience to really write home about.
BEST FOR: an exhilarating aurora borealis 
experience on the snow. 

WIN!WIN a stay in one of theArctic’s hottest huts with Regent Holidays andFinnish Lapland.  Enter online atonlyinlapland.com/aurorastays*

*Ts & Cs Promotion is run by Regent Holidays and House of Lapland. Entrants must be 18 years or over and resident of the UK. The competition opens on 4 October 
2016 at 11:59pm and closes on 28 February 2017 at 11:59pm. Prize includes flights, transfers  in Finnish Lapland, and four nights accommodation for two persons. 
The value of the prize amounts to approximately £2600. Full terms and conditions can be found at onlyinlapland.com/aurorastays

A D V E R T I S E M E N T  F E AT U R E



Traditional-style Christmas markets can be 

found all over, but for an authentic experience 

seek out the best of the German originals

A�
cross Europe, countries have their own Christmas 
traditions, but some leapfrog borders and become 
annual staples for people the world over. One  
such custom is the German Christmas market. 
Characterised by stalls of handcrafted gifts, baked 
regional specialities and cauldrons of glühwein, 
German Christmas markets are atmospheric and 

festive events enjoyed by many. Aromas and tastes are a key part of the 
experience, as are the sounds of musicians playing and choirs singing. 

But the history of the Christmas market is more prosaic. Rooted in 
the late Middle Ages, European winter markets allowed townspeople 
to stock up on vital supplies before the cold months set in. Take a 
look at some of Germany’s earliest and most authentic Christmas 
markets, which all have their own backstories and fascinating 
peculiarities underpinning the extravaganzas they have become.

Dresden Striezelmarkt
Taking its name from the original 
Dresden Christmas stollen, the 
Striezel, this market has at the 
core of its celebrations the cutting 
of the giant stollen. If that’s not 
eccentric enough, the market is 
also host to P�aumento�elfest – 
an event honouring the history of 
the P�aumento�el, a decorative 
chimney sweep �gure made out of 
prunes once sold by children as a 
good luck charm. Carved wooden 
ornaments also play a signi�cant 
part in Striezelmarkt’s history 
– they were �rst sold here after 
the German Peasants’ War when 
unemployed miners took to hand 
carving as a way of earning money. 

Frankfurt
Frankfurt is one of the oldest 
Christmas markets in Germany, at 
over 600 years old. Traditionally, 
religious mystery plays were 
performed here, but today you’re 
more likely to be greeted by merry 
music around a 30m-tall Christmas 
tree. Track down Bethmaennchen 
– traditional Frankfurt Christmas 
confectionery – loved by writer 
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe. 

Darmstadt
�is year the market brings  
an international �avour to 
proceedings with the help of its 
European neighbours and twin 
towns. Alongside arts and crafts 
from local artists, �nd in�uences 
from Latvia, Hungary and 
Switzerland. �e market spreads 
across several of the town’s 
central spaces, but the main 
square is where Santa makes his 
annual entrance on 6 December. 
�e market can be explored on  
a guided tour, during which you’ll 
uncover its history as well as come 
across traditional local crafts. 

Thuringia
�e �uringia region o�ers a  
varied choice of Christmas 
markets. Take Erfurt, which brings 
bags of historical charm with its 
blend of medieval and Gothic 
architecture. St Mary’s Cathedral 
and the Church of St Severus make 
a magni�cent backdrop to this 
quaint market. Also in �uringia  
is the Unesco World Heritage town 
of Weimar, where you can skate on 
ice before relaxing with a warm 
drink in the winter village.

A fully illuminated panorama  
of Dresden Striezelmarkt

The 
real deal

To find out more visit 

Germany.travel/christmasmarkets
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Get wet and wild on a waterfall adventure in Cabarete, before exploring a coffee 
plantation in the Jarabacoa mountains; next, dance to merengue and join  
a baseball game in Santo Domingo, explore the swampy islands of Jaragua 

National Park, and finish on a secret beach near the Haitian border.

D O M I N I C A N  R E P U B L I C

WORDS MIKE MACEACHERAN @MikeMacEacheran �O  PHOTOGRAPHS MATT MUNRO

Great Escape
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Dancer Illuminada 
Corniel on the terrace  

outside El Conuco, a 
restaurant and dancehall 

in Santo Domingo
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Plan your trip
1Embark on  

a canyoning 
adventure among 
the waterfalls and 
crystal pools of the 
hinterland, close to  
Cabarete (p52).

2Explore the 
hilltop town  

of Jarabacoa,  
surrounded by coffee 
plantations, fruit 
farms and butterfly 
gardens (p54).

3 See a baseball 
game and watch 

merengue in the 
capital Santo 
Domingo, where 
Latin and Caribbean 
cultures meet (p56).

4Take a boat trip 
on Laguna 

de Oviedo, an 
ecologically-diverse 
wilderness of 
mangroves, lagoons 
and islands (p58).

5Cast away and 
set sail for the 

near-deserted beach 
and aquamarine 
waters of the 
Bahía de las 
Águilas (p60).



ON THE ROAD

HOW TO GET THERE
Thomas Cook and Thomson fly into 
Puerto Plata (the nearest airport to 
Cabarete) from various UK airports, 
including Birmingham, Gatwick and 
Manchester, with Thomas Cook flying 
via Frankfurt (from £710; thomascook.
com). Alternatively, Delta and other US 
airlines have flights into Santiago (1½ 
hours from Cabarete) and out of Santo 
Domingo from US hubs with flights to 
the UK (from £1,130; delta.com).

UK nationals can visit the Dominican 
Republic for up to 30 days; tourist cards 
are available on arrival and cost $10 (£7), 
payable in cash only. Prior to travelling, 
all British travellers must complete an 
ESTA travel authorisation if transiting 
via the US (£9; esta.cbp.dhs.gov).

HOW TO GET AROUND
Cars can be rented from various 
airports (from £50 per day, including 
insurance; avis.com) but caution is 
advised as roads can be poorly lit at 
night and many drivers tend towards 
reckless. Caribe Tours runs daily 
air-conditioned buses connecting the 
country’s main cities and towns, 
including Cabarete, Jarabacoa and 
Santo Domingo (caribetours.com.do) 
and as far as Barahona on the 
southwest coast. After that, to reach 
Laguna de Oviedo and Pedernales, 
you’ll be reliant on the guaguas – local 
minivans that are crammed and mostly 
without signage or regular timetables.

HOW LONG TO SPEND
Occupying two-thirds of the island  
of Hispaniola, the Dominican Republic 
is surprisingly large and its mountain 
and coastal roads can be long and 
winding. It’s possible to complete this 
route in just 10 days, but that would 
be an unnecessary rush: the Caribbean 
runs on beach time and things move 
at an unhurried pace, especially along 
the north coast. Consider a fortnight, 
but ideally extend that to three weeks 
or more to allow time for activities 
such as hiking, surfing and – of course 
– late nights practising those 
merengue moves. 

WHAT TO BUDGET
Apart from the more expensive tourist 
resort of Punta Cana, the Dominican 
Republic is very affordable compared to 
other Caribbean countries. Expect  
to pay around £20 for budget 
accommodation, but up to £175 for  
an upmarket jungle cabana with all 
mod-cons, infinity pool and beach 
views. Excursions and day trips rarely 
cost more than £70. Budget-conscious 
travellers will love the inexpensive yet 
tasty street food; roast pork belly 
chicharrónes (fried pork bits) and a 
frosty Presidente beer, for instance, 
total a bargain £2.

WHEN TO GO
The Dominican Republic can be 
battered by occasional tropical storms, 
particularly during August and 
September. Weather-wise, the cooler 
high season from December to late 
February is the best all-rounder, with 
few tropical showers and long 
afternoons of sunshine. But bear in 
mind that during Christmas and New 
Year prices are at their peak and the 
beaches can get crowded. 

WHO CAN HELP
If you’d like to leave the organisation 
– and driving – to someone else, 
Caribbean Tours can arrange 10-day 
trips covering Cabarete, Jabaracoa 
Santo Domingo, Laguna de Oviedo and 
Bahía de las Águilas, from £1,000 per 
person (includes accommodation in 
boutique hotels, a combination of car 
and coach transfers and day excursions 
with English speaking guides to Laguna 
de Oviedo and Bahía de las Águilas from 
Barahona; caribbeantours.ch).

HOW TO PLAN
Lonely Planet’s 
Dominican 

Republic is an 
in-depth guide 
(£13.99). Single 
chapters can be 
downloaded for 
£2.99 each 
(lonelyplanet.com).
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Eat
Tostones. The Dominican 
Republic would strike tomorrow 
if its beloved twice-fried 
plantain chips were taken off 
the menu. Served with 
everything from fried chicken to 
grilled meats and lobster, these 
carb nuggets are Caribbean gold. 

Read  
Peruvian  
Nobel Prize- 
winner Mario 
Vargas Llosa’s 
The Feast of the 

Goat, a brutally 
honest take on the dictatorship 
and assassination of former 
Dominican president and 
all-round villain Rafael Trujillo. 

Try it once 
Mamajuana, an aperitif of rum, red 
wine and honey soaked in a bottle 
stuffed with tree bark and herbs. It’s 
syrupy sweet, but be warned: locals 
consider it an alternative to Viagra.

Bring it back
Artisanal organic chocolate bars, as sold  
at Santo Domingo’s Choco Museum 
(chocomuseo.com). Local cocoa farmers 
supply upmarket chocolate makers Green  
& Black’s and Valrhona with trinitario beans, 
renowned for their intense flavour.  

Dance
The bachata. Dominicans 
love merengue – but they 
love bachata just as much. 
It’s a moodier, down-tempo 
routine based on a 
one-two-three-four 
side-step shuffle. For 
Strictly Come Dancing  

fans, it’s like a bolero  
but in slow-motion.

Drink
A santo libre. It’s not 
Cuba, where everyone 
drinks rum over ice 
with a slice of lime. 
Dominicans  sweeten 
their rum drink with a 
lemon and lime mixer 
such as Sprite. 
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Unwind to     Cari



The white-sand crescent of 
Playa San Rafael, on the drive 

between Barahona and Oviedo 
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o     Caribbean pace...
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Augusto Bonilla – aka Johnny 
Bravo – swimming at the base  
of the Saltos de la Damajagua
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Wilson Zapete in his 
element, making cocktails 
at his beachfront bar 

D
EEP IN THE UNTAMED 
Damajagua jungle, Augusto 
Bonilla is preparing for the 
day’s big moment, patchy 
sunlight illuminating the 

pool below him. Watching his guests with 
an experienced eye, he tightens the helmet’s 
chin-strap, his sandals squelching on the 
precipitous rock ledge. ‘Have no fear,’ 
Augusto tells them, as he shuffles an inch 
closer to the waterfall’s foaming lip, his eyes 
fixed on the horizon. ‘Just close your eyes 
and jump.’ Without another moment’s 
pause, he launches himself, like a human 
cannonball, out into a hazy abyss of mist.

Seconds later, Augusto resurfaces in  
the river’s natural punchbowl. With a 
broad grin, he scans the backcountry 
surroundings. Above him, buff palmchats 
(the national bird of the Dominican 
Republic) chirrup unseen in the cocoa and 
mango trees, while sage-green creepers and 
vines dangle over the eroded clay banks.  
He lifts his head skyward, coaxing the band 
of nervous canyoners eight metres up to 
follow. ‘Viva hoy y orar por la mañana,’  
he shouts: live for today, only pray for 
tomorrow. Soon after, they too take the leap 
of faith, flapping their arms as if in flight.

From Puerto Plata to Cabarete, the north 
coast of the Dominican Republic is awash 
with tanned kiteboarders and surfers, but a 
trip inland offers an alternative exhilarating 
way to embrace the water and explore the 
jungle landscape. Of all the guides who take 
adventurers into the hinterlands of the 
Saltos de la Damajagua, Augusto is one of 
the most experienced. Having spent the past 
24 years in Damajagua’s natural swimming 
holes, he knows the chute network better 
than most. There are dozens of others to 
jump off, he says, some that form curtains of 
milky-white ribbon and swishing bridal 
veils, others that fan into gigantic clouds of 
spray. There are so many tributaries, he 
jokes, locals keep discovering new bathtubs. 

Back in Cabarete, kiteboarders, surfers 
and canyoners converge again on dry land 
to unwind after the day’s adventures. 
Everyone heads to their favourite shack to 
swap stories, the bars fill up and the beaches 
are slowly abandoned, the skies mellowing 
from vivid blue to smoky pink. Farther east 
at the mouth of the Yasica River, a short 
pontoon ride across the delta, a more rustic 
option is on offer. This is the way to Wilson’s 
Bar, a breezy beachfront shack, haphazardly 

1. Cabarete
Leap down waterfalls  
into turquoise pools, then 
unwind with barbecue food 
and rum cocktails 

built out of items (palm fronds, fallen trees, 
a broken surfboard) left behind in the 
aftermath of a tropical storm. 

At its bamboo counter, owner Wilson 
Zapete is cutting up coconuts. To a lilting 
soundtrack of reggaetón and salsa, he scoops 
out their flesh and fills the shell with 
crushed ice and rum. The kitchen is firing 
up a barbecue and muscular blue swimmer 
crabs are hauled straight from buckets in the 
lagoon into a blackened pot, reappearing 
moments later on a platter as a jumble of 
ruddy-red claws, with prawns and fresh 
grilled fish. This, says Wilson, pointing  
to the lagoon, is the only market he needs.

It is after nightfall when the diners have 
finished, the tinkling seashells suspended 
from the palm-leaf roof announcing the 
arrival of a brewing storm – and perhaps an 
impromptu refit for Wilson’s shack. ‘I first 
came here 10 years ago,’ he says. ‘I’ve seen 
so many changes, but only great ones.’ And 
with that he raises a toast to good times 
before disappearing back into the kitchen. 
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Leaving the Atlantic coast behind, it’s a twisty 
two-hour drive through the hills to the coffee 
plantations of Jarabacoa.

Run by a family from Chile, Natura Cabana 
is on a strip of undeveloped beach away from 
Cabarete’s main resorts. It has a thatched bar, 
breezy restaurant, pool and multi-level cabanas 
made for lazy days hanging out on the hammock-
strung balconies (from £170; naturacabana.com).

 Iguana Mama runs adrenalin-packed eco 
tours of the 27 cascades of the Damajagua jungle 
(from £70; iguanamama.com). Wilson Zapete’s 
La Boca restaurant can be reached by river cruise, 
or by following the beach road to its far eastern 
shoreline (001 809 667 1960).

Essentials
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It’s an easy 2½-hour drive south to Santo Domingo. 
The scenic route first takes a dog-leg north, before 
striking out across the country’s jungle heartland.

O
NLY AFTER THE FIRST 
coffee of the day has been 
drunk does the factory floor 
of Monte Alto Organic Coffee 
spark to life. Workers empty 

hemp sacks of cherry-red beans; operators fill 
machines with the beans; youths sweep aside 
roasted nibs from the evening before.

Keeping watch on the scene is José Ramón 
Rodríguez, one of many brothers, sons and 
grandsons behind the family business. The 
key to quality coffee, he says, turning the 
beans over in his palm, is perseverance. 
Once picked, the beans are dried, before 
being shelled, then roasted – a magic trick 
that sees them change from candy red to 
dark chocolate. ‘Coffee is the only drink for 
us Dominicans,’ says José, pouring out his 
fifth shot of the morning. ‘Just not on a 
Saturday. Then our mistress is rum.’

Coffee is just one of many fruits that have 
made Jarabacoa synonymous with organic 
farming. On the winding road to Monte 
Alto’s finca (estate) on the outskirts of town, 
the hills are scattered with fruit trees and 
fertile gardens are stocked with bananas, 
passion fruit, papayas and avocados as big 
as rugby balls. The valley lies in the rain 
shadow of Pico Duarte, the highest peak in 
the Caribbean, and the cooler 500m altitude 
helps things along. At night, bats feast in the 
canopies, pollinating crops of mango, cocoa 
and guava; during the day the forests fill 
with butterflies continuing the good work.

One woman who can recognise most of 
these species is Karen Jiménez, a guide at 
Rancho Baiguate’s butterfly garden. ‘This  
is a Hispaniolan emperor,’ she says, letting 
one land on her pinky finger, its wings  
a mosaic of damson and powder-orange.  
‘We have breeds that exist here that you 
can’t find anywhere else. Some as tiny as  
a button, others that fly higher than 1,800m.’

As she wanders through the floral garden, 
she introduces some of the Caribbean’s 
rarest butterflies. The forests are home to 
more than 270 species including the 
mariposa zebra, a long-winged, graceful flier 
with pinstripes; a chequered yellow invader 
known as the lime swallowtail; and a 
flame-orange sprite that darts around as 
though being constantly chased. This is the 
fabulously named Julia heliconian. ‘It’s 
always in a rush,’ adds Karen, tracking one 
as it flits through the sun-dappled dell. 

Rancho Baiguate is home to creatures 
small and great, providing horses for 
bridlepath rides to the 25m-high Baiguate 
waterfall, which flows into a wooded 
hollow. Cola Blanca and Cana Negra, two 
fudge-coloured ranch stallions, maintain  
a brisk trot to the cascades despite the late 
afternoon heat. Led by a couple of teenage 
ranch hands, they stop at the crest of the 
trail ridge as the terrain becomes harsher, 
pausing to bray and twitch. Below them, 
rough-hewn steps plunge down towards  
a glistening pool bordered with trees, a 

Rancho Baiguate is a sprawling eco resort 
surrounded by gardens, stables and waterfalls. 
The simple rooms are in plantation-style houses 
(from £95; rancho-baiguate.com). The ranch is 
the best place to book excursions, including 
horseback rides to the Baiguate and Jimenoa 
waterfalls (from £18) and white-water rafting 
down the Yaque del Norte River (from £37).

 Free tours of the Monte Alto Organic Coffee 
plantation run daily (ramirezcoffee.com).

Essentials

melodic brook and a sand bank for rolling 
out a beach towel. By dusk, the cicadas are 
in full song and the watering hole echoes 
with the joyful hoots of people splashing 
and playing – from schoolchildren to farm 
hands, all have come to wash away the day.  

2. Jarabacoa
Experience the natural abundance of the island’s green interior, from coffee straight 
from the source to walks among fruit fields and butterflies

The view out from Monte Alto 
Organic Coffee plantation
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Workers at the Monte Alto Organic 

Coffee plantation in Jarabacoa.  

R����, ��� Freshly picked coffee beans 

Ranch hand Amaura Bremont 

and his horse Cana Negra at 

Rancho Baiguate. L��� Produce 

for sale at a stall in Jarabacoa.  

F�� ���� Cooling off in the pool 

at Baiguate waterfall 
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3. Santo Domingo

Join in the Dominican Republic’s favourite pastimes – 
baseball, dominoes and merengue – on the colonial 
streets of the historic capital

A four-hour drive southwest along the Caribbean coast 
from Santo Domingo brings you to Laguna de Oviedo, 
the stand-out attraction of Jaragua National Park.

I

T’S FIRST LIGHT AND SANTO 
Domingo is not yet awake, but 
down at the Centro Olímpico Félix 
Sánchez the morning’s practice is 
already in full swing. On the 

sunbaked field, a group of youths dressed in 
peaked caps and faded shorts is hustling for 
the next pitch as cries of ‘Rápido, rápido, 
rápido!’ ring out from the sidelines.

‘I’ve worked on this field seven days a 
week for 20 years,’ says veteran Fausto Sosa, 
as he marshals the boundary, barking 
throaty instructions at the players. Dressed 
in a ’70s tracksuit and scuffed trainers, a 
cracked stopwatch swinging from his 
weathered neck, Fausto reels off a list of 
Major League legends he’s mentored over 
the years, including Jorge Sosa, a former 
New York Mets pitcher. Turning his 
attention back to the game, he jabs a finger to 
single out the next batter, before giving him 
a fatherly slap on the belly. ‘This little hitter 
is only 15,’ he adds, ‘but I swear he has the 
mano de dios: the hand of God.’

Nowhere in the Caribbean is baseball 
taken more seriously than in the Dominican 
Republic. Brought to its shores by Cuban 
immigrants in the 1870s, the sport is 
omnipresent in the city of Santo Domingo: 
youngsters play with makeshift sticks in 
dusty parking lots; older crowds gather 
round crackling televisions and radios in 
tobacco-scented bars, clinking bottles every 
time a home run is scored.

It’s drama like this that makes Santo 
Domingo such an absorbing city to explore. 
In the Zona Colonial, a historic quarter of 
alleyways, arches and cathedrals, endless 
intriguing scenes unfold, tempting 
onlookers to linger. Sun-wrinkled taxi 
drivers smoke thick cigars and play 
dominoes in the leafy shade of Parque 
Colón. They sit beneath the bronze limbs of 
Christopher Columbus, for whom the square 
was named in the late 19th-century. Around 
the corner, past the fallen ruins of the San 
Francisco Monastery on Plaza de España,  
a skiffle band serenades a crowd with an 
accordion, a double-headed tambora conga 
drum and a washboard. When they earn 
enough pesos for a few cold drinks they 
slink off to enjoy them in the shade.

Further along the street, the pace is 
starting to pick up at El Conuco, a dancehall 
restaurant with the faded charm of a 
Caribbean rum bar. It’s time for an energetic 

night of foot-stamping and merengue, a 
high-tempo folkloric dance. Supposedly 
born from the foot-dragging of chained 
African slaves working in the fields, it is 
today an enduring symbol of Dominican 
culture and good times.

On the dancefloor, dressed in a full red 
skirt, dancer Illuminada Corniel is swaying 
her hips, her hair tied back in plaits. 
‘One-two, one-two,’ she whispers to her 
partner, as they twirl in a fleet-footed motion 
that outpaces the whirring ceiling fans. 
Around them, flushed couples pirouette and 
jive, but Illuminada and her straw-hatted 
beau let the rhythm grip them as though 
they were the only ones on the dancefloor. 
It’s a mesmerising spectacle, but one almost 
meriting an 18 certificate. As the saying in 
the Dominican Republic goes, ‘merengue is 
the closest you can get to sex with your 
clothes on,’ and this evening Santo Domingo 
seems determined to prove it.

with white walls, flagstone floors and fish-
related décor. The rooms overlook the lovely 
pool and terrace, and it’s a short walk to both a 
quiet swimming beach and down to the harbour. 

Close to the heart of the Zona Colonial, Billini 
Hotel combines a historic building with modern 
art and furniture. A rooftop restaurant and pool 
give great city views (from £140; billinihotel.com).

 Merengue performances take place daily at 
creole-style restaurant and dancehall El Conuco 
(free; elconuco.com.do).

 The baseball season runs Oct–Dec; the 
stand-out fixture is the game between city rivals 
the Tigers and Lions (tickets from £3; lidom.com).

Essentials

A happy hour rum cocktail. 
A���� Coach Fausto Sosa 
(centre) and two of his 
protégés at the Centro 
Olímpico Félix Sanchez 
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Illuminada Corniel and her 
partner Juan Basque on the 
terrace at El Conuco.  
R����, ���� ��� A tile mural  
in Santo Domingo; a lunchtime 
shoe shine in the city centre

Santo Domingo’s Parque Colón, 
seen in the early morning calm.  

L��� A game of dominoes set to begin. 
F�� ���� A dapper Dominicano
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W
ELCOME TO THE  
world’, says park ranger 
Moreno Perez de la Paz, 
as he silences the 
rhythmic putter of the 

outboard motor. He loosely ties the boat to  
a driftwood pontoon on the shoreline, 
glancing back across Laguna de Oviedo 
before stepping onto the island. ‘We’re in 
dragon territory now, so keep a look out.’

Barely covering 10 square miles in the 
Dominican Republic’s undeveloped 
southwest, Laguna de Oviedo may be a 
sliver of saltwater on the map, but its reedy 
shallows, mangroves and remote islands are 
a haven for all kinds of wildlife. Part of the 

4. Laguna de Oviedo
Take a boat trip across the swampy waters of a saltwater lagoon and, with a bit  
of luck, you’ll spot flamingos and rare rhinoceros iguanas 

Jaragua National Park, it’s the largest 
protected nature refuge in the Caribbean.

On a sticky, overcast afternoon, Moreno 
creeps through the damp thickets with 
considered footsteps, using a rusted 
machete to shape a path. Cocking an ear to 
one side, he listens for forest-floor rustles 
and sounds in the trees. The signs to look 
for, he says, are wobbling branches and 
falling pungent fruit. Around him, every 
plant has a spike, every leaf a set of 
fang-like teeth. 

Moments later, a flurry of staccato 
squawks disturb the jungle hush. It’s a 
white ibis protecting its offspring, one of  
a number of residents that nest on the 

lagoon’s islands. Moreno points through 
the knotted trees and foliage to a giant 
candelabra-shaped cactus that has sprouted 
into a makeshift crib. Inside is an eyrie  
of hungry chicks. ‘False alarm,’ he adds. 
‘We’ll have better luck next time.’

Laguna de Oveido is wildly different to 
anything else in the Dominican Republic. 
As tidal water from the Caribbean Sea 
funnels its way into the lagoon, percolating 
through an underground karst limestone 
depression, the water experiences 
extremes of salinity, turning a murky 
olive-green. Candy-pink flamingos and 
roseate spoonbills, more spectacularly 
feathered than any carnival booty-shaker, 

A flamboyance of flamingos takes flight 

over the Laguna de Oviedo. C�������� 

���� ��� ���� Cactuses are a common 

sight in Laguna de Oviedo; Moreno Perez 

de la Paz surrounded by agave on Iguana 

Island; a rhinoceros iguana strikes a pose

‘
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From the town of Oviedo, take a 50-minute drive 
along coastal highway 44 to Cabo Rojo, the jumping-
off point for day trips to Bahía de Las Águilas.

Overlooking a swathe of rainforest, Casa 

Bonita is an eco-resort one-hour from the town 
of Oviedo. Its palm-thatched cabanas have 
mahogany interiors and Caribbean Sea views. 
Meals are made using ingredients from the 
organic garden (from £185; casabonitadr.com).

 Moreno Perez de la Paz leads two-hour 
wildlife tours to Laguna de Oviedo’s islands from 
the national park’s headquarters (£60 per boat; 
godominicanrepublic.com). 

Essentialsswoop low over the soupy water, while 
hawksbill and leatherback turtles graze  
on briny algae, laying eggs after nightfall. 
In the treetops, gregarious birds such as 
glossy egrets and great blue herons spread 
their broad wings.

The lack of larger predators also explains 
why the lagoon’s remote islands have 
become one of the last refuges for the 
rhinoceros iguana, making the Dominican 
Republic one of only two countries (along 
with neighbouring Haiti) where it’s still 
possible to see the one-and-a-half-metre 
long iguanas, also known as Goliath dragons, 
in the wild. At the last count, there were 
nearly 400 on the lagoon’s largest islands.

As Moreno clambers across a succession 
of razor-sharp limestone rocks, carefully 
negotiating a trail bound by sabre-tooth 
agave and multi-limbed barrel cactus, he 
describes his lifelong respect for the 
national park’s elusive lizard. His father 
was once bitten by one while out tracking, 

he says, a clean wound straight to the bone, 
and it’s a lesson he’s always kept in mind.

As he finishes his story Moreno flinches. 
Pointing straight ahead, a soft smile 
appearing on his lips. At the centre of the 
bower, part hidden in shade, is a steel-grey, 
brooding male with piercing eyes and a 
saggy wattle of thick mottled skin beneath 
its jaw. It has a crest of horned scales from  
its nape to its tail, its own menacing plate of 
armour. Unperturbed, the giant lizard 
continues to munch on fallen black mango 
seeds, much like a cowboy chewing 
tobacco. Moments later, a second, bolder 
male appears along a bowing branch only 
metres away. ‘Look at that tough guy,’ 
Moreno whispers. ‘He’s surveying his 
kingdom now, but he’ll later slip away and 
it’ll be as if he was never here at all.’
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The Bahía de las Águilas rewards  
those who make it to this remote  
part of the Dominican Republic  
with miles of white sand
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M��� M��E������� is a freelance writer. 
He is now a dancefloor whizz at merengue, 
yet he still can’t master the Macarena.

5. Bahía de las Águilas
Head to the Dominican Republic’s little-visited southwest 
coast and set a course for a deserted white-sand beach

WHEN COLUMBUS FIRST 
arrived in what is now 
the Dominican Republic 
in 1492, he declared it to 
be ‘the fairest land under 

heaven’. The seafaring explorer never 
reached the country’s extreme southwest 
corner, but he really should have made  
the effort. The few who do so today find  
it remains blessedly isolated, its crescent 
bays virtually untouched by tourism.  

The area’s trump card is the Bahía de  
las Águilas – or Eagles Bay – which appears 
on a map as nothing more than a coastal 
highway dead-end, near the border with 
Haiti. But as locals imaginatively tell it,  
the nature reserve resembles the outline  
of a seabird. The contours of the two 
promontories are its broad wings; the 
midway point between them, its pronounced 
beak. And along its feathered, white belly is 
one of country’s most remote, yet arguably 
most attractive beaches.

The fun way to reach this dumbfounding 
stretch of sand is to take a 15-minute 
motorboat from Cabo Rojo, a cluster of 
cabanas at the tip of one of the bird’s wings. 

From here, cruising southeast from the jetty, 
the coast begins to disintegrate as though 
slowly tumbling into the sea. The cliffs are 
pockmarked and broken, a series of bluffs 
covered in weathered shells and cactuses.

At the motorboat’s stern is Wellington 
Gómez, a stringy, twinkly-eyed captain who 
grew up living just beyond the beach curve. 
Surprisingly, Wellington is a modern-day 
caveman, having lived in a series of eroded 
fissures and rock grottoes since he was a 
child, only moving into a thatched beach 
hut five years ago. Before then, his family – 
and the 80-strong cave-dwelling community 
he was part of – would eke out a simple 
living from the seas as spear fishermen, 
returning to the caves each night to light 
candles in the gloom.

The bay still draws these local fishermen, 
who cast off in the shallows for lobster, 
conch and barracuda. Today the occasional 
visitor joins them, lured by talk of the 
preposterously blue seas. When clouds peek 
over the horizon, still the sea retains its 
turquoise sheen. ‘Even in the Caribbean this 
beach is special,’ says Wellington, slowing 
the boat in preparation for the first glimpse 

of the five-mile-long bay. ‘No stones, just 
sand, sand, sand.’ 

When Bahía de las Águilas’ comes into 
view it is bone-white. The boat slithers to  
a halt, disturbing a crab. Few footprints are 
another sign that day-trippers are as good 
as alone here. This is a beach that has 
largely been left to nature. The sounds  
are the tide and the papery flap of pelicans; 
the smells are salty and palm-scented.

At one end of the beach, a family picnics 
in the shade, having strung up a hammock. 
A pot-bellied man snoozes in the sunshine, 
while his children hunt for seashell 
souvenirs. With not a single shop or a shack 
to distract from it, the sea’s potency is 
enhanced. No-one can resist diving into  
the water, not even skipper Wellington. 
Stripping to his waist and leaping off the 
stern of his boat with a whooping splash, 
it’s a fitting homecoming for this most 
willing of castaways. 
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NEXT MONTH: We reveal our special Great 
Escape for Lonely Planet’s Best in Travel 2017

Lilly Residence goes for a nautical theme, 
with white walls, flagstone floors and fish-

The town of Pedernales is a 30-minute drive 
from Cabo Rojo. Here, Hostal Doña Chava  
has spartan en suite rooms overlooking a rustic 
courtyard restaurant serving typical Dominican 
food (from £20; Calle 2da; 00 1 809 524 0332).

 Day trips to Bahía de Las Águilas can be booked 
at Rancho Típico Cueva de las Águilas, a beach 
restaurant in Cabo Rojo, run by the ever-friendly 
Santiago Rodríguez (from £70 for two, including 
snorkelling and lunch; 00 1 809 753 8058).

Essentials
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St Philip’s Episcopal 
Church cemetery in 
Charleston.  
O������� The McLeod 
Plantation on James 
Island, South Carolina
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Tales of the supernatural abound in the coastal plains of South Carolina and Georgia, 
USA, whose haunting landscapes can unsettle even the most sceptical visitor
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                                          USED TO BE A SCEPTIC 
until I lived in a haunted house,’ says the 
waitress, as she hands me a cup of crab bisque.  
‘I saw him just like I’m seeing you. A white  
man with short dark hair.’

Her name is Julie Lambert. She is a dark-
haired, ebullient, 30-something woman  
without a whiff of ectoplasm about her, but  
she tells me she’s not only seen ghosts, she 
shares her current workplace with one.

The restaurant, Poogan’s Porch, occupies  
a 19th-century building in the centre of 
Charleston, South Carolina. ‘There’s definitely 
something here. I’ve been here 12 years and  
I’ve seen her five or six times,’ Julie assures me. 
‘One time I felt breathing on the back of my neck. 
When I turned around, I could see someone 
standing behind me in the mirror. It’s fine,  
but I wouldn’t be here by myself after dark.’

I tell Julie I don’t believe in ghosts, but I’m 
always prepared to look at evidence that might 
make me change my mind, and I’ve always got 
time for a ghost story.

She says the ghost who haunts Poogan’s Porch 
belongs to a woman called Zoe Saint Amand, 
born in 1879, who lived out a lonely old age in 
the house and died in 1954. Many people say 
they’ve encountered her. One waitress seated  
a little old lady at a dining table, only to see her 
vanish suddenly. Some employees have been  
too freaked out to stay. ‘We had a guy run out  
and never come back,’ says Julie. ‘It was like: 
forget you, I’m never coming back!’ She shows 
me a photo of the restaurant taken at night  
with a mysterious blurry light on one of the 
upper floors – Zoe.

I tell Julie that I’m not persuaded. Cameras 
play weird tricks, especially at night. Creaky 
floors, old mirrors, the quirks of 19th-century 
buildings: these are more likely explanations 

than ghosts. Personally I think ghosts and ghost 
stories possess a kind of symbolic truth. They 
take the abstract things that torment human 
beings – pain, frustration, longing, guilt, the 
burdens of history and family – and turn them 
into these restless spirits. But as dusk falls  
in Charleston, it’s easy to see the merit of  
a more literal interpretation.

The city, founded in 1670, is one of the  
oldest in America. Its historic centre is 
exquisitely preserved and, at night, eerily quiet. 
A Dickensian mist drifts between the houses. 
With its 18th- and 19th-century buildings, and 
silent gas-lit streets, the city resembles Bath or 
Bristol, but palmetto trees and live oaks give it  
a strange swampiness. As the darkness deepens, 
it takes a certain courage to enter one of the 
many downtown graveyards. The fog and the 
flickering shadows can easily fool the eye into 
thinking it’s seen something uncanny. The 
ancient cemeteries, with their wayward 
headstones and trees draped in Spanish moss, 
combine the settings for two different sorts of 
ghost story – the haunted English graveyards  
of MR James and Walter de la Mare, and  
African-inflected tales of voodoo. This strange 
combination also reflects the region’s heritage: 
colonised by the British, built and made rich  
by generations of African slaves.

Outside the Old Charleston Jail, a small group 
is gathering for an evening tour. It’s a forbidding 
turreted structure, disfigured with rusty iron 
supports, its narrow windows heftily barred. 
During its time as a penal institution, thousands 
of people died here, from sickness or starvation, 
or executed on the gallows which has left an 
imprint in its courtyard. It’s not surprising that  
it has a reputation as the most haunted building 
in the state. However, it strikes me as a little odd 
that part of it now houses the American College 
of the Building Arts. As night falls, the students 
scuttle home and curious visitors come in the 
hope of a paranormal encounter.

‘A lot of the freshmen don’t believe in ghosts,’ 
says Sean Pike, the guide who’s leading this 
evening’s tour. ‘But I never met a senior who 
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Waitress Julie Lambert at Poogan’s Porch restaurant, Charleston

An antique wheelchair in a cell at Old Charleston Jail Old Charleston Jail served as the county jail from 1802�1939

Cobblestoned Philadelphia Alley in Charleston
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didn’t.’ Sean’s own conversion from scepticism 
came in 1998 when he passed the building at 
night and saw a woman looking out of a window 
from an upper room that he knew had no floor.

As we explore the dark interior of the silent 
building, the stagnant air and the tales of its 
bloodstained history are cumulatively 
oppressive. In one room, there’s a cage that  
held condemned prisoners; in another, graffiti 
scratched into the walls by convicts. On the  
iron staircase that once led down to the gallows, 
the 13th tread is unworn – the doomed men 
wouldn’t step on it.

Suddenly, in the darkness, one of our group 
yells out that someone just touched her hair.  
No-one admits to doing it. Everyone is a little 
unsettled. But this is minor compared to what 
sometimes happens on the tour. Sean tells me 
that he’s seen numerous sceptics converted on  
a single visit by encounters with phenomena 
they can’t explain: being touched, pushed, 
scratched. Visitors have been overcome with 
nausea or fainted. Some have seen shadows  
pass through the entire group.

It’s a relief to emerge into the fresh evening  
air. I’m still not persuaded that ghosts exist,  
but nor do I envy Sean, who has to go back  
inside and lock up by himself.

                                                HARLESTON BY DAY 
is much less forbidding. It’s an exceptionally 
beautiful, walkable city; its big mansions a 
testament to the vast wealth that was generated 
here from rice, indigo and cotton.

‘It’s easy to get rich when you got free labour,’ 
says Alphonso Brown, a guide whose award-
winning tours of Charleston focus on the African 
inheritance of the area. Alphonso is of Gullah 
heritage. The origin of the word Gullah is 
uncertain (it might come from Angola), but it’s 
come to refer to a distinct African-American 
culture that belongs to this region, with a very 
recognisable dialect and traditions. Alphonso 
dips into Gullah speech for part of his tour;  
to my ear, it sounds West Indian. He points  
out other aspects of African culture that have 
persisted in the area: the cuisine – okra, rice, 
seafood – and the sweet grass baskets that are 
being woven by hand and sold on Broad Street.  
I tell him I’m reading a book of Gullah ghost 
stories called The Doctor to the Dead.

‘By a white person?’ The stories were in fact 
collected by a white folklorist called John 
Bennett. Alphonso shakes his head. ‘We don’t 
play with that kind of things. In white culture 
ghosts are a novelty. It’s real to us. I avoid going 
by graveyards by myself. I walk in the middle  
of the street when I go by St Philip’s churchyard. 
I have the feeling that it’s full of people who 
want to communicate. Those things are real.’

For Alphonso, the spirit world is a subject too 
serious to be trifled with. I find a similar reticence 
in Carolyn Jabulile White, a tall elegant Gullah 
woman in her seventies, who’s dressed in eye- 
catching African textiles. Carolyn is a Gullah 
story-teller, but her extensive repertoire doesn’t 
include ghost tales. And yet, when I visit her 
one-storey house, there’s a wrought-iron tree 
hung with blue glass bottles standing outside  
– a traditional African-American method for 
preventing evil spirits entering. And the bungalow 
is freshly painted a colour known here as haint 
blue – the precise shade of aquamarine that is 
supposed to have the power to deter ghosts.

Carolyn lives on James Island. Today, thanks 
to a network of bridges, it is barely a 15-minute 
drive from downtown Charleston, but within 

Gullah storyteller 
Carolyn Jabulile White
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Clapboard slave cabins 
at the McLeod Plantation
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living memory it was a day’s journey by boat.  
A stone’s throw from Carolyn’s house is McLeod 
Plantation, named after owners who arrived 
from Scotland and grew rich farming cotton  
– or rather, using slaves who farmed it for them. 
The gracious white timber home sits next to a 
row of slave shacks. It seems an unimaginably 
cruel and distant world, and yet at the time the 
last McLeod died here in 1990, descendants  
of slaves were still renting the shacks on the 
property for $20 a month.

When planned construction on James Island 
revealed an old African-American burial ground, 
Carolyn was one of the first who demanded that 
building cease. The preliminary dig had disinterred 
bodies that had been buried with glass beads, 
tiny botttles and shells. These burial practices 
connected the African Americans with the West 
African traditions of their distant homelands. 

‘We protested it,’ Carolyn tells me, when I 
meet her for lunch at a roadside café. She orders 
Gullah food for both of us: red rice, shrimp and 
flounder, green beans cooked with bacon. ‘It was 
a very sacred place. We are proud people. I feel 
very strongly about my heritage.’ After the 
protests, all further building stopped.

African folklore has penetrated deeply into the 
region. The low-lying land that arcs along the 
coast between Charleston and Savannah, 100 
miles to the southwest, is made up of swampy 
islands, divided by tidal creeks. The climate is 
perfect for the production of rice and Sea Island 
cotton. In these once-remote places, African 
customs flourished and fused with European 
superstitions. Alphonso warns me about the twin 
threats of haints (ghosts) and hags, the spirits 
that belong to a shape-changing practitioner of 
the dark arts. ‘You get a smothering-type feeling 
when you’re being hag-rid,’ he tells me. ‘You 
have to go in to their house at midnight and find 
their skin, sprinkle salt in it and it’ll shrivel up. 
They have to go to the graveyard and find a new 
one. And I’m not talking about days of yore,  
I’m talking about days of now.’

Alphonso’s belief echoes superstitions 
recorded by folklorists more than a century ago, 
working among the Igbo of Nigeria and the Vai 
people of Liberia and Sierra Leone. African 
beliefs persisted in another form: this is voodoo 
country. The degree to which it’s practised is 
hard to determine. Unlike New Orleans, where 
the grave of the voodoo priestess Marie Laveau  
is a site of pilgrimage, the subject here is veiled 
in secrecy. The voodoo practitioners of the 
Lowcountry are known as root doctors. The most 
notorious was a man named Doctor Buzzard. 
When he died in 1947, he was buried in a secret 
location, for fear that other people would dig 
him up and use his remains for casting spells.

                                                            HERE MAY BE  
no more haunting landscape on Earth than the 
Sea Islands at nightfall as they are enveloped  
in a swirling mist. The bare trunks of the crepe 
myrtles and the ghostly drapery of Spanish moss 
on the live oaks are unsettling even in daylight.

At dusk on Edisto Island, I pay a visit to the 
mausoleum of Julia Legare in the graveyard of 
the Presbyterian church. The story goes that 
young Julia succumbed to the yellow fever that 
was endemic here in the 19th century. Because 
of the warm climate and threat of infection, she 
was buried quickly – too quickly, as it turned 
out. A few years later, the family vault was 
opened for another burial. The lid of Julia’s 
coffin had been disturbed and her remains were 
discovered in a pile by the door. Today, there is 
no door on the vault. I snap a picture of the tomb 
in the darkness. When I examine it later, I’m 
taken aback to see that my cameraphone has 
captured a ghostly female shape. I’m sure that 
it’s been produced by the flash bouncing against 
droplets of mist, but it’s an unsettling image. And 
I’m curious to get the opinion of two professionals.
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Botany Bay on Edisto Island, 
named after the Native 

American Edisto people that 
once inhabited the island
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    HANNON SCOTT AND PATRICK BURNS 
are like the Starsky and Hutch of the paranormal. 
They work separately, but both are based in 
Savannah, Georgia – two hours from Edisto 
Island, and billed as the most haunted city in 
America. Shannon has long, surfer-blonde hair 
and drives a green Mustang with the licence 
plate ‘SSGHOST.’ He enthusiastically shares  
his deep knowledge of the region’s history  
and occult traditions. I meet him in the city’s 
Bonaventure Cemetery. It’s chilly and raining 
lightly. The Spanish moss waves in the breeze 
and occasionally drops on to the paths, where  
it sits like so many discarded grey wigs. ‘What’s 
up with your scepticism?’ he asks. I explain my 
position: that there’s always some scientific 
explanation for ghostly phenomena.

He respectfully differs. ‘I was a card-carrying 
sceptic before I moved to Savannah.’ As head of 
the Georgia Sectional Division of the American 
Institute of Parapsychology, it was Shannon’s  
job to interview hundreds of people who’d had 
experiences of the supernatural. He was persuaded 
that plenty of them were real. Just a few months 
earlier, he tells me he saw two ghostly children 
in straw hats in the cemetery. He thinks the 
photo I took is interesting, but inconclusive.

Patrick Burns is more categorical. He 
dismisses the picture entirely. ‘Photographic 
evidence is some of the weakest there is,’ he 
says. Dressed in a black three-piece suit, he  
turns up for our meeting with some items of 
ghost-hunting equipment: a Mel-meter, which 
measures temperature and fluctuations in the 
Earth’s magnetic field, and a thermal-imaging 
camera. Patrick also considers himself a  
sceptic, but one who believes that paranormal 

phenomena are real. ‘You’ve got things in  
nature that are inexplicable. Ninety per cent  
of all matter in the universe is unaccounted for. 
What do they call it? Dark matter. Could ghosts 
be an aspect of dark matter?’

I join Patrick for one of his night-time tours of 
the city. Savannah was founded in 1733. Like 
Charleston, it is a city that has lived through 
slavery, civil war and many epidemics of yellow 
fever. It was designed around a series of elegant 
squares and, today, most of the imposing houses 
have been sensitively restored. In Calhoun 
Square, by an eerily boarded-up building, 
Patrick uses a voice recorder to address the dead, 
leaving gaps for their replies. Then he plays back 
the resulting EVP – electronic voice phenomena. 
The odd word or phrase does seem to emerge out 
of the crackle. There is a Scooby-Doo-type thrill 
in trying to decode them. Previous recordings 
he’s made exhibit ghostly laughter, even names. 
To Patrick, these are the voices of the dead; to 
me, they’re the auditory equivalent of orbs and 
lights in photographs: meaningless anomalies 
that the mind turns into stories. But in our 
different ways, we both connect the tales of 
hauntings to the region’s uneasy history.

On an old map of Savannah, Patrick shows  
me how the city expanded from its colonial 
boundaries. Calhoun Square, where we’re 
standing, is marked on an 1818 map as ‘Negro 
Field’: it was the old slave cemetery. Thousands 
of dead African Americans lie beneath our feet.  
I recall Carolyn White’s struggle to save the 
graves of her ancestors from desecration. ‘This is 
the city that’s built on its dead,’ Patrick tells me. 
‘When you think about the violence those people 
suffered, even calling it a cemetery is a misnomer. 
They had no coffins, they were wrapped in 
burlap. There’s not even a historical marker to let 
you know what this place was. Maybe one day, 
when you come back, there will be a sign to 
acknowledge the fact that slaves were buried 
here. Maybe that day the spirits will be at rest.’

M����� T������ is a writer, broadcaster and regular 
contributor to Lonely Planet Traveller. His thriller  
Strange Bodies is out in paperback (£7.99; Faber & Faber).
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Savannah tour guide and paranormalist Shannon Scott

An ornate monument in Bonaventure Cemetery in Savannah Paranormal researcher Patrick Burns takes a reading from his Mel-meter

A historic house in Calhoun Square, Savannah



ESSENTIALS
 GETTING THERE

Airlines such as American Airlines, 
Delta, United and Virgin Atlantic 
fly, with one stop, into Charleston 
and out of Savannah, from UK 
cities including Edinburgh, London 
and Manchester (from £490; 
americanairlines.co.uk).

GETTING AROUND
It’s possible to rent a car from 
Charleston International Airport 
and return it to Savannah/Hilton 
Head International Airport,  
about 105 miles (or two hours) 
south (week’s hire from £190, 
including unlimited mileage  
and local tax; avis.com). A one- 
way train trip between the cities 
takes under two hours (from  
£12; amtrak.com).

HOW LONG TO SPEND
To fully explore Charleston and 
Savannah, and the scenic coast in 
between, allow a week for this trip.

FURTHER READING
For more info, pick up our  
Eastern USA guide (£15.99),  
or download the The South  
chapter (£2.99). Delve deeper  
into Charleston at charlestoncvb.
com; Edisto Island at southcarolina 
lowcountry.com; and Savannah  
at savannah.com, and find out 

more about  
South Carolina  
and Georgia at 
discoversouth 
carolina.com, 
exploregeorgia.org 
and visittheusa.com.

M A K E  I T  H A P P E N

Spanish moss adorns a 
tree-lined street in Savannah

A horse-drawn carriage pulls up 
alongside St Philip’s Episcopal 
Church cemetery in Charleston
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ITINERARY

1
Amble through the historic 
centre of Charleston, with its 

antebellum mansions, churches 
and graveyards, before joining  
the Gullah Tour run by Charles 
Alphonso Brown. The two-hour  
trip explores more than a dozen 
places associated with the city’s 
African-American Gullah heritage 
and culture, including the intact 
slave quarters of the 19th-century 
Aiken-Rhett House, the antebellum 
Old Slave Mart, and the Sweetgrass 
Market, where traditional baskets 
are made (£14; gullahtours.com).

2
For lunch or dinner head to 
Poogan’s Porch (below), a 

local institution in a handsome 
Victorian home that serves up 
Southern specialities such as 
cornmeal-fried catfish and 
buttermilk-fried chicken – plus an 
excellent selection of wines (mains 
from £8; poogansporch.com).

3
Bulldog Tours’ nightly 
Haunted Jail Tour braves the 

spooky spaces of the Old Charleston 
Jail (below), exploring cells and 
chambers once – and allegedly still 
– inhabited by notorious criminals, 
pirates and Civil War prisoners 
(£20; bulldogtours.com).

4
Set in an 1850s mansion  
in Charleston’s atmospheric 

downtown, The Mills House 
(above) is stuffed with antiques, 
elegant furniture and rare art. Many 
rooms look over the town or open 
onto their own sundeck, and guests 
can also relax in the outdoor pool, 
breakfast al fresco in the courtyard 
and sink cocktails and South 
Carolinan craft brews in the lounge 
(from £205; millshouse.com).

5
Drive for 10 minutes to  
reach James Island and the 

McLeod Plantation Historic Site, 
where visitors can explore a 
slave-owner’s home and slaves’ 
cabins amid oak-shaded grounds 
(admission £8, including guided 
tour; ccprc.com).

6
Two miles south on Folly Road 
is maritime-styled Roadside 

Seafood – pick from tacos, subs and 
their much-loved she-crab soup, 
plus baskets of seafood, with the 
usual suspects joined by the likes  
of shark nuggets and gator tails 
(mains from £7; roadsideseafood.
com). Meet island storyteller and 
historian Carolyn Jabulile White 
(above) for humour-laced tales in 
fluent Gullah that shed light on the 

community’s culture and customs 
(prices vary, contact Carolyn for 
details; thegullahstoryteller.com).

7
Ensconced within oak and pine 
woods by the edge of a river, 

The Inn at Middleton Place (below), 
half an hour on, has spacious, 
cypress-panelled rooms with 
floor-to-ceiling windows, wood-
burning fireplaces and marble 
baths. Guests can access Middleton 
Place, a national landmark that 
houses the US’s oldest landscaped 
gardens, a museum and a 
stableyard roamed by farm animals 
and water buffalo. There’s also the 
chance to cycle, kayak or horseride 
in sprawling grounds (from £155; 
theinnatmiddletonplace.com).

8
Drive for about an hour to 
reach Edisto Island and  

its Presbyterian Church, whose 
18th-century graveyard is the  
fated site of Julia Legare’s 
Mausoleum (pcedisto.org).  
Fuel up at the SeaCOW Eatery,  
a clapboard joint that serves 
shrimp- or oyster-stuffed  
po’boys and platters, and  
desserts such as cheesecake and 
bourbon pecan pie (mains from  
£5; theseacoweatery.com).

9
Continue for 100 miles  
to Savannah, strolling its 

historic district and riverfront 
before heading to Bonaventure 
Cemetery (top right) for 6th Sense 
World’s tour with Shannon Scott. 
Ranging over the cemetery’s 100 
moss-draped acres, he spins tales 
of old Savannah and both its 
famous and lesser-known residents 
(£20; 6thsenseworld.com).

10
At Moon River Brewing 
Company brewpub, 

locally sourced steak, seafood  
and burgers are on the menu, plus  
a hefty choice of seasonal beers  
and on-tap favourites – sip them  
in the huge beer garden (beer from 
£3.50; moonriverbrewing.com).

11
Venture into Savannah’s 
spookiest corners with 

ghost hunter Patrick Burns on his 
Savannah Ghosts Investigation 
Tour, seeking out paranormal 
activity and exploring the history 
and hauntings of notorious spots 
(£23; savannahghosts.com).

12
The Marshall House 
(below) is one of the city’s 

oldest hotels – and a former Civil 
War hospital – in the historic 
downtown. Elegant rooms still bear 
their 19th-century high ceilings, 
windows and doors, and some  
have claw-foot tubs or balconies 
with rocking chairs. The hotel  
also runs free history talks (from 
£115; marshallhouse.com).
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A German-speaking bit of Italy, the South Tyrol is a region with a dual identity.  
But there’s one thing locals know for sure, and that’s how to make the most of autumn

harvest
Tales �� the

The craggy spires of the 
Dolomites tower above Santa 
Maddalena in the Val di Funes 

(Villnöss in German), a proving 
ground for many mountaineers
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Stefan Winkler roasts 
chestnuts at his family’s farm.  
R���� Chestnuts show the 
way along the Keschtnweg

Guests are encouraged  
to share tables at the 
Törggelen feast.  
L��� Juicy apples ready  
to harvest at Radoar-Hof
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 O
n his family’s farm high in the 
Dolomites, white clouds 
suspended between the 
mountaintops like spiders’ webs, 
Stefan Winkler is roasting 
chestnuts. Wielding a cast-iron 

pan over a flaming brazier, he flips the nuts 
to ensure they’re cooked evenly, watching 
their skins blacken and char in the flames, 
cracking to reveal buttery yellow beneath. 

‘It’s important that we get them just right,’ 
says Stefan. ‘Chestnuts are an essential part 
of Törggelen.’ Such harvest feasts have been 
a tradition in the mountains of South Tyrol 
(Südtirol) since at least the 16th century, 
when travelling merchants would visit the 
region’s farms and vineyards to taste the 
year’s produce. Keen to show off their 
goods, farmers would host banquets in their 
honour – no doubt hoping the well-oiled 
merchants might buy a few extra crates of 
grapes or barrels of wine in the process. 

Visitors to the region are still offered a 
warm welcome at farms like the Winklers’, 
which offers meals to paying guests during 
the autumn months. Their simple white 
farmhouse is festooned with decorations: 
the doorstep is piled with pumpkins and 
wicker baskets brimming with apples, and 
wreaths of corn dangle from the shutters.

Inside, the festivities are well under way. 
A motley mix of diners – families, tourists, 
locals, motorbikers, cyclists and hikers – 
cram around long wooden tables in the 
pine-clad dining room, warmed by an 
earthenware stove. On one table, a family 
dip into bowls of barley soup with chunks  
of schüttelbrot: the flat bread traditionally 
carried by Tyrolean shepherds. In another 
corner, a band of bearded Bavarian hikers 
tucks into roast pork, sausages and thick 
slices of speck (cured ham), laced with 
homemade horseradish sauce and 
sauerkraut. This is a classic Törggelen dish, 
known as a schlachtplatte or slaughter plate. 
It’s an unappetising name, but accurate; half 
the farmyard seems to be piled on it. 

Soon, flagons of beer and jugs of wine 
arrive, poured by smiling waitresses 
dressed in the figure-hugging bodices 
known as dirndls: traditional Germanic 
peasant costumes with plunging 
necklines. Diners hand round glasses and 
exchange tales of their day’s adventures. 
One recounts their afternoon picnic 
beneath the Dolomites’ peaks; another 
recalls the tang of home-brewed apple 
juice sampled at a local farm. Sipping his 
beer and wielding a sausage, a man in a 

leather jacket describes a near-miss on his 
bike with a dairy cow, joking that it almost 
ended up on tonight’s schlachtplatte.

After the main course, bowls of Stefan’s 
freshly roasted chestnuts arrive to rowdy 
applause. The guests peel off the hot husks 
by hand. From somewhere an accordion 
appears and the room erupts with old folk 
tunes. Everyone joins in with gusto, 
although only a few people know the 
words. More chestnuts arrive, more wine is 
poured. Outside, dusk melts into darkness, 
and the party continues into the night. 

It’s past the witching hour when Stefan 
waves goodbye to the last of his guests.  
‘This is what Törggelen is about,’ he says. 
‘It’s a time of sharing, when we enjoy each 
other’s company and celebrate the fruits of 
the harvest. It’s been a tradition here for so 
long, it’s hard to imagine autumn without it.’ 

The word ‘Törggelen’ is thought to derive 
from the wooden presses once used to 
extract wine, known in Latin as torcolum 

H A R V E S T  I N  T H E  D O L O M I T E S

‘O��s���, ��s� ���s 
���� ������, ��� 
��� ����� ������s’

The medieval church in the 
hamlet of Sant’Osvaldo near 

Castelrotto (Kastelruth)
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and törggl in local dialect. Although  
much has changed in the mountains, the 
tradition has endured. Südtirolers still 
attend Törggelen two or three times a 
season – once with friends, once with 
family, once with colleagues – and many 
inns, farmhouses and hostelries across 
South Tyrol still host these harvest 
banquets in the old-fashioned way. 

At Agriturismo Lafoglerhof, about 20 
miles outside Bolzano (Bozen), every table 
is full, and the waitresses are working 
overtime, topping up jugs of wine, pulling 
pints of pilsner, preparing platters laden 
with meat, cheese and sauerkraut. 
Children chase each other around the 
farmyard, dodging old barrels and strutting 
chickens, and their parents chink glasses 
with a gutsy ‘Grüß Gott’, the customary 
greeting of South Tyrol. ‘Autumn is a 
special time,’ says hostess Claudia Rier. 
‘For me, it sums up the best things in life: 
food, laughter, spending time with people 
you love. I don’t think you can ask for more 
than that.’ But of course there is more: the 
magnificent backdrop to the celebrations, 
the Dolomites, slicing through South Tyrol 
like a dragon’s jawbone.

The best way to combine this scenery 
with South Tyrol’s harvest-time hospitality 
is to follow the Keschtnweg or ‘Chestnut 

Way’, a 38-mile trail that winds along the 
Isarco Valley (Eisacktal) between the towns 
of Bressanone (Brixen) and Bolzano. It’s 
named after the old chestnut groves which 
carpet the hillsides, planted by Roman 
settlers 2,000 years ago, and has been 
tramped by shepherds, pedlars and pilgrims 
for centuries. Once the quickest path across 
the Alps, it takes around five days to 
complete – although during Törggelen 
season, the temptation of stopping for 
another mountain feast means it often takes 
considerably longer than planned. 

What soon becomes apparent to 
Keschtnweg hikers is South Tyrol’s split 
personality. One minute the views appear 
Alpine: green fields, grazing cows, 
geranium-covered houses. The next, things 
turn Italian: saintly icons, tumbledown 
churches, hilltop monasteries. In one 
hamlet, the church might be dedicated to 
St Jakobus or St Georg; in the next, it might 
be Santa Maddalena or Sant’Angelo. Stop 
in at one bar and you’ll be served a shot of 
grappa; at the next it’s as likely to be a  
glass of schnapps.

Though it’s been a province of Italy since 
1919, for much of its history the region was 
part of the Austrian empire. This is a place 
that still teeters between two cultures. 
Two-thirds of people identify German as 

their mother tongue; another quarter 
speaks Italian, while a further five per cent 
speak Ladin, an old Romance language 
believed to have its roots in the patois of 
Roman legionaries. Road signs are always 
in two languages, sometimes three. Every 
village has both a German and an Italian 
name, and this is surely the only corner of 
Italy where locals are equally happy to sit 
down for a bowl of dumplings as they are 
to a bowl of ravioli. 

‘I�’s � ����� ����  
s�� �����s ����� 
��� ������s’

South Tyrol 
accounts for 
around a third of 
Italy’s apple crop.  
R���� Fallen 
leaves cover the 
Keschtnweg trail, 
near Velturno 
(Feldthurns)
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Claudia Rier welcomes guests 
to an afternoon of Törggelen 

at her family’s farm, 
Lafoglerhof, near Bolzano
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‘You could say all Südtirolers have two 
nationalities,’ says Maria Gall Prader, an art 
historian who supplements her income 
guiding people along the area’s hiking trails. 
She spreads out bread, sausage and cheese 
on a picnic blanket in a chestnut grove near 
the village of Velturno (Feldthurns), about 
10 miles from the northern end of the 
Keschtnweg near Bressanone. ‘Sometimes 
we eat bread, sometimes pasta. We like wine 
as much as beer. Some people speak Italian 
at home, some people German,’ she says. 
‘But when it comes to politics everyone 
wants something different. It’s always been 
that way and will surely never change.’ 
Around her the landscape is fiery with 
colour – golds, crimsons, pinks and oranges, 
mottled greens and tawny browns – and dry 
leaves snap and rustle underfoot. 

After lunch, Maria makes a beeline for 
Radoar-Hof, one of the area’s renowned 
organic apple farms. Owner Norbert 
Blasbichler is pouring out glasses of juice 
and grappa for his guests at a wooden table 
in the garden. It’s surrounded by terraces 
of fruit trees, stretching away in orderly 
lines and laden with apples, pears, quince 
and berries, ripe and ready for harvest, 
which Norbert reckons is just a week away. 
He pours out an early taste of this year’s 
juice: it’s sweet, floral and fruity, with a 
rich perfume and a twist of acidity that 
comes from a blend of apple varieties. 
‘Blending is an art, like winemaking,’ he 
says. ‘Every year we have different levels 
of sugar and acidity in the fruit, which 
means the juice tastes slightly different. 
That’s where the skill comes in,’ he says, 
tapping a finger to his nose. 

‘Now, come, please – eat, drink! You can’t 
walk on an empty stomach,’ says Norbert, 
laying down a platter of bread and cheese, 
which is eaten to the bassy drone of the 
orchard’s honeybees and the sputter of  
a tractor in a nearby field. 

‘�� ����s���� �s ����� 
��� ���� – ���s, 
����s�s ��� �����s’
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Clouds swirl around the 
peaks of the Dolomites,  

as seen from the mountain 
plateau of Alpe di Siusi 

(Seiser Alm)
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 F
ood is a cornerstone of life in South 
Tyrol and hiking the Keschtnweg 
reveals a landscape shaped by 
agriculture: vines climb the slopes; 
barns stand in fields of barley; plump 

cows graze. The region owes its productivity 
to the climate. The Isarco Valley occupies a 
buffer zone between the mountains and the 
sea, benefiting from warm, moist air from 
the Mediterranean to the south, and cool, 
dry air from the Alps to the north.

Every inch of land is used for something 
– all but the mountains themselves that is. 

The Dolomites are an inescapable presence 
along the Isarco Valley. Known as the 
Monti Pallidi, the Pale Mountains,  
a reference to their milky-white colour, 
they’re a reminder of the wild world that 
lies beyond the neatly tended fields. 
Towering above a pastoral patchwork of 
villages, meadows and farms, the summits 
spike the skyline like wolves’ teeth.

As the sun sinks low over the valley,  
the rocks shift colour, from diamond white 
to coral pink and copper gold. Seen in the 
half-light of dusk, it’s easy to know why the 
locals once believed these mountains to be 
inhabited by witches, trolls, giants and 
ghosts. It’s a place where magic seems  
not just possible, but probable.

At the southern end of the valley, as the 
Keschtnweg nears its end just outside 
Bolzano, the region’s Italian side comes 
ever more into focus. Italianate villas 
appear. Barley fields become vineyards. 
Temperatures warm and accents soften. 
There’s also a crispness in the air that hints 
of autumn’s end – and for winemakers like 
Florian Gojer, that also means the harvest  
is drawing to a close. 

In his late twenties, with fair skin and a 
swash of auburn hair, Florian is the latest in 
a dynasty of Tyrolean winemakers. He looks 
after the 5,000-hectare family vineyards 
close to Bolzano. ‘My grandfather and father 

established the vineyards, and I’ve never 
thought of doing anything else,’ he says.

‘We’re lucky,’ says Florian, wandering 
among his workers as they snip off the 
year’s final flush of grapes. ‘We have so 
many aspects, altitudes, temperatures and 
soils, we can grow almost any grape we 
want here. It’s the perfect place to be  
a winemaker.’ 

He sets up a table high in the vineyard, 
overlooking Bolzano’s terracotta rooftops. 
From a satchel, he produces two bottles of 
wine: a white kerner and a lagrein red, both 
signature grapes of South Tyrol. The white 
is crisp and mineral-rich, the red perfumed 
and fruity. ‘Törggelen is our Thanksgiving,’ 
says Florian, taking a sip of wine. ‘That’s 
why it has lasted as a tradition.’ He smiles 
and heads off to fetch another bottle of wine.

Beyond the vineyard’s terraces, bare trees 
stretch out along the backroads, and clouds 
of fallen leaves rattle and swirl in the 
breeze. Above, the sun is sinking behind the 
Dolomites, and the summits sparkle with 
the first dusting of snow. Winter is coming 
to the mountains, but for now at least, there 
are a few more days of autumn to enjoy.

O����� B���� writes regularly for Lonely 
Planet Traveller. After his trip, he said that if he 
never saw another knödel, it would be too soon.

‘����’s � ���s��� 
�� ��� ��� ���� ����s 
� ������’s ���’ 

Kastanien (chestnuts) are  
a speciality at Gassl Bräu,  
a popular restaurant and 
microbrewery in Chiusa 
(Klausen). R���� Florian 
Gojer and his companion 
Max in the family 
vineyards at Gögglhof 
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Discover the dogsled tour in Greenland



Hotel Briol overlooking the Isarco 
Valley and the distant Dolomites. 
R���� Norbert Blasbichler pours apple 
juice in his orchard at Radoar-Hof

Wine barrels in the vaults of Novacella 
Abbey. L��� The red rooster is a seal of 

quality for farmstays in South Tyrol. 
R���� A signpost along the Keschtnweg 

The Benedictine monastery of 
Sabiona, above the town of Chiusa. 

L��� Freshly picked chestnuts



M A K E  I T  H A P P E N

1 
Most people hike the 
Keschtnweg in a north-south 
direction, starting from 

Bressanone (Brixen). Fortify 
yourself for the journey at 
Novacella Abbey, the region’s 
most renowned vineyard, which 
has been making wines since the 
Middle Ages. Here you can take 
a guided tour before tasting 
local vintages such as kerner 
and lagrein (£10 for a tasting  
of four wines, plus a tour; 
kloster-neustift.it).

2
Hotel Unterwirt in  
the village of Velturno 
(Feldthurns) makes a good 

base from which to set out. Its 
rooms are modern with valley 
views, but the rest of the hotel is 
decorated in traditional Alpine 
style, and there’s a restaurant 
serving hearty local dishes like 
knödel (dumplings), and spinach 
and ricotta ravioli (from £95; 
unterwirt.com). 

3 
The Keschtnweg runs 
through Velturno on its way 
to Chiusa (Klausen), about  

8 miles away on foot. Along the 
way, stop for apple juice, 
schnapps and meat-and-cheese 
platters at Radoar-Hof (platters 
around £8; radoar.com), and visit 
the hilltop monastery of Sabiona 
(free; suedtirolerland.it).

4 
The Winklers’ family farm, 
Larmhof, is in the hills near 
Villandro (Villanders), five 

miles or so southwest of Chiusa. 
They serve classic Törggelen 
feasts throughout the autumn 
inside the farmhouse, with its 
wood-panelled dining room  
and traditional clay stove. 
Afterwards you can peek inside 
the historic haybarn, watch the 
cows being milked and help 
Stefan roast chestnuts (meals 
from £15; larmhof.it).

5 
High above Barbiano 
(Barbian), the Hotel Briol  
is designed in the Bauhaus 

style, with an emphasis on clear 
lines and austere simplicity. The 
views over the Isarco Valley and 
Dolomites are sensational. It’s 
not possible to arrive by car due 
to the steep track; arrive on foot, 
or arrange a transfer by 4x4 from 
Barbiano (from £75; briol.it).

6
It’s worth detouring from 
the Keschtnweg for a day  
to explore the Alpi di Siusi 

(Seiser Alm), Europe’s largest 
mountain plateau, famous for 
summer hiking and winter skiing. 
Marked trails cross the slopes to 
local landmarks such as the rock 
formations known as the 
Witches’ Benches and the 
mountain lake of Laghetto di Fi 
(cable-car £13.50; seiseralm.it).

7  
Back on the trail, the next 
stop is the Renon 
(Ritten) plateau,  

a 12�mile 
hike from 
Barbiano. 
Hotel 
Bemelmans-
Post in Collalbo 
(Klobenstein) 

makes a good stopover. Its 
rooms are named after 
composers, and many have 
fantastic views of the Dolomites 
(from £85; bemelmans.com).

8 
The trail comes to its 
official end 10 miles further 
on in Bolzano, next to 

Runkelstein Castle, a 
14th-century palace decorated 
with spectacular medieval 
frescoes depicting jousting, 
dancing and courtship (entry 
£6.50; runkelstein.info).

9 
In Bolzano, Hotel Laurin 
makes a luxurious end to 
the Keschtnweg trail. This 

grand city-centre hotel was built 
in 1910, and has rooms that look 
out over a park. There’s also a 
wood-panelled Art Deco bar and 
restaurant. Chef Manuel Astuto 
is known for exciting dishes, 
such as homemade tortellini 

with octopus and sweet 
potato, and 
marinated 
squid with 
beans 
(rooms from 
£130, mains 
from £18; 
laurin.it).

ESSENTIALS
Flights
The nearest airport serving Bolzano  
is Verona, a two-hour drive away 
(Gatwick from £90; easyjet.com). 
Alternatives are Venice and Innsbruck 
in Austria. Deutsche Bahn offers a 
South Tyrol transfer from Verona 
airport train station to the Isarco 
Valley, with local stops (single to 
Bressanone £24; bahn.de). The Alto 
Adige Bus runs five times a day from 
Verona, and is the only option  
if you want to stop at smaller towns 
and villages (single to Bressanone 
£48; altoadigebus.com). Many hotels 
in the South Tyrol offer their own 
transfer service, so ask when booking.

Booking Törggelen
The South Tyrol tourist board has a 
list of farms offering Törggelen feasts 
(suedtirol.info). You can book with 
each farm directly, or through the 
tourist board or the place you’re 
staying. The feasts include several 
courses and there’s often after-dinner 
entertainment. A Törggelen meal 
including drinks will cost around £25.

Hiking & equipment
Though the hiking is not hard and the 
Keschtnweg trail is well maintained, 
there are some steep and uneven 
sections, so hiking boots are essential. 
Most hotels have contacts with local 
guides, but you really don’t need one; 
the route is well signposted. If you 
don’t want to carry your gear, luggage 
transfers can be arranged with a local 
taxi company through your hotel 
(cost depends on distance).

Further reading
The South Tyrol Tourist Board has 
information on the Isarco Valley, 
including activities and places to stay 

(suedtirol.info/en). 
Lonely Planet’s Italy 
(£17.99) covers the 
Dolomites. Tourist 
offices sell the useful 
Kompass map (£9).
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The Swedish capital and the largest city in Scandinavia, Stockholm is often called  
a ‘Venice of the North’, with lakes and inlets instead of canals. Even as the days grow 
shorter and the first breath of winter is in the air, it’s a place that richly rewards 
explorers on a long weekend, with its historic town quarters, inviting coffee shops, 
diverse museums, ever-present love of design and an archipelago on its doorstep.

S T O C K H O L M

The Perfect Weekend
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TRAVEL ESSENTIALS BA, Norwegian and SAS fly to Stockholm’s Arlanda airport from Edinburgh, Gatwick, Heathrow and Manchester, while Ryanair serves the more 
out-of-town Skavsta and Västerås airports from Stansted (from £80; ryanair.com). Travelcards for the metro, buses and trams cost £11/£21 for 24/72 hours (sl.se).
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Stockholm is a city of islands, cliffs and lofty 
overlooks – a compact place, but not always  
a flat one. Luckily, walkers have plenty of spots 
to break for a coffee. At the core of the capital, 
Gamla Stan (‘The Old Town’) has an island all 
to itself, its humped shape hidden by tall, close- 
set houses three or more centuries old. Crossing 
the Vasabron bridge to its northwest corner, the 
first sight is the graceful 17th-century design of 
Riddarhuset, Sweden’s former House of Lords. 
Deeper into Gamla Stan, Västerlånggatan is a 
narrow but well-trodden shopping street, the 
closest thing Stockholm has to a tourist trap. 
Smaller alleys lead up to the left, towards the 
centre of the island, where you can find the best 
of the quarter’s small art galleries and craft 
shops. It’s quieter during the day than it would 
have been in medieval times, when this was  
the extent of the city and home to all its trades, 
recalled in names like Järntorget (Iron Square). 
But when the lanterns twinkle on at dusk, and 
people leave the cobblestones for the warmth 
of a tiny bistro, the old town looks truly ageless.
���O visitstockholm.com

The walk

Lamps light up the alleys 
leading to Köpmantorget 

(Merchant’s Square) in 
Gamla Stan at dusk
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The aroma that best represents Stockholm is  
a waft of roasted coffee beans escaping from a 
doorway, chased by warm notes of cinnamon and 
cardamom from some new-baked buns. No day 
here is truly fulfilled without a ‘fikapaus’ or two, 
the time when people pause from their duties for 
fika – a good cup of coffee and, ideally, a sweet 
pastry to go with it. Fika is not a hasty shot of 
espresso at a stand-up counter, or a cup grabbed 
‘to go’; it’s time marked off for slow appreciation. 
This is especially true at Johan & Nyström; the 
business began 12 years ago as Sweden’s first 
speciality coffee roasters, selling to cafés around 
the city. It has since also opened a store of its own 
on a street corner in the Södermalm district. 
Windowside benches and attached 
wooden tray tables are designed 
for easy perching (a blessing 
for customers in bulky 
winter clothes) and tins 
of coffee and tea 
provide colour in the 
modern space. The 
aim here is to show 
an already keen 
nation the diversity 
of world coffees, not 
just in the chalked up 
menu, but in Friday 
tastings and home 
barista courses too.
O�Coffee from £1.60; 

johanochnystrom.se

A���� Though coffee  
is the main mission at 
Johan & Nyström, the 
shop is serious about 
its tea range as well. 
B���� The classic 
combo for a Swedish 
fikapaus: coffee and  
a cinammon bun as 
served at Johan & 
Nyström’s concept 
store in Södermalm

The coffee

A���� Large photo 
prints of dancers 
decorate the lounge 
area at Miss Clara 
Hotel on Sveavägen. 
B���� Many bedrooms 
at the hotel have pieces 
of modern furniture 
that echo the shape of 
the large Art Nouveau-
era windows that face 
the main street

Clara Strömberg was a visionary in her time, but 
she could hardly have guessed that one day a 
fine hotel would be named after her. This 
19th-century pioneer of women’s education 
founded the Ateneum school for girls, and the 
premises it moved into in 1910 now bear the 
name Miss Clara Hotel. The seven-floor 
building stands on Sveavägen, one of the city’s 
main avenues. With its chunky, sculpted 
stonework at street level and subtly curved 
windowframes set in a sandy-coloured façade, 
it’s typical of the solid Stockholm take on Art 
Nouveau. Pieces of bentwood furniture in the 
rooms hint at the exterior design, but inside  
it’s more about functional style: herringbone 
parquet, filament bulbs in the lounge set to  
a low, warm orange, and plum-coloured stone 
in the bathrooms, with underfloor heating –  
a nice touch in winter. The wide-ranging, high- 
quality breakfast buffet offers a chance to go 
local with the likes of cheese on crispbread,  
and also a test of that cardinal Swedish virtue, 
lagom (having just enough, not too much). 
O�Rooms from £200; missclarahotel.com

The hotel
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The call of the outdoors is strong in Stockholm, in winter as well as summer. Watching many locals flit 
across frozen surfaces, you might think they were born with blades on their feet, but there are guided 
ice-skating excursions for newcomers too. Each group heads out from the city to where the ice is at 
its best and sturdiest that day, whether it’s a forest lake or the labyrinthine channels of the Stockholm 
Archipelago. Equipped with skates, helmet, poles and other essentials, skaters swap terra firma for its 
beautiful and surreal winter counterpart. The ice may be white with frozen bubbles, or glassy and clear. 
When a group of skaters pass at speed, there is often a strange, sonar-like echo from beneath. After a 
few hours in the cold air, most build up a sturdy appetite for lunch, seated on a rock by the icy shore. 
O�Guided ice-skating excursion £135 incl lunch, equipment and transport; stockholmadventures.com

What cheese is to France, in all its bewildering 
variety, herring is to Sweden. This little fish is a 
national favourite, served pickled or in mustard 
sauce on a smörgåsbord table, and chopped up 
with beetroot and apple in a Christmas salad. In 
the north of the country, it’s fermented in a 
sealed can for several months before being 
eaten, usually outdoors, in a breeze. Standard 
Atlantic herrings grow smaller and less fatty 
when it lives in the brackish waters of the Baltic 
Sea. Swedes call the saltwater version ‘sill’, but 
use ‘strömming’ for herring caught north of the 
port of Kalmar. One of the simplest ways to try 
this staple is at Nystekt Strömming, a no-frills 
stall with a few wooden tables and benches on 
the plaza outside Slussen metro station, which 
overlooks the south side of Gamla Stan. Behind 
the counter, fillets of herring are fried and then 
served with a choice of sides. The texture of the 
slightly breaded fish is balanced with creamy 
mashed potatoes and a triangle of crispbread, 
along with red onion, pickled cucumber, dill 
mayonnaise, grated carrots and more. As in 
many other cities, food trucks have taken off  
in Stockholm in recent years, but herring has 
always swum ahead of the trend.
O�Herring with mash £7; 10am–9pm daily 

The snack

Skating on frozen waters 
near Nynäshamn, south 

of the capital, between  
a few of the 30,000 

islands, skerries and 
rocks that make up the 

Stockholm Archipelago. 
I����, ����� Hot dogs 
grilled over a campfire 

for a skaters’ lunch

The activity

Fried herring with all 
the extras, as served 

at the Nystekt 
Strömming stand 
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Igenima cuptas
 quatur, Ige
nima cuptas quatur, 
Igenim
a cuptas quatur, 
Igenima cuptas quatur, 
Igenima cupta
s quatur, Igenim

A���� Wall hangings 
with biblical scenes 
decorate the best room 
of Oktorpsgården farm, 
relocated to Skansen 
from southern Sweden.  
B���� Reindeer at rest 
near the Sami camp

The bespectacled browser passes stands of 
umbrellas, racks of aloha shirts and shelves  
of hunting hats before finding what he wants:  
a charcoal-grey double-breasted blazer from 
Tiger of Sweden, a local brand founded in 1903, 
and revamped in the 1990s. It’s an apt choice 
to make at Herr Judit, a store that sells vintage 
men’s clothing and accessories, as well as 
newer items. At the counter, a shop assistant 
sporting a Rosie the Riveter-style headscarf 
punches sums into a calculator with one hand 
while a chihuahua perches on the other one. 
She deposits the dog on a stool and gets up 
to arrange some bow ties on a fan of 
wooden rails. Herr Judit is a few 
doors down Hornsgatan from 
Judits, the womenswear store 
from which it branched off; 
also on the same street is  
its home interiors branch, 
Brandstationen. It sells 
pieces from the late 17th 
century onwards, but one 
speciality is 1950s Italian 
lamps, which apparently suit 
Scandinavian furniture well.
O�herrjudit.se

The shop

The park-like surrounds of 
Djurgården are home to the 
city’s greatest concentration 
of museums, but none is 
quite like Skansen. 
Founded in 1891 to record 
Sweden’s traditions 
before they were swept 
away by industrialisation, 
it’s a combined open-air 
museum and zoo, and 
possibly the world’s most 
tasteful theme park. Over its  
125 years, more than 150 heritage 
buildings have been moved here from all 
over Sweden: lordly manor houses, turf-roofed 
cottages, a church and town quarters that 
include a working bakery and glass-blowing 
workshop. At one corner of Skansen, sheep  
and pigs surround prosperous farmsteads from 
southern Sweden. At the other, reindeer paw  
at the ground of a Sami camp, representing the 
far north, perhaps catching a scent from the 
park’s wolves. Outside Oktorpsgården farm, a 
woman in 19th-century costume pauses from 
chopping wood flakes off a birch log to answer 
questions from curious visitors. When later she 
wanders in to the 1930s convenience store to 
chat to the period-dressed staff there, it’s a 
pleasing moment of inadvertent anachronism.
O�Admission from £9 in Nov–Mar; skansen.se

The museum

A���� Vintage men’s 
fashion at Herr Judit. 
B���� Brandstationen 
is the clothes store’s 
interior design branch. 
O������� Oaxen Slip 
has a nautical theme, 
while adjoining Oaxen 
Krog serves dishes such 
as scallop, topside and 
truffle seaweed (inset)
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A fleet in mid-air greets diners at Oaxen, a restaurant with a dual identity, 
named after the archipelago island on which it began. Three years ago, it 
moved to an old shipyard on a tiny, quiet inlet at the edge of the capital. This 
partly explains the single scull and other old boats hanging in the light that 
streams through the west-facing windows in the larger of its two dining 
rooms, Oaxen Slip. A door at the back leads to its double Michelin-starred 
sibling: Oaxen Krog, a more meditative space, lined with slatted oak panels. 
Slip’s take on Swedish bistro dishes includes tartare of beef topside with sour 
cream, Dijon mayo, shallots and sourdough crumbs, followed by a chocolate 
and caramel cake out of a childhood dream. At Krog, a typical offering might 
be quail, grilled over spruce and redolent of the Swedish forest, served with a 
trio of celeriac: fried, as a velvety purée, or pickled with dandelions.
O�Mains at Slip from £15, six-course Krog tasting menu £160; oaxen.com 

The meal
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Northern sunsets are glorious, if a little eccentric. 
Stockholm is one of the world’s highest-latitude 
capitals, and the golden moment can happen any 
time between 2.47pm in deepest December and 
10.08pm at Midsummer. The city seems designed 
to look at its best in the lingering evening light:  
the sun reflects off the ripples between the islands 
and brings to life the townhouse façades painted 
in warm hues. In winter or summer, the lakeside 
Stadshuset (City Hall) provides an almost 
theatrical stage for an end-of-day performance. 
Cross the main courtyard of this castle-like edifice 

The sunset spot

I like to walk 

around in Stockholm  

to be inspired by new 

styles. Near my shop is  

a nice restaurant called 

Woodstockholm. It’s 

kind of plain inside,  

but the smallness of  

the place makes it quite 

cosy. It has a theme 

which changes, such as 

‘forest’, ‘Salvador Dalí’ or 

‘aphrodisiac’, and dishes 

like duck, artichoke and 

fig to go with it. I have 

been there several times 

in the last year.

H���� S���� runs Barber & Books, a gents’ 
hairdressers, beard-grooming business and 
bookshop in Södermalm (barberandbooks.se).

The local’s tip

R��� G������� is our sub-editor. At the age 
of eight, he dragged his Swedish granny to 
Skansen and its zoo three times in three days.

If a new bar pops up in town, the chances 
are it will be on a street in Södermalm. 

Towards the east end of Hornsgatan is 
Marie Laveau, a large tiled space lit in 
pink neon, named for a New Orleans 
voodoo priestess. Though its after- 
work crowd mostly goes for beer or 
wine, the food and cocktail menus 
offer Southern US-inspired options 

too. Down Swedenborgsgatan, Morfar 
Ginko is grungier in feel, but has fancier 

food and also a barbershop downstairs.  
In the ‘SoFo’ area (south of Folkungagatan), 

Katarina Ölkafé is a local beer specialist where 
jazz plays softly and dogs are welcome. And three 

streets away, a slight, sweet smell of rye and a boar’s 
head on the wall give away Bar Central, whose food, beer and 

wine all come from Central Europe.
O�Beers from around £5.30, cocktails from around £13; 

marielaveau.se, morfarginko.se, katarinaolkafe.se, barcentral.se

The bar crawl

L��� Beers from the 
Stockholm area are 

the hallmark of 
Katarina Ölkafé in 

Södermalm. B���� A 
statue by Carl Eldh 
symbolising dance 
gazes out from the 

terrace of Stadshuset 
towards Gamla Stan

– a red-brick icon of the National Romantic style 
of the 1910s and ’20s – and continue through the 
colonnade. Ahead is a broad terrace, which looks 
out towards Södermalm, and the spires of Gamla 
Stan to the left. Stadshuset is the venue for the 
Nobel Banquet on 10 December each year, and 
the view outside is a prize-winner too. The tall 
church tower of Riddarholmskyrkan, topped by a 
lacework of cast iron, catches the last of the direct 
sun, but the twilight waits courteously for those 
sightseers who are not yet ready to depart.
O�international.stockholm.se/the-city-hall 



As well as picture-perfect beaches  
and a cool Caribbean culture, the 
Dominican Republic has unparallelled 
natural beauty and a world of 
opportunities for outdoor adventure

A walk on the

wild side

A 
s the most geographically 
diverse Caribbean country, 
the Dominican Republic has 
more to o�er beyond decadent 

cocktails on porcelain-white sands. Go for 
a week, and there’s no telling where your 
travels will take you, be it mountain biking 
along remote dirt tracks, riding the best 
windsur�ng waves in the hemisphere or 

heading out in a �shing boat to see humpback 
whales crashing about in the bay of Samaná. 
�e country contains both the Caribbean’s 
highest peak, Pico Duarte, and its lowest 
point at Lago Enriquillo, so whether you want 
to challenge the tallest mount or dive to 
the deepest depths, the Dominican 
Republic’s landscape is a veritable 
rollercoaster for adventure.

Wild watersports
Characterised by rocky coasts, mangrove 
ecosystems, wetlands and coral reefs, the 
northern province of Puerto Plata is also known 
for its sandy beaches, which carpet 115 miles  
of the shoreline. �is area is home to the Master 
of the Ocean watersports competition. �e  
15th annual event will be held in February 2017, 
and will attract international athletes across 
four disciplines over �ve days. Pitch up and 
watch or be inspired to learn yourself – choose 
sur�ng, windsur�ng, kitesur�ng or stand-up 
paddle; or, like the pros, try all four.

Mountain challenges
�e Dominican Republic has no shortage  
of rocky ranges to challenge even the most 
intrepid of travellers. �e Cordillera Central 
mountain range is home to Pico Duarte,  
the highest peak in the Caribbean at 3,087 
metres. Climb it on a two- or four-day 
excursion through tropical forestry and alpine 
landscapes. If you’re still eager for adventure, 
try an exhilarating white-water raft ride down 
the Yaque del Norte River, then take the 
chance to paraglide, abseil or join a 
horseriding trek in the mountains.

Underwater treasures
�e crystal-clear waters of this island country 
are beautiful to look at from above, but what lies 
below the surface is equally enchanting: rare 
coral reefs and a rich marine life. Divers are 
drawn to Catalina Island, just of the south 
coast, where a 30-metre drop o�ers prime views 
of the aquatic wonders below. La Caleta 
National Marine Park is also known as a top 
diving spot, with shipwrecks and an 
underwater sculpture park to o�set the fauna’s 
deep blue backdrop. 

Discover the Dominican Republic’s wild side and visit 

GoDominicanRepublic.com for more information 

A D V E R T I S E M E N T  F E AT U R E
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Spain has a remarkably varied food heritage, but its cooks  
share a passion for seasonality and local produce – we bring you 

four authentic recipes that each embody a region’s cuisine
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T
O A CASUAL OBSERVER,  
there might seem something of a 
disconnect between the outward 
face of Spanish gastronomy – the 

futuristic revolution curated by El Bulli’s 
Ferran Adrià and his ardent, blue-sky 
disciples – and the largely unchanged way 
in which the ordinary Spaniard shops, 
cooks and eats. The countless dishes that 
can be traced back to the pastoral tradition 
of carrying bread, oil, vinegar and garlic as 
sustenance on the long days and weeks of 
driving sheep to pastures new; the citrus 
fruits, saffron, cumin and almonds that 
came with the Moorish invasion; and the 
fascination with the tomatoes, peppers, 
corn and potatoes that arrived from the 
New World in the 16th-century Columbian 
Exchange. These were the great seismic 
shifts in Spanish home-cooking, not the 
advent of foams, freeze-drying and  
cooking sous-vide.

Change is afoot, yes, but only insofar as it 
builds on the love and respect for what has 
gone before. Phrases such as ‘slow food’ 
and ‘food miles’ are all but redundant here, 
where the ready meal is an unknown concept 
and produce is only available for as long as 
it is in season. Almost every town has its 
weekly market, where herbs are sold in 
bouquets, where rice and flour come in 
hessian sacks, where your cut of meat is 
sliced from the animal before your eyes, 
where potatoes are muddy and apples 
misshapen, where chickens have heads.

The rituals, too, continue to be sacred. 
Families come together on Sundays for 
animated afternoons centred around 
paella. An intrinsic part of any 
neighbourhood fiesta is the setting up  
of long trestle tables for communally 
cooked and eaten dinners that go on late 
into the night. The matanza, the annual 
slaughtering of pigs, followed by days of 
feasting, is still a reality in hundreds of 
Spanish villages and towns. 

It is exactly these deeply entrenched 
traditions that provide the springboard for 
what is happening in restaurant kitchens 
around the country. Something I hear over 
and over is: ‘What we’re aiming to do is 
resurrect old recipes, but bring them into 
the present day.’ Some of the recipes  
here reflect that philosophy, in which the 
spirits of long-passed grandmothers (and  
it is always grandmothers) provide the 
guiding hand at the stove, and inform the 
fundamental combinations and techniques 
at the heart of every innovation. You’ll find 
dishes that have passed down through 
generations of a chef’s family, but in his  
or her hands are given a twist. We’re not 
pretending these recipes are simple, but 
with a little dedication these are creations 
set to impress at a dinner party. 

Of course you’ll also find good, honest 
peasant food, of a type that anyone could 
make with whatever happens to be in the 
larder – which is exactly the attitude with 
which it is approached in Spain.

WORDS SALLY DAVIES
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Salvador González 
Alcoholado, chef at 

Taberna la Carmencita, 
Madrid, holding  

Madrid-style sea bream
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Taberna La Carmencita, which once hosted 

poet Neruda and playwright Lorca, has 

been lovingly restored, along with time- 

honoured recipes, like this succulent 

baked sea bream. 

At 160 years old, it is the second oldest 

restaurant in Madrid. It’s been through 

some troubled times in recent decades, 

including a long period of closure and  

an ignominious stint as a pizza restaurant. 

In the hands of restaurateur Carlos Zamora, 

it has had its old-time charm restored, and 

a thoroughly modern philosophy – slow 

food, locally sourced, with an emphasis  

on organic and free-range produce. 

The colourful wall tiles are gleaming 

anew, as is the ancient zinc bar and the 

bronze luggage racks above the tables. 

Mismatched porcelain is everywhere and 

the old ladies who come for a cheeky 

morning vermouth sip it from elegant 

martini glasses. In one corner is the table 

where Pablo Neruda used to write his 

poetry. Federico García Lorca lived in the 

flat above, and would come down to join 

the literati in late-night artistic gatherings. 

The menu speaks of happy chickens  

and line-caught fish, artisanal cheeses  

and wild herbs. Classic recipes have been 

brought to life, among them the besugo  

a la madrileña, a mighty beast that lies 

slathered in onion, tomato and garlic,  

on a bed of sliced potatoes. 

‘Although we have no port in Madrid,’ 

says chef Salvador González Alcoholado, 

‘the besugo recipe dates back to the 19th 

century. It actually started out as a dish for 

the poor, but once it reached the ears of the 

nobility, it turned into a dish for royals.’ 

The fish comes from the market in 

Santander, in a specially refrigerated van.

‘For many years,’ says Salvador, ‘this has 

been a dish for people of every class, and 

you’ll find it in restaurants across Madrid. 

Its appeal is that it manages to be both 

simple and delicious at the same time.’

MADRID�STYLE SEA BREAM

SERVES 4�6  PREP & COOK 1hr

2kg sea bream, gutted & scaled 
1 medium lemon, sliced
500g peeled potatoes, cut into ½cm slices 
4 plum tomatoes, cut into 1cm slices 
400g onions, finely chopped 
1 head of garlic, cut in half  
1 handful of chopped parsley 
1 bay leaf 
150ml olive oil 
sea salt, to taste 
white pepper, to taste 
150ml fish stock 
250ml good-quality white wine

1 Preheat the oven to 200˚C.
2 Make four diagonal slits in one side of each sea 
bream, and place the lemon slices in the slits. 
3 Put the potatoes, tomatoes and onions in a 
fish kettle (or large baking dish), then add the 
garlic, parsley, bay and sea bream. Pour over the 
olive oil and season to taste. 
4 Put the kettle in the pre-heated oven and, 
after 5 mins, lower the temperature to 175°C 
and cook for a further 25 mins. If your bream  
is much smaller (or you’re using two small 
ones), reduce the cooking time for the fish  
from 40 mins to 20�30 mins.
5 Add the fish stock and the wine to the  
fish kettle, and cook for another 15 mins.  
Serve piping hot.

MADRID

TIPIt’s important to check on the
bream after 30 mins – if the fish is
ready but the potatoes are
not, cover with foil and
continue cooking until the
potatoes are tender. Or 
remove the bream, wrap
it in foil and keep it warm.  
The bream is cooked
when the eyes turn white.

Night-time flamenco in 
Madrid’s Plaza de Santa Ana
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Adolfo is nothing short of an institution,  
a social hub for Toledo residents and a place 
that madrileños will drive to just for lunch. 
Locally caught game is where it excels.

‘In terms of hunting,’ says chef Adolfo 
Muñoz Martín, ‘the most important region in 
all of Europe is Castilla-La Mancha. You’ll 
find deer, wild boar, turtle doves, partridge, 
wood pigeons, thrush, rabbits and hare.’ 

The star of the Toledo kitchen, however, is 
the red partridge. Adolfo’s signature dish is a 
different take on the stewed toledano classic, 
steaming the thighs and searing the breast on 
a hot plate. He then places them on a plate 
with a smear of deep-red onion sauce and  
a bright yellow quenelle of sweet potato,  
an artist’s palette of colour, texture and taste, 
on which a pipette of the reduced stock rests, 
for the diners to add themselves. 

These are unexpectedly modern touches 
in these venerable dining rooms, where 
blood-red walls hung with 15th-century  
oil paintings meet polychromatic coffered 
ceilings and ancient beams. Within these 
hallowed spaces, and considering his 
respect for the classic recipes of old, Adolfo 
is not hidebound by tradition as one might 
expect. His obsession with eating healthily 
goes back a long way: ‘I’ve always felt food 
should be prepared in the simplest way 
possible,’ he says. ‘Find alternatives to sugar, 
use less salt, and buy the very best olive oil 
you can. Your body will thank you for it.’

RED�LEGGED PARTRIDGE WITH 

WILD HERBS & JUNIPER

SERVES 4 PREP & COOK 1hr

4 oven-ready partridges 
3�4 tbsp olive oil, for frying
60g wild mushrooms
sea salt, to serve 
thyme leaves, to serve 
FOR THE MARINADE 
100ml chicken stock  
1 head of garlic, cloves peeled
8 black peppercorns
4 juniper berries
pinch of sea salt 
4 sprigs of thyme
4 sprigs of oregano
4 sprigs of rosemary 
FOR THE SWEET POTATO CREAM 
1 roasted sweet potato 
100ml chicken stock  
FOR THE RED ONION CREAM  
1 roasted red onion 
1 roasted beetroot 

1 Using a very sharp knife, cut each partridge 
into four pieces (two legs and two breasts).  
Slice out the small tenderloin from each breast 
and reserve (you can also reserve the carcass  
for making stock). 
2 Prepare the marinade by putting the stock, 
garlic, peppercorns, juniper berries, salt and the 

leaves from the sprigs of thyme, oregano and 
rosemary in a food processor and liquidise. 
3 Put the partridge tenderloins in the marinade. 
4 Seal the partridge legs in a vacuum bag, and 
cook sous-vide at a low temperature until 
tender (reserve the cooking juices for later). 
Alternatively, put a dash of olive oil in a frying 
pan and sauté the partridge legs until just 
golden, and then roast in a pre-heated oven  
at 180°C for 6�8 mins.
5 Heat 2�3 tbsp of olive oil in a frying pan, and 
lightly brown the partridge breasts. 
6 Make the sweet potato cream by liquidising  
the roast sweet potato in the chicken stock and 
adding salt and pepper to taste. 
7 Make the red onion cream by liquidising the 
onion and beetroot, and seasoning to taste.
8 Sauté the wild mushrooms in a little olive oil.
9 Just before serving, remove the tenderloin 
from the marinade and fry briefly until just cooked. 
10 Heat up the legs in the juice that was 
produced by cooking them sous-vide (if 
applicable). If you roasted the legs, heat them in 
some of the marinade instead. Then put the 
juices/marinade in a jug to serve with the dish. 
11 To serve, put a swirl of the red onion cream  
on each plate, along with a quenelle of the 
sweet potato cream. 
12 Lay the tenderloin on top of the cream, 
followed by the breast, and then the legs.
13  Arrange the wild mushrooms on each plate, 
sprinkle over some sea salt and thyme leaves, 
and then serve.

S P A N I S H  F O O D  T O U R

Toledo is known as the ‘city of the  
three cultures’ due to its long history  

of co-existance of Christians, Jews and 
Muslims residents. B���� Red-legged 

partridge with wild herbs & juniper

TOLEDO
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The purrusalda (or porrusalda, from the 

Euskera for ‘leek’ and ‘broth’) has been  

in the Basque canon for centuries, though 

there is a lot of disagreement about how  

it should be made and whether or not it 

should contain cod – and there is even 

more debate about its correct form.  

It can be served as a thick, robust stew,  

the vegetables left in chunks; it can be 

creamed, as in this recipe; or it can be 

served like a minestrone, a thin soup  

with diced vegetables. It’s this very 

versatility that makes it so popular.

‘It’s a comforting dish, a winter dish,’ 

says Patricio Fuentes, head chef at the  

San Sebastián Food cookery school.  

‘It has always been a dish of survival, too, 

something that could be rustled up with 

whatever vegetables were to hand in the 

caseríos.’ Caseríos are the traditional 

half-timbered smallholdings that dot the 

Basque hillsides and still make up an 

essential element of local life. It is here  

that the best leeks are to be found, 

according to Patricio. ‘Leeks should be 

fine, not thick. You only find those in the 

PURRUSALDA  
�LEEK & POTATO BROTH�

If Basque cuisine specialises in one thing, it’s 
warming winter stews, and the purrusalda  
– a thick, steaming leek broth – is one of its 
best loved, as well as most versatile.

caseríos – those that are bred for mass 

production don’t taste of anything.’

‘The leeks are all-important, but  

aside from that the purrusalda can be 

whatever you want it to be. Add cod or 

chicken, or keep it simple. Serve it as  

a soup or a main course, or spoon it 

alongside some fish.’

A chronology of culinary history, the 

purrusalda reflects the changing tastes  

and availability of ingredients. Potatoes 

have not been around all that long in 

Spanish cooking, and carrots were only 

recently introduced into the dish.

‘When I teach this recipe I am giving  

a little lesson on Basque social and rural 

history,’ Patricio adds.

SAN SEBASTIÁN

SERVES 4  PREP & COOK 45mins

FOR THE SALTED COD
200ml olive oil
2 whole cloves of garlic
4 x 100g pieces of salted cod  
(pre-soaked, with the skin left on)
FOR THE PURRUSALDA
100ml olive oil
8 leeks (try to use the finest ones you  
can find), cleaned & chopped
2 medium potatoes, peeled & chopped
2 carrots, peeled & chopped
2 cloves of garlic, sliced
salt & pepper, to taste
fresh herbs or herb-infused olive oil,
to serve

TIPSalted cod is widely used in  

Spain, and you can find it in most large

supermarkets. Be sure to factor in 

a day or two to soak it, changing the

water every few hours, until it no longer

tastes salty. Soaking the cod in milk

can speed the process along a little.



1 To first prepare the salted cod, warm the olive 
oil in a pan and fry the garlic cloves. Remove the 
garlic and cook the cod for 3 mins on each side. 
Take the cod out and put aside. Reserve the oil 
to make the pil-pil sauce later.
2 To prepare the purrusalda, heat 100ml of  
olive oil in a frying pan over a medium-high 
heat, adding the leeks, potatoes, carrots, garlic 
and 500ml water. Cook until the vegetables  
are soft, then drain and reserve the stock.
3 Use a liquidiser to blend the vegetables, 
adding the stock slowly until you obtain a 
smooth cream. Season and set aside.
4 Make a pil-pil sauce with the oil used to  
cook the cod in step 1. Pour most of the oil from 
the pan into a separate dish, using a straining 
spoon so that as much of the gelatin (visible as 
small bubbles) from the cod skin remains in  
the pan. Cook slowly over a low heat, stirring 
continuously with a sieve, until an emulsion  
is formed. Slowly add more of the reserved oil, 
and continue to stir vigorously for 15�20 mins 
until you have a thick sauce.
5 To serve, arrange the purrusalda in a deep  
dish with a piece of cod, then pour over the 
pil-pil sauce. Decorate with fresh herbs or 
herb-infused olive oil.

San Sebastián’s Bay of  
La Concha (The Shell), so 

named for its distinctive shape

S P A N I S H  F O O D  T O U R
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The tarta de Santiago is something of a 

mystery, given that Galicia is not really an 

almond-growing region, but recipes for it 

date back to the Middle Ages. It was only  

a century ago, however, that the cake 

gained its distinctive cross, etched into the 

icing sugar, and it was then that it changed 

name from torta real (royal cake) to honour 

Galicia’s patron saint. That this cake has 

gained so much popularity outside Spain 

probably comes down to the international 

ST JAMES’ CAKE

SERVES 6  PREP & COOK 1hr

250g strong flour 
125g butter 
325g sugar 
3 medium eggs 
knob of butter, for greasing 
250g blanched almonds
zest of ½ a lemon 
icing sugar, to serve

1 Preheat the oven to 180°C. 
2 Mix the flour, butter, 125g of the sugar and  
1 egg together to form the pastry. Let it rest for 
20 mins, then put into a 22cm-diameter baking 
tin pre-greased with butter, and bake blind in 
the oven for 15 mins.
3 Grind the almonds, then mix with the 
remaining 2 eggs, the remaining sugar and  
the lemon zest.
4 Put the almond mixture in the pastry case, 
and bake in the oven for 30 mins.
5 When cooked, leave to cool, then decorate 
with a liberal dusting of icing sugar.

presence on the Camino (pilgrimage route), 

and these days it’s often chosen as the one 

that most represents Spanish desserts.

‘I remember when I did the Camino  

de Santiago,’ says chef Koki García, ‘and 

the tarta was everywhere. I think it must 

have started out being popular on the  

walk for practical reasons, because it’s 

fairly resilient, easy to carry in your 

pocket, and unlike most cakes is still good 

to eat after a couple of days. You could 

even eat it on the fourth or fifth day, so it’s 

ideal for pilgrims.’ 

The tarta de Santiago is just one of the 

Galician specialities to come out of Mesón 

de Alberto, the restaurant founded by 

Koki’s father in 1975. Photos of eminent 

patrons line the walls, including Pope 

John Paul II, who presumably can only 

have approved of this ecclesiastically 

named tart. 

‘It’s pretty simple to make,’ says Koki. 

‘There are no tricks – it’s a recipe that’s 

been used for centuries. You just need  

to follow the measures fairly closely,  

or it will be too dry or too liquid to cook 

properly. And test an almond before you 

buy – they shouldn’t be too bitter.’ Because 

of its unique texture, Koki recommends 

serving with ‘something creamy, or liquid’. 

A fruit or chocolate sauce would go well, 

or a papally approved holy wine.

TIPThe tart is also commonly

made without the pastry, just as

a cake. With the pastry, it needs

to be sufficiently moist, which is

better achieved if you grind the

almonds yourself – pre-ground

almonds can be very dry.  

The St James’ cross is easy to

achieve by cutting the shape out

of paper and placing on top

before you liberally dust with

icing sugar. A slice of tarta de

Santiago is often served with a

small shot glass of sweet wine,

such as a moscatel, which can  

be poured over the top.

SANTIAGO DE COMPOSTELA

Walkers arrive at Santiago 
de Compostela Cathedral, 
the end of the Camino de 
Santiago pilgrimage route. 
O������� St James’ cake

SPAIN: FROM  
THE SOURCE
From family bakers to 
some of the restaurant 
world’s most famed 
chefs, Spain’s best local 
cooks share their 
passion for food and 
their region’s classic 

recipes in Spain: From the Source (£19.99), 
out now. Plus, subscribe today and you 
will receive both Thailand: From the 
Source and Italy: From the Source   
(worth £39.98) – see p22 for details.
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James ole Siloma lives in the 
village where we finished a 
six-week walk in Kenya. His 
headdress shows that when 
he was younger he was a 
moran (warrior) and killed a 
lion without getting hurt, and 
his white jewellery that he’s 
from the remote Loita Hills.
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The Photographer’s Story

S � �� � �  B � � � ��

Walking with 
the Maasai

While researching the Lonely Planet Kenya guide, 

I discovered it was possible to explore the 

country’s Maasai lands on foot. I wanted to learn 

more about the area and contemporary Maasai life, 

so I went walking there for six weeks with a local 

Maasai friend, Josphat Mako. The walk itself was 

easy, taking in surprisingly diverse landscapes: 

forest-covered mountains home to buffalo and 

colobus monkeys, high moorlands that felt like 

Dartmoor, and classic Masai Mara scenery of open 

savannahs and acacia trees. Every day we walked 

with wildlife, from big herds of zebra, wildebeest 

and impala to giraffes that would come over and 

peer at us. We stayed in villages, camped in the 

bush, and interviewed those we met – one day  

a traditional healer or a poacher, the next a 

hospital worker or conservationist. People were 

very welcoming, and would invite us into their 

houses and tell us their life stories. It was 

incredibly rewarding – and very interesting to 

learn how Maasai lifestyles had changed. Among 

older folk, a lot of traditions are kept alive, but 

everything from education to religion has altered. 

I wouldn’t have got the same access if I’d driven; 

walking, people gave me more respect. To me, the 

best way to see the African bush – and smell it, 

touch it and taste it – is on foot.

S����� B����� is a writer, photographer and guidebook 

author. Find more of his work at walkingwiththemaasai.com.



The colour 

of jewellery 

shows the 

area a person 

is from

I met the woman wearing this 
jewellery after chatting to her 
husband – she was one of his two 
wives. It was very interesting to talk  
to her about what it was like. When  
I asked who was in charge, she said, 
‘He is the head, but the head cannot 
move without the shoulders.’ This is 
her day-to-day attire – women tend to 
wear a lot of jewellery. Comparatively, 
she’s not wearing that much!



I spotted this lion in Naboisho Conservancy one evening. Lions are mainly nocturnal, so she was just waking up and stretching, preparing for a night of action. Hers was a 
small pride of about five females and a couple of young males. People don’t realise just how bad the situation is for lions today – there are fewer in the wild than even rhinos.
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T H E  P H O T O G R A P H E R ’ S  S T O R Y

We started the walk in the Forest of the Lost Child in the Loita Hills, a remote and beautiful place most visitors don’t see; we had to use machetes to hack through. The 
Maasai are scared of the forest as they’re not used to it – there are stories of monsters, and of a girl tending her goats who got lost deep inside and was never seen again.



This picture shows my friend Josphat Mako and his nephew in their village. Traditionally, cattle were a measure of wealth, and they still have that symbolic role. They’re 
hugely important to the Maasai. The kids wear old T-shirts; most Maasai will dress in Western clothes when in town on business, then change back to go out with the cows. 
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I’ve known John Tabola for a few years, since my family stayed in his village. Motorbikes like his are very common – across East Africa, the economy is growing quickly, and 
they’re what people use to get around now. Older Maasai would often comment on how the young don’t walk anywhere anymore – but when they do, they’re very fast.



T H E  P H O T O G R A P H E R ’ S  S T O R Y
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Women run 

the household  

- their day 

starts at dawn 

We stayed at this woman’s 
farmstead on a remote 
plateau. Maasai women  
do nearly everything – like 
milking goats, sheep and 
cows, making food, fetching 
water from the river or well, 
getting firewood, and 
looking after the kids.

MAKE IT HAPPEN
There are dozens of wildlife parks and 
reserves in Kenya – find out more about 
them at kws.go.ke. July to October is an 
especially good time to visit the Maasai 
Mara, when wildebeest and zebra make 
their great migration, though prices 
also rise at this time. Basecamp 
Explorer’s Walking with the Maasai is a 
four-day trip through the Masai Mara 
and Naboisho Conservancy, including 
4x4 safaris, food and luxury camping 
(from £1,080; basecampexplorer.com).
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From your 

magazine  

to your pocket…

TEAR  
the guide out  

along the  

perforations…

FOLD 
the guide along 

the first dotted lines…

FOLD  
again to  

make a handy 

pocket-size guide.
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Create the most authentic dishes from Thailand and Italy with 
these two cookbooks, part of a new series. From street-food 
vendors and local bakers to top restaurant chefs, the best local 
cooks share their passion for food and their perfected recipes. 
Each edition features original photography and up to 70 dishes. 
Receive both Thailand: From the Source and Italy: From the Source, 
worth £39.98, when you subscribe for just £16.99 every six issues.

Plus receive two Lonely 
Planet books, worth £39.98

Save over 30%

TERMS AND CONDITIONS *This is a direct debit offer for UK residents only. You will pay £16.99 every 6 issues – saving 31%. Books available to first 100 subscribers only; we reserve the right to fulfil all subsequent orders with a product of equal 
value. Full UK subscription rate for 12 issues is £49.20, Europe/Eire £65, rest of world £75. Calls will cost 7p per minute plus your telephone company’s access charge. Calls from mobiles and other providers may vary. Offer closes on 3 November 
2016. †Guidebook discount available when buying online via Lonely Planet shop. Offer not available with any other offer or discount and excludes guidebook packs, digital products, travel gear and delivery charges.

SUBSCRIPTION 

OFFER

MAKE IT HAPPEN

CALL US ON 0844 826 7350 AND QUOTE LPP21116

ORDER ONLINE AT buysubscriptions.com/LPP21116

£39.98 

BOOKS 
WORTH

SUBSCRIBER BENEFITS

Save over 30% on the 
usual shop price with your 
subscription

Receive Lonely Planet From the 

Source books, worth £39.98

Money–back guarantee – 
cancel and we’ll refund your 
remaining issues

Save 35% on Lonely Planet 
guidebooks – exclusive to our 
subscribers†

Never miss an issue – delivered 
direct to your door

Receive unique, collectable 
covers, only seen by our 
subscribers



Fold 2

Fold 1

Wild Wessex

MINI GUIDE

The moors, cliffs and romantic woods of 
Wessex have inspired literary greats such as 
Thomas Hardy and Samuel Taylor Coleridge 
for centuries, and helped repopularise the 
Anglo-Saxon name of this ancient region.

TURN OVER FOR MAP AND NUMBER LOCATIONS 

Jurassic Coast

The limestone arch of Durdle 
Door, on Dorset’s Jurassic Coast

Ancient relics

The giant stone monoliths of 
Stonehenge in the evening light

 AVEBURY 
With a diameter of 348m, 
Avebury is the largest stone circle 
in the world. It’s also one of the 
oldest, dating from 2850 BC to 
2200 BC. Today, more than 30 
stones are in place, and pillars 
show where missing stones would 
have been. There’s also an on-site 
museum (10am–6pm; £4.40) 
displaying archaeological 
treasures (nationaltrust.org.uk; 
dawn–dusk; free). 

 STONEHENGE 
Standing dignified atop Salisbury 
Plain, Stonehenge is a great 
archaeological mystery: despite 
countless theories about the site’s 
purpose, ranging from a sacrificial 
centre to a celestial timepiece, 
no-one knows for sure what drove 
prehistoric Britons to build it. The 
first stones were erected around 
3000 BC, and the monument’s 
history is told at the visitor centre 
(english-heritage.org.uk; timed 
tickets, advance booking £15.50). 

 MAIDEN CASTLE 
On the southern fringes of 
Dorchester, Maiden Castle is the 
largest and most complex Iron 
Age hill fort in Britain. The first 
defences were built on the site 
around 500 BC; in its heyday, the 
fort was densely populated with 
clusters of roundhouses and a 
network of roads. The steep-sided 
chalk ramparts flow along a hill’s 
contour lines and surround 48 
hectares (english-heritage.org.uk; 
dawn–dusk; free).

 DURDLE DOOR 
The poster child of Dorset’s 
Jurassic Coast, this immense 150- 
million-year-old Portland stone 
arch was created by a combination 
of massive earth movements and 
erosion. Today, it’s framed by 
shimmering bays; bring a swimsuit 
and head down the steps for a dip. 
You can park at the top of the cliffs 
(£5 for four hours), but it’s best to 
hike the coast path from Lulworth 
Cove (one mile).

 PORTLAND 
The ‘Isle’ of Portland is a hard, 
high comma of rock with 
dramatic views, fused to the rest 
of Dorset by the ridge of 18-mile 
Chesil Beach. Its white limestone 
has been quarried for centuries, 
but these days it’s the water-
sport facilities, birdlife and stark 
cliffs that make it worth a visit. 
Don’t miss the disused workings 
at Tout Quarry, which now house 
labyrinthine paths and sculptures 
hacked out of the rock by artists 
including Antony Gormley (near 
Fortuneswell; free). 

 LYME REGIS 
Defined by its fossilised booty, 
Lyme Regis is surrounded by cliffs 
from which rock-hard relics of the 
past pop out repeatedly, exposed 
by the landslides of a retreating 
shoreline. The town is now a pivot 
point of the Unesco-listed Jurassic 
Coast – and fossil fever is forever in 
the air. Everyone, from serious 
palaeontologists to those out for  
a bit of fun, can head out coastal 
rummaging. Sandy beaches, plus 
some delightful places to sleep 
and eat, make this quaint spot 
even more attractive.

Moors, hills & heathland

Wild horses are a common sight 
in the New Forest, Hampshire

 EXMOOR NATIONAL 
PARK 
Exmoor is known for its broad, 
russet views. In the middle sits the 
higher moor, an expansive, other- 
worldly landscape harbouring the 
picturesque village of Exford. In 
the north, sheer, rock-strewn river 
valleys cut into the plateau and 
black cliffs lurch toward the sea. 
Life on Exmoor is attuned to the 
rhythm of the seasons (exmoor-
nationalpark.gov.uk; free).

 NEW FOREST 
NATIONAL PARK 
With typical English irony, New 
Forest is anything but new – it was 
first proclaimed a royal hunting 
preserve in 1079. It’s also not 
much of a forest, being mostly 
heathland. Designated a national 
park in 2005, the forest is a joy to 
explore. Wild ponies graze, deer 
tiptoe and birds flit about. Photo- 
worthy villages dot the landscape, 
connected by walking and cycling 
trails (thenewforest.co.uk; free).

 QUANTOCKS 
The red sandstone hills known as 
the Quantocks trace a 12-mile 
curve across Somerset’s northern 
edge. A mix of moors, valleys and 
woods, these hills offer stirring 
views across the Bristol Channel 
to the Gower coast. An Area of 
Outstanding Natural Beauty 
since 1956, the Quantocks 
receive far fewer visitors than 
Exmoor and Dartmoor, making 
them perfect for hikers and 
bikers (quantockhills.com; free).

Valley of the Rocks on the 
North Devon coast
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MINI GUIDE
Wild Wessex

 With its witty designer décor 
and Lyme Regis location, 18th- 
century Hix Townhouse is hard to 
resist. Each room echoes a leisure 
theme; the pick is Sailing, with 
mock portholes, a roof terrace and 
sea views (hixrestaurants.co.uk;  
1 Pound St; from £120).

 Pig on the Beach is a country 
house with a reputation for rural 
luxury. Rooms are elegant, the 
restaurant focuses on own-grown 
produce, and shepherds’ huts 
double as spa treatment rooms 
(thepighotel.com; Manor Road, 
Studland; from £135).

 TRANSPORT
There are airports at Exeter, Bristol 
and Southampton; the latter is also 
the biggest train hub, with services 
to London, Birmingham and 
Scotland. Trains from Waterloo or 
Paddington go to Southampton, 
Salisbury, Bournemouth, Taunton, 
Weymouth and Exeter (from £45; 
thetrainline.com). There are coach 
services to cities and major towns 
(from £10; nationalexpress.com). 
Traveline South West provides 
region-wide bus and train 
information (travelinesw.com), 
however, renting a car will give 
you the most flexibility. Most 
car-hire firms have offices at the 
airports and train stations (from 
£35 per day; avis.co.uk). 

 WHERE TO STAY
 Streamcombe Farm is an 

enchanting 18th-century 
farmhouse on the edge of Exmoor 
National Park, where the only 
sounds are sheep and deer outside 
(streamcombefarm.co.uk; 
Streamcombe Lane, near 
Dulverton; from £80).

ACTIVITIES
EXMOOR NATIONAL PARK
O Wildlife watching Exmoor 
supports one of England’s largest 
red deer populations. Barle 
Valley Safaris runs three-hour 
trips (exmoorwildlifesafaris.co.
uk; half-day £35).
NEW FOREST
O Cycling Over 100 miles of 
routes link the main villages; 
maps and guides can be bought 
from Lyndhurst tourist office or 
via its website (thenewforest.
co.uk; 10am–5pm).
O Canoeing & archery New 
Forest Activities runs sessions in 
canoeing, kayaking and archery 
(newforestactivities.co.uk).
 JURASSIC COAST
O Kayaking Jurassic Coast 
Activities offers a paddle along 
Dorset’s coast (jurassiccoast 
activities.co.uk; £60 for 3 hrs).  
O Fossil hunting The Charmouth 
Heritage Coast Centre runs 

guided fossil- 
hunting trips 
(charmouth.
org; £7.50).

Wessex essentials

The extensive gardens of Pig on 
the Beach overlook Studland Bay

The know-how

 Sights   Sleeping
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FURTHER READING
Wessex features in the Bath 
& Southwest England 
chapter of Lonely Planet’s 
England (£17.99); the 
chapter (£2.99) can be 
downloaded individually 
from lonelyplanet.com. 
Wild Wessex landscapes  
are an integral prop in many 
of Thomas Hardy’s classic 
19th-century novels – try 
Far from the Madding Crowd 
(£5.99; Vintage Classics). 
Ian McEwan’s modern 
novella On Chesil Beach 
(£8.99; Vintage Classics) pits 
1960s sexual repression 
against the Jurassic Coast.
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Weekend 
in Dublin

MINI GUIDE

Livelier than ever, the Irish capital 
promises culture and craic a-plenty 
– plus wild adventures in the great 
outdoors, right on its doorstep.

TURN OVER FOR MAP AND NUMBER LOCATIONS 

Friday

Diners at The Winding Stair 
restaurant above the bookshop

Sunday

Smoked Irish salmon gravadlax 
at Aqua, on the West Pier

 THE HUGH LANE 
Set in a Georgian pile, this gallery 
houses an excellent collection of 
modern and contemporary art, 
running the gamut from 
Impressionist masterpieces by 
Degas, Monet, Manet et al to Irish 
artists such as Sean Scully. There’s 
also the studio of Dublin-born 
Francis Bacon, transported from 
London and reassembled piece by 
piece (hughlane.ie; Parnell Sq N; 
closed Mon; free).

 COASTAL CYCLES 
With more miles of beach than 
Barcelona, Dublin’s coast is a 
glorious place for a cycle. The Irish 
Centre for Cycling offers bike hire 
and tours such as Wheels and 
Waves, pedalling from the seaside 
town of Malahide, via its sprawling 
castle grounds, to and from the 
fishing village of Howth. Cyclists 
also take a short boat trip to an 
island known for its rare birds 
and ancient ruined church 
(irishcentreforcycling.ie; tour £25).

 AQUA 
Perched at the end of Howth’s 
pier, Aqua serves up just-caught 
seafood and locally sourced beef, 
lamb and chicken, paired with 
veggies from its own garden. With 
floor-to-ceiling windows, there’s a 
side order of sweeping sea views, 
and, on Sunday afternoons, a 
soundtrack of live jazz. Wind down 
with a drink in the bar before a 
walk around the harbour (aqua.ie; 
1 West Pier, Howth; lunch & 
dinner Tue–Sun; mains from £15).

 THE WINDING STAIR 
This bookshop and restaurant is a 
local institution, inside a rickety 
townhouse by the Liffey. Riffle 
through its new and second-hand 
titles over a coffee or head upstairs 
for home cooking of seasonal local 
produce, the likes of 28-day-aged 
Irish beef, Dingle Bay crab and 
chocolate torte (winding-stair.
com; 40 Lower Ormond Quay; 
noon–5pm & 5.30pm–10.30pm; 
mains from £20).

 GATE THEATRE 
Ireland’s famously literary capital 
is an excellent place to catch a 
play. Head to the Gate Theatre, 
whose elegant 18th-century 
surrounds have hosted many  
a historic debut. Irish, European 
and American classics make up 
the bill, and you might even 
catch a movie star sharpening 
their craft, as Orson Welles and 
many others did before them 
(gatetheatre.ie; Cavendish Row, 
Parnell Sq; tickets from £17).

 THE COBBLESTONE 
With its wood-panelled walls and 
well-trodden floorboards, the 
Cobblestone is an old-school 
boozer that’s well off the tourist 
trail in one of the city’s oldest 
neighbourhoods. Billing itself as  
a ‘a drinking pub with a music 
problem’, the convivial spot hosts 
nightly music sessions where 
traditional musicians and new folk 
talents let rip – settle in with a 
good pint (cobblestonepub.ie;  
77 King St N; live music from £4).

Saturday

Chester Beatty Library is home to 
many old books, such as this bible 

 ST STEPHEN’S GREEN 
Nine bucolic hectares flanked  
by Georgian townhouses, St 
Stephen’s Green is an ideal spot 
for a leisurely stroll or a picnic.  
Its tree-lined paths wind beside 
lakes and flower gardens, while 
manicured lawns are dotted with 
Victorian bandstands and statues 
of the city’s great and good, from 
Irish patriots to writers Joyce and 
Yeats (ststephensgreenpark.ie; 
7.30am–dusk, from 9.30am Sun).

 CHESTER BEATTY 
LIBRARY 
Packed with rare treasures from 
across the globe, this is one of 
Europe’s best small museums. 
Highlights include early biblical 
parchments, papyrus poems, 
Chinese jade books and the 
world’s finest collection of 
illuminated Islamic texts. Make 
time for its temporary exhibitions, 
the Mediterranean- and Middle 
East-inspired Silk Road Café and 
the Zen-like roof terrace (cbl.ie; 
Dublin Castle; 10am–5pm, from 
11am Sat and 1pm Sun; free).

 SOPHIE’S 
Slip into a booth and watch the 
sunset at Sophie’s, above the Dean 
Dublin hotel. This industrial-styled 
restaurant has 360-degree views 
of the city through its glass walls. 
The menu riffs on Irish, Italian and 
New York cuisine, from calamari 
and spiced chorizo bolognese to 
lamb shank with champ mash, 
plus barbecues and pizzas on the 
roof terrace. Post-dinner, sip craft 
ale, whiskey or cocktails as DJs 
spin tracks ’til late (sophies.ie;  
33 Harcourt St; breakfast, lunch  
& dinner daily; mains from £10).

The River Liffey, 
which flows through 
the centre of Dublin
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MINI GUIDE
Weekend in Dublin

 Located on the Liffey’s south 
bank, The Clarence has stylish 
rooms with oak beds and custom- 
designed furniture. Attached is a 
restaurant helmed by a Michelin-
starred chef, a grand bar and a 
drinking den (theclarence.ie; 6�8 
Wellington Quay; from £115).

 Cliff Townhouse overlooks St 
Stephen’s Green. Its nine luxurious 
rooms are decked out with rich 
fabrics and antiques. Seasonal Irish 
cuisine is served at the restaurant, 
and there’s also a champagne bar 
(theclifftownhouse.com; 22 St 
Stephen’s Green; from £140).

 TRANSPORT
Airlines such as Aer Lingus, BA 
and Ryanair fly to Dublin from 
most major UK airports (from 
£80; ryanair.com); Aer Lingus flies 
between London and Dublin up to 
18 times a day. The airport is 
seven miles north of the city 
centre, or about 40 minutes by 
private or express coach (both 
from £5; aircoach.ie; dublinbus.ie) 
or bus number 16 (from £2.80; 
dublinbus.ie). A taxi will cost 
around £20. It’s easy to explore 
the city on foot – its centre spans 
just two miles across. To go 
further afield, the Dublin suburbs 
and coast are well-served by the 
DART rail (Dublin to Malahide 
from £5.50 return; irishrail.ie).

 WHERE TO STAY
 Set in a faux-Gothic building, 

Grafton Guesthouse offers 
simple, spacious rooms, friendly 
staff and a top breakfast, which is 
served in a farm-styled French 
restaurant a few doors down 
(graftonguesthouse.com; 27  
S Great George’s St; from £70).

DUBLIN MARKETS
The weekend sees markets 
pop up around the city:
OCow’s Lane Designer Mart 
New Irish designers sell 
cutting-edge creations – from 
clothes and homeware to art 
and jewellery (Sat; facebook.
com/DesignerMart).
OTemple Bar Food Market 
Sample Irish farmhouse cheese 
or artisan gelato at the city’s 
best open-air food market, 
packed with seasonal produce 
(Sat; facebook.com/
TempleBarFoodMarket)
O Temple Bar Book Market 
Stalls selling new, second-hand 
and rare books are a rummager’s 
dream (Sat and Sun).
OThe Ha’Penny Market 
Vintage and designer clothes, 
vinyl, retro furniture and bric- 

a-brac are thick on 
the ground at 

this market set 
in a music 

venue (Sat; 
thegrand 

social.ie).

Dublin essentials

The Georgian red-brick façade  
of Dublin’s Cliff Townhouse

The know-how

 Activities   Entertainment   Sights   Drinking   Eating   Sleeping
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FURTHER READING
Pick up Lonely Planet’s 
Dublin (£13.99), or get a 
digest with Pocket Dublin 
(£7.99). Lonely Planet’s  
free Guides app on iTunes 
includes Dublin. You’ll find  
a wealth of information at 
both visitdublin.com and 
ireland.com. The Dublin 
Discovery Trails app is a new 
series of self-guided walking 
trails with personal accounts 
and images (visitdublin.com). 
James Joyce set many works 
in his hometown, including 
Dubliners (£7.99; Penguin 
Classics), whose short 
stories weave a picture of 
turn-of-the century city life.
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Paris for 
first-timers

MINI GUIDE

France’s City of Light has stolen visitors’ hearts 
for centuries; prepare to be bowled over by 
some of the world’s finest bistros, grandest 
gardens and most exquisite architecture.

TURN OVER FOR MAP AND NUMBER LOCATIONS 

Art & Architecture

The silhouette of the Eiffel Tower, 
the defining symbol of Paris

Outdoors

The illuminated façade of the 
Basilique du Sacre-Cœur

 THE SEINE 
Nicknamed la ligne de vie de Paris 
(the lifeline of Paris), the Seine 
cuts through the city centre and 
its riverbanks are inscribed on the 
Unesco World Heritage list. On 
the Right Bank, east of the Hôtel 
de Ville, walkways and cycleways 
whizz past the water. On the Left 
Bank, a 1½-mile stretch from the 
Pont de l’Alma to the Musée 
d’Orsay is dotted with bars, 
restaurants and floating gardens.

 JARDIN DES TUILERIES 
Filled with fountains, ponds and 
sculptures, the formal 28-hectare 
Tuileries Garden, which begins just 
west of the Jardin du Carrousel, 
was laid out in 1664 by André Le 
Nôtre, who also created the 
gardens at Vaux-le-Vicomte and 
Versailles. The Tuileries became 
the most fashionable spot in Paris 
for parading about in one’s finery. 
It’s still a wonderful place to 
lounge in a deckchair or regroup 
after a trip to the nearby Louvre.

 BASILIQUE DU  
SACRÉ�CŒUR 
Sacré-Cœur is a veritable 
experience: the view from the 
terrace is one of those perfect 
Paris postcards and it’s said you 
can see up to 20 miles on a clear 
day. Ivy-clad streets climb the hill 
of Montmartre to a funicular that 
glides up to the church and white 
domes (metro tickets can be 
used). Below, musicians perform 
on the steps and people picnic on 
the hillside park (6am–10.30pm).

 EIFFEL TOWER 
No-one could imagine Paris today 
without it, but Gustave Eiffel only 
constructed this 320m-tall 
signature spire as a temporary 
exhibit for the 1889 World Fair. 
Luckily, the Art Nouveau tower’s 
popularity assured its survival. 
Visitors can walk up to the second 
floor via 704 stairs. At the very 
top, there’s a champagne bar 
(tour-eiffel.fr; Champ de Mars; 
9.30am–11pm; lift to top £15).

 CATHÉDRALE NOTRE 
DAME DE PARIS 
This masterpiece of French Gothic 
architecture has been the focus of 
Catholic Paris for seven centuries 
and its interior accommodates 
6,000 worshippers. Highlights 
include its rose windows, treasury, 
and bell towers, which can be 
climbed. From the North Tower, 
400-odd steps spiral up to strange 
gargoyles and a spectacular view 
of Paris (cathedraledeparis.com; 
interior open 8am–6.45pm,  
to 7.15pm Sat–Sun; interior free, 
bell towers £8.50, treasury £3).

 CENTRE POMPIDOU 
The Pompidou’s modern art 
collection is Europe’s largest,  
but the museum is just as well 
known for its radical architecture. 
Architects Renzo Piano and 
Richard Rogers effectively 
designed the building inside out, 
with plumbing, pipes, air vents 
and electrical cables forming part 
of the façade. Up top there’s a roof 
terrace, while, outside, Place Igor 
Stravinsky is a fun place to linger 
(centrepompidou.fr; Pl Georges 
Pompidou; 11am–9pm, closed 
Tue; £12, free first Sun of month).

Food & drink

A peach tart with crème fraîche 
and lavender served at Frenchie

 LADURÉE 
One of the oldest patisseries in 
Paris, Ladurée has been around 
since 1862 and was the original 
creator of the lighter-than-air 
macaron (macaroon). Its tearoom 
is a top spot to indulge on the 
Champs-Élysées. Alternatively, 
pick up some pastries to go – from 
croissants to those trademark 
macarons, it’s all quite heavenly 
(laduree.com; 75 Av des Champs-
Élysées; pastries from £2.10).

 LE MIROIR 
It would be criminal to come to 
Paris and not spend time in pretty 
Montmartre, the hilly, bohemian 
area once notorious for its red 
light district, which fed the Moulin 
Rouge. It can be touristy, so it’s a 
welcome surprise to find Le Miroir 
– a modern bistro smack in the 
middle of it all. It serves delightful 
pâtés and rillettes, and other 
well-prepared French staples 
(restaurantmiroir.com; 94 Rue  
des Martyrs; menus from £17).

 FRENCHIE 
Tucked down an inconspicuous 
alley, this bijou bistro with stone 
walls and wooden tables is a 
classic. Frenchie is always packed 
and for good reason: excellent-
value modern dishes prepared 
with just the right dose of 
unpretentious, creative flair. Book 
in advance, or try tapas across the 
street at no-bookings Frenchie Bar 
à Vins (frenchie-restaurant.com; 
5�6 Rue du Nil; closed weekends; 
five-course menu £60).

The Cathédrale Notre 
Dame de Paris, on the  
Île de la Cité
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MINI GUIDE
Paris for first-timers

 There’s no forgetting what city 
you’re in at Sublim Eiffel, where 
Eiffel Tower motifs adorn the 
rooms and reception (along with 
metro-tunnel-shaped bedheads). 
There are glittering tower views 
and a hammam (sublimeiffel.com; 
94 Boulevard Garibaldi; from £105). 

 Home to Paris’s best swimming 
pool in the 1930s, Hotel Molitor 
was abandoned in 1989. The Art 
Deco complex has since been 
restored to fabulous effect. The 
pool is heated year-round and 
there’s a rooftop bar (mltr.fr; 2 Av 
de la Porte Molitor; from £220).

 TRANSPORT
Airlines including Air France, BA, 
BMI, CityJet, easyJet, Flybe and 
Jet2 fly to Paris’s Charles de Gaulle 
and Orly airports from most major 
UK cities (from £90; easyjet.com). 
Ryanair flies from Manchester to 
Paris-Beauvais, some 45 miles out 
(from £85; ryanair.com). Travel 
from the airports into the city is  
on RER commuter trains, the 
Roissybus or Orlybus express bus 
services, or the Beauvais shuttle 
bus. Eurostar trains connect St 
Pancras International with Paris 
Gare du Nord in under 2½ hours 
(from £60; eurostar.com). Single 
metro tickets cost £1.65, or £12.50 
for a 10-ticket booklet; various 
other passes are available (ratp.fr).

 WHERE TO STAY
 Hôtel du Nord – Le Pari Vélo 

has a soft spot for bikes, which 
are available for guests to borrow 
and ride around town. The hotel 
itself is quaint and in a great spot 
near Place de la République 
(hoteldunord-leparivelo.com;  
47 Rue Albert Thomas; £90).

O An unforgettable intro to the 
city is a river cruise along the 
Seine, floating past landmarks 
including the Eiffel Tower, 
Louvre and Notre Dame. See 
bateauxparisiens.com for trips. 
O Prebook attractions online  
to avoid long ticket queues.
O Don’t cram too much into 
your schedule. Allow time to 
soak up the atmosphere of 
Paris’s neighbourhoods – as 
much a part of the experience 
as visiting major sights. 
O Dress up rather than down for 
restaurants, clubs and bars; no 
jeans, shorts or trainers. Bring 
sturdy shoes – cobbled streets 
aren’t kind on high heels. 
O Despite what you may have 
heard, never use ‘garçon’ (boy) 
to summon a waiter, rather 

‘Monsieur’ or 
‘Madame’.
O A 15% service 
charge is usually 
included in your 

restaurant bill; no 
tip is required at 

bars and cafés. 

Paris essentials

The 46-metre-long outdoor pool 
at the Art Deco Hotel Molitor

The know-how

   Sights   Eating   Sleeping
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FURTHER READING
The City of Light is covered 
by Lonely Planet’s Paris 
(£13.99), plus the smaller 
Pocket Paris (£7.99) and  
the new Best of Paris guide 
(£13.99). Download Lonely 
Planet’s free Guides app, 
featuring Paris, from iTunes. 
Parisians: An Adventure 
History of Paris (from £7 
second-hand; Picador) by 
Graham Robb is both a tome 
and an unexpected page-
turner for history lovers,  
or try Muriel Barbery’s The 
Elegance of the Hedgehog 
(£8.99; Gallic Books), which 
unveils the world behind a 
Parisian façade.
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Autumn 
in Bavaria

MINI GUIDE

Visitors flock to Munich for Oktoberfest, but 
those who spread their wings a little further 
find medieval villages, forests of autumnal 
golds and cities waking from summer slumber.

TURN OVER FOR MAP AND NUMBER LOCATIONS 

Outdoors

Hikers take a break with a view at 
Königssee lake in Berchtesgaden

Urban life

A parade of people in Bavarian 
costume during Oktoberfest

 MUNICH 
Germany’s unofficial southern 
capital is a flourishing success 
story that revels in its own 
contradictions. Its walkable centre 
retains a small-town air but holds 
some top sights, especially the 
Kunstareal (art district) – an entire 
neighbourhood of great museums 
including the Pinakothek galleries 
(pinakothek.de). But be warned: 
during Oktoberfest it seems the 
whole world descends on the town.

 NUREMBERG 
Bavaria’s second-largest city is  
an energetic place with intense 
nightlife and beer as dark as 
coffee. It has a hulking medieval 
fortress (the Kaiserburg) and a 
long artistic heritage: Albrecht 
Dürer was born here and his 
house has become a museum 
(museums.nuremberg.de; £4). 
The Nazis later used Nuremberg 
as a platform for their activities; 
the former main parade ground  
is now a documentation centre.

 BAMBERG 
A beautiful architectural 
masterpiece with an almost 
complete absence of modern 
eyesores, Bamberg’s Altstadt  
(Old Town) is a Unesco World 
Heritage site. The town is bisected 
by rivers, canals and medieval 
streets. There are pavement cafés, 
pubs and 10 breweries that cook 
up Bamberg’s famous smoked 
beer; try Klosterbräu, the city’s 
oldest brewery (klosterbraeu.de; 
Obere Mühlbrücke 1�3). 

 BAVARIAN FOREST 
NATIONAL PARK 
The dreamy haze of the Bavarian 
Forest National Park extends for 
around 24,250 hectares along the 
Czech border. Its thick forest is 
home to deer, wild boar, foxes, 
otters and birds, and is crossed by 
marked hiking and cycling trails. 
For information, go to the park’s 
website or the visitor centre close 
to Neuschönau village (national 
park-bayerischer-wald.de).

 BERCHTESGADEN 
NATIONAL PARK 
Berchtesgadener Land is a lovely 
district steeped in myths and 
legends. At its heart is this reserve 
harbouring some of Germany’s 
best hiking trails, and the pristine 
Königssee lake. The area also has 
darker associations in the form of 
the Eagle’s Nest, a mountaintop 
lodge built for Hitler; Eagle’s Nest 
Historical Tours runs informative 
visits (eagles-nest-tours.com; 
£45). For hiking routes in the area, 
visit the national park office 
(berchtesgadener-land.com).

 ZUGSPITZE 
Germany’s highest peak (2,962m) 
exerts its siren call on hikers in 
summer and skiiers in winter, but 
year-round it’s possible to summit 
the mountain via train and cable 
car. The trip starts in Garmisch on 
the Zahnradbahn, which chugs 
along the mountain base to Eibsee 
– a forest lake. From here, the 
Eibsee-Seilbahn cable car swings 
to the top. The Gletscherbahn 
cable car then takes you to the 
Zugspitze glacier, from where the 
cogwheel train heads back to 
Garmisch (zugspitze.de; £45). 

History
 FAIRYTALE CASTLES 

Southern Germany is famed for  
its castles and two of the most 
fantastical are near Füssen, below 
the Bavarian Alps. Start at Schloss 
Neuschwanstein, King Ludwig II’s 
19th-century pile, also the model 
for Disney’s Sleeping Beauty castle 
(neuschwanstein.de). Next, hop 
across to the Neo-Gothic Schloss 
Hohenschwangau, where Ludwig 
grew up (hohenschwangau.de; 
combined castle ticket £20).

 WIESKIRCHE 
In 1730, a farmer in Steingaden 
witnessed the miracle of his Christ 
statue shedding tears. Pilgrims 
poured into town in such numbers 
over the next decade that a new 
church was built to house the 
weepy work. The Wieskirche is 
Unesco-listed and one of Bavaria’s 
best-known Baroque churches. 
Inside the circular structure, eight 
white pillars are topped by gold 
capital stones and swirling 
decorations (wieskirche.de; free).

 ROMANTIC ROAD 
From the vineyards of Würzburg 
to the foot of the Alps, the 250- 
mile-long Romantic Road is a 
popular journey through southern 
Germany that ends at Ludwig II’s 
crazy castles (romantic-road.
com). The route can be done by 
tour bus, but a car will give you 
more flexibility to see the 
ostentatious palaces, Bavarian 
churches and chocolate-box 
medieval towns and villages,  
such as Rothenburg ob der Tauber.

The 19th-century Schloss 
Neuschwanstein in Füssen
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The altar in Wieskirche, a church 
designed in the Roccoco style



FURTHER READING
Lonely Planet’s Munich, 
Bavaria & the Black Forest 
(£14.99) is a detailed guide 
to the region, chapters of 
which can be downloaded at 
lonelyplanet.com (£2.99). 
Nobel Prize–winning Thomas 
Mann was a Munich resident 
for 40 years; read Dr Faustus 
(£10.99; Vintage Classics), an 
allegory of the Third Reich’s 
coming of power in Germany. 
For something less sobering, 
Ludwig II by Martha Schad 
(£7; DTV Deutscher 
Taschenbuch) is one of the 
most readable and compact 
biographies of Bavaria’s most 
flamboyant monarch.
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Rooms at Hotel Sonne feature 
bold design and rich furnishings

MINI GUIDE
Autumn in Bavaria

 Munich’s La Maison is retro 
and immaculate in shades of 
imperial purple and grey. Its 
rooms flaunt heated floors and 
jet-black washbasins, and the 
pillows are perfectly plumped 
(hotel-la-maison.com; 
Occamstrasse 24; from £130).

 Burg-Hotel has 17 elegant 
rooms built into Rothenburg ob 
der Tauber’s walls. There’s a spa,  
a cellar with a Steinway piano  
and valley views from the 
breakfast room (burghotel.
eu; Klostergasse 1�3;  
from £145).

 TRANSPORT
Munich is accessible from most 
main regional airports in the UK, 
with two-hour direct flights run by 
BA, easyJet, Flybe and Lufthansa 
(Edinburgh, Gatwick, Manchester 
and Stansted departures from 
£100; easyjet.com). From 
Stansted, direct Ryanair flights to 
Nuremberg are similarly priced 
(ryanair.com). The Bavarian 
countryside is ideal for 
roadtripping; bus travel is also 
possible, but services peter out in 
the evenings and at weekends. The 
Bayern-Ticket (£20) is a good deal, 
offering a day of unlimited travel 
on Bavaria’s regional and local 
transport (including suburban 
trains, trams and buses). 

 WHERE TO STAY
 Although traditional looking 

from the outside, Hotel Sonne  
in Füssen’s Altstadt offers an 
unexpected design-hotel 
experience within. Themed rooms 
feature swooping bed canopies 
and artworks (hotel-fuessen.de; 
Prinz-regentenplatz 1; from £125).

THE BAVARIAN PLATE
Eating in Bavaria is a seasonal 
affair; autumn dishes include 
mushrooms, pumpkin, game 
and zwiebelkuchen (onion tart). 
O Bavarians use all parts of the 
pig. Look for rippchen (ribs), 
züngerl (tongue), schweinshaxe 
(knuckle) and wammerl (belly).
O Try Villa Mittermeier in 
Rothenburg ob der Tauber for 
great food (villamittermeier.de), 
or Vinzenzmurr, a butcher and 
deli with outlets in Füssen and 
Munich (vinzenzmurr.de).
O Bavaria’s flagship sausage is 
the veal weisswurst (pictured 
below). In eastern Bavaria and 
Franconia the smaller, spicy 
bratwurst rules. In Nuremberg, 
Bratwursthäusle is an inn that 
sets the standard for sausage 
(die-nuernberger-bratwurst.de).
OKartoffel (potato) is served  
as salzkartoffeln (boiled),
bratkartoffeln (fried) or

kartoffelpüree (mashed). 
Sauerkraut (pickled 

cabbage) is also a 
common side order.

Bavaria essentials The know-how

 Activities   Sights   Sleeping
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Fold 2

Fold 1

Budget 

Mauritius

MINI GUIDE

The priciest spots on this dream island are by 
its sapphire waters and white-sand beaches, 
but this means the real Mauritius of hot curry, 
fishing villages and hiking trails is going cheap. 

TURN OVER FOR MAP AND NUMBER LOCATIONS 

Activities

Giant water lilies in the botanical 
gardens at Pamplemousses

Sights

A sandy path beside Belle Mare 
beach on Mauritius’s east coast

 NATURAL HISTORY 
MUSEUM & INSTITUTE 
The main attraction here is the 
reconstruction of a dodo, which 
was native to Mauritius. Scottish 
scientists assembled the bird in 
the 19th century, using the only 
complete dodo skeleton found. 
There’s also a collection of stuffed 
endemic birds, including the red 
rail and solitaire, also extinct (00 
230 212 0639; La Chaussée, Port 
Louis; 9am–4pm Mon–Fri; free).

 PÈRE LAVAL’S SHRINE 
The shrine of Catholic priest and 
missionary Père Jacques-Désiré 
Laval is something of a Lourdes of 
the Indian Ocean. The Frenchman 
is credited with converting 67,000 
people to Christianity during his 
23 years in Mauritius. Notice the 
plaster effigy of the priest on top 
of the tomb – it’s been rubbed 
smooth by miracle-seeking 
pilgrims. Services are held at 1pm 
and 5pm on Fridays (00 230 242 
2129; Cité La Cure, Port Louis; free).

 BELLE MARE BEACH 
Mauritius’s wild east coast is 
where you’ll find some of the 
best white sand and azure ocean 
on the island: north of Trou d’Eau 
Douce as far as Pointe de Flacq, 
the six-mile-long beach of Belle 
Mare is home to an impregnable 
string of luxury resorts but also  
a few stretches of public beach 
for budget day-trippers, 
including those you’ll find at 
around three miles and five miles 
north of Trou d’Eau Douce. 

 HIKING THE BLACK 
RIVER GORGES 
A wild expanse of hills, trees and 
waterfalls, this national park is the 
last stand for Mauritian forests 
and many native species, such as 
the Mauritius kestrel, the echo 
parakeet and the pink pigeon 
– which are all endangered (Black 
River Gorges Visitors Centre: 
7am–5pm Mon–Fri, from 9am 
Sat–Sun; Le Pétrin Information 
Centre 7am–3.15pm Mon–Fri).

 SAILING & 
SNORKELLING 
In Mauritius’s southeast corner, 
the town of Mahébourg anchors  
a series of islands, including Île aux 
Aigrettes, popular for boat trips 
and snorkelling excursions. Local 
legend Jean-Claude Farla is a 
six-time national swimming 
champion who also competed in 
the Indian Ocean Games. He is the 
only person to offer sailing trips on 
a traditional 22ft pirogue, and his 
trips are reasonable at just £22 for 
a half-day trip (00 230 5937 
0503/00 230 5631 7090). 

 GARDEN TOURING 
After Kew, the Sir Seewoosagur 
Ramgoolam Botanical Garden  
at Pamplemousses is one of the 
world’s best. The centrepiece of 
the gardens is a pond filled with 
giant Victoria amazonica water 
lilies, and there’s an astonishing 
abundance of palms and variety 
of birdlife. Labelling of the plants 
is a work in progress, so hire one 
of the knowledgeable guides 
who wait just inside the 
entrance to show you around; it 
only costs an extra £1 (8.30am–
5.30pm; admission £4.50). 

Food

Fresh local produce for sale at 
Port Louis Central Market

 DOMAINE 
When travellers ask where to go  
in Grand Baie to savour some 
Mauritian home cooking, locals 
invariably say Domaine. Prices are 
low and the best dishes are the 
local specialities, such as ourite au 
safran (octopus cooked in ginger, 
garlic and turmeric) and chilli 
lamb (00 230 263 5286; Narainen 
St, Upper Vale, The Vale; 
5pm–11pm Mon, 11am–11pm 
Tue–Sun; mains from £3).

 PALAIS DE BARBIZON 
In the tiny hamlet of Chamarel, 
Barbizon may not look much but 
it’s a fabulous place. Marie-Ange 
helms the kitchen, whipping up 
traditional flavours from her 
family’s cookbook while Rico 
L’Intelligent entertains at the 
tables. There’s no menu; instead, 
Rico offers a feast of rum punch, 
rice, veggies, and fish or chicken 
for just £10. It’s the best money 
you’ll spend (00 230 483 5078; 
Route Sainte-Anne; noon–4pm). 

 PORT LOUIS CENTRAL 
MARKET 
Port Louis’ rightly famous Central 
Market is a good place to get a feel 
for Mauritian life. Most authentic 
are the fruit and vegetable 
sections. Grab a breakfast of 
French pastries or spicy dhal puri, 
which you can eat standing 
alongside locals who’ve paused 
for a bite on their way to work, 
before exploring the ornate 
Victorian halls (5.30am–5.30pm 
Mon–Sat, to 11.30pm Sun).

Le Morne peak in the 
southwest of Mauritius
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MINI GUIDE
Budget Mauritius

 Sous le Badamier is a 
wonderful guesthouse and  
a real find near Grand Baie. Rooms 
are painted in soothing tones and 
there’s a warm minimalism that 
feels stylish yet homely (sousle 
badamier.com; Route Cotière, 
Pointe Aux Canonniers; from £55).

 The charming Les Lataniers 
Bleus is spread over three 
guesthouses by the beach. Dinner 
on the veranda is a great way to 
learn about island life from the 
hostess (les-lataniers-bleus-mu.
book.direct; off the A3 towards 
Lamivoie Riviere Noir; from £110).

 TRANSPORT
Air Mauritius and British Airways 
fly direct to Sir Seewoosagur 
Ramgoolam International Airport 
from London about 12 hours 
(from £740; airmauritius.com). 
There are no special airport buses, 
but regular buses between Port 
Louis (the capital) and Mahébourg 
call at the airport; the stop is 
roughly 300m from the terminal 
buildings, near the large 
roundabout. Anyone on a budget 
will fare well using the island’s 
network of bus routes. Bus travel 
is cheap and fun; stick to express 
buses wherever possible, as 
standard buses seem to stop every 
few metres and can take twice as 
long. Fares range from 30p. 

 WHERE TO STAY
 Staying at Chez Henri feels like 

a trip to the country to visit your 
long-lost aunt and uncle. The 
pretty rooms each have a small 
kitchen. Don’t miss the dinners 
served on the patio (henri-
vacances.com; Rue de la Chaux, 
Pointe d’Esny; from £40).

KEEPING COSTS DOWN
O The most expensive time to 
travel is high season (Nov–Apr), 
however this is also the most 
humid time on the island and 
cyclones can hit Jan–Apr: low 
season is cheaper and cooler. 
O If your accommodation is 
based on a half-board regime, 
eat lunch outside the hotel.
O Rent a car from a local (rather 
than international) company – 
their rates are usually cheaper.
O For upmarket hotels, try to 
book through a travel agency, 
or else you’ll pay full rack rates.
O Hiking in Black River Gorges 
National Park is tricky without 
a private vehicle. To keep costs 
down, your best option is to get 
a taxi to drop you off at a 
trailhead and then pick up a bus 
at the lower end of the park; the 

coast road is well 
served by local buses. 
O For excursions, try 
to organise a group 
– quoted costs are 

usually for the 
vehicle or boat. 

Mauritius essentials

Botanical-inspired interiors are 
found at Les Lataniers Bleus

The know-how

 Beaches   Activities   Sights   Eating   Sleeping
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FURTHER READING
Pick up Lonely Planet’s 
Mauritius, Réunion & 
Seychelles guide (£16.99), 
chapters of which can be 
downloaded individually at 
lonelyplanet.com (£2.99).  
If you plan to head off into 
the wilds on hikes, fitsy.com 
is your new best friend: it’s  
a handy website featuring 
detailed trail information 
using GPS and satellite 
coordinates. Joseph 
Conrad’s oblique love story 
A Smile of Fortune, collected 
in ’Twixt Land and Sea 
(available secondhand), 
gives a taste of 19th-
century island life.
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Fold 2

Fold 1

Food & drink 

in Austin

MINI GUIDE

America’s live-music capital is the king of 
alternative cool and a magnet for retro diners, 
hidden bars and some of the best barbecue 
joints and Mexican cantinas in the South.

TURN OVER FOR MAP AND NUMBER LOCATIONS 

Barbecue

Sausages, pork ribs and brisket 
sizzle over the pit at Salt Lick

Retro dining

Moonshine Patio Bar & Grill 
serves up a good apple pie

 MOONSHINE PATIO 
BAR & GRILL 
Dating from the mid-1850s, the 
building inhabited by this bar is a 
well preserved homage to Austin’s 
early days. Within its exposed 
limestone walls, you can enjoy 
comfort food, happy hours and  
a lavish Sunday brunch buffet 
(moonshinegrill.com; 303 Red 
River St; 11am–10pm Mon–Thu,  
to 11pm Fri–Sat, 9am–2pm & 
5pm–10pm Sun; mains from £10).

 LAUNDERETTE 
This modern American restaurant 
is a in a former launderette, with  
a stylish, streamlined design that 
provides a fine backdrop to the 
inventive cooking. The menu is 
broad and features crab toast, 
wood-grilled octopus, Brussels 
sprouts with apple-bacon 
marmalade and wonderful brick 
chicken (launderetteaustin.com; 
2115 Holly St; 11am–2.30pm and 
5pm–10pm Sun–Thu, to 11pm Fri–
Sat; mains from £14).

 GÜERO’S TACO BAR 
Set in an 1800s feed-and-seed 
store that closed its doors in the 
1990s, Güero’s is an Austin classic 
and always draws a crowd. Come 
for homemade corn tortillas (the 
tacos al pastor are excellent), 
chicken tortilla soup, Mexican 
beer and refreshing margaritas. 
Live music and dancing is a fixture 
in its oak-shaded garden from 
Wednesday to Sunday (gueros.
com; 1412 S Congress Ave; 
11am–10pm; mains from £8.50).

 FRANKLIN BARBECUE 
America’s most famous barbecue 
spot only serves lunch, and only 
until it runs out. To avoid missing 
out, you should join the queue by 
10am (9am on weekends). Treat  
it as a tailgating party: bring beer 
or mimosas to share and make 
friends. When your turn arrives, go 
for the two-meat plate, or nab all 
you can for a feast to enjoy later 
(franklinbarbecue.com; 900 E 11th 
St; Tue–Sun; mains from £4).

 THE SALT LICK 
It’s a bit of a hike to get here and  
a tourist favourite, but well worth 
the 20-mile drive out of town  
just to see the massive outdoor 
barbecue pits at this park-like 
place off US 290. It’s family-run 
and the barbecue recipe served 
today has its roots in the 
wagon-train days of the 1800s, 
when the same meats would have 
been served around the campfire. 
Crowds are huge and it’s BYOB 
(saltlickbbq.com; 18300 FM 1826, 
Driftwood; 11am–10pm; mains 
from £7, cash only).

 STILES SWITCH 
With manageable queues, you 
won’t have to suffer to enjoy 
fantastic smoky brisket at this 
popular eatery six miles north of 
downtown Austin. The vibe is 
nostalgic, playing on Stiles’ 
location in a ’50s shopping centre, 
but the name actually comes from 
an 1800s railroad stop. Top your 
meat off with a side of corn 
casserole and a local microbrew 
(stilesswitchbbq.com; 6610 N 
Lamar Blvd; 11am–9pm Tue–Thu 
& Sun, to 10pm Fri–Sat; mains 
from £7.50).

Margaritas

Trudy’s Texas Star is known for its 
Mexican martinis and margaritas

 TRUDY’S TEXAS STAR 
Trudy’s is a Tex-Mex joint and the 
menu is consistently good, but 
we’ll let you in on a little secret: 
this place could serve nothing but 
beans and dirt and people would 
still line up for the margaritas, 
which might very well be the best 
in Austin. And, because this is 
Texas, they usually only cost £3 
(trudys.com; 409 W 30th St; 
11am–2am Mon–Fri, from 9am 
Sat–Sun; mains from £7).

 POLVOS 
Fun, festive and just a little divey, 
Polvos serves central-Mexican 
food that always packs in a crowd. 
Try some of the dozen or so salsa 
varieties with one of the fierce 
margaritas. Eight different ‘top 
shelf ritas’ are made from tequila 
brands including Herradura, 
Chinaco and Don Julio, and a 
variety of fruity options are served 
too, from mango to coconut 
(polvosaustin.com; 2004 S 1st St; 
7am–11pm; mains from £8).

 GARAGE 
Austin has dozens of hidden bars, 
but this one, squirrelled away 
inside a parking garage in Austin’s 
warehouse district, is a favourite. 
The contrast between the 
mundane exterior and what lies 
within is stark. Its cosy, dimly lit 
lounge draws a hip but not overly 
precious Austin crowd who give 
high marks to the first-rate 
cocktails, handsomely designed 
space and novel location (503 
Colorado St; 5pm–2am Mon–Sat). 

Austin’s South Congress 
Avenue is a Texas landmark
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MINI GUIDE
Food & drink in Austin

 Inn at Pearl Street is a lovingly 
restored property, decorated in  
a plush European style. Rooms are 
across two buildings, Victoria 
House and Burton House 
(innpearl.com; 809 W Martin 
Luther King Jr Blvd; from £175).

 Hotel San José is the vision of 
local hotelier Liz Lambert, who 
revamped a ’30s-vintage motel 
into a chic retreat with minimalist 
rooms, a bamboo-fringe pool and 
a courtyard bar that’s known for 
its celebrity-spotting potential 
(sanjosehotel.com; 1316  
S Congress Ave; from £185).

 TRANSPORT
Austin is 10 hours from London 
on a direct flight, which is 
possible with British Airways and 
American Airlines (from £950; 
britishairways.com); note that it 
costs about half the price if you 
fly to Houston, rent a car at the 
airport and drive the three hours 
to Austin. The Airport Flyer bus 
runs from Austin-Bergstrom 
airport to downtown every 40 
minutes (bus 100; £1.35). In 
town, the public metro system 
costs £1 per ride, and there’s a 
handy new app with schedules 
and a journey planner function; 
visit the website (capmetro.org) 
to download it.

 WHERE TO STAY
 Former fire station, Firehouse 

Hostel, has the perfect downtown 
location and private rooms as well 
as bunks. The stylish lounge is all 
red walls, flickering candles and 
bespoke cocktails. The entrance is 
quirkily concealed behind a sliding 
bookshelf (firehousehostel.com; 
605 Brazos Street; from £105).

MEALS ON WHEELS
Food trailers are a permanent 
fixture in Austin – even if they 
can move around at whim. 
Clusters of these can often be 
found in these spots: 
OSouth Austin Trailer Park & 
Eatery This seems to be a rather 
settled trailer community, with 
a fence, a sign and picnic tables. 
Look for Torchy’s Tacos, which 
whips up some of Austin’s best 
(1311 S 1st St).
O 1503 S 1st St You’ll find a 
cluster of food trailers, such as 
Gourdough’s, which serves 
gourmet doughtnut combos, 
including a doughnut burger.
O South Congress Ave Between 
Elizabeth and Monroe, there are 
lots of food options, including 
the decadent Hey Cupcake!
OEast Austin There’s a little 
enclave, conveniently located 
among the bars on the corner of 
E 6th and Waller Sts. Five blocks 

east is East Side 
King, serving 
excellent Thai 
(dinner only). 

Austin essentials

Firehouse Hostel’s lounge is 
hidden behind a bookshelf

The know-how

 Eat   Drink   Sleeping
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FURTHER READING
Lonely Planet’s Texas 
(£15.99) has a chapter on 
Austin; the individual chapter 
can be downloaded from 
lonelyplanet.com (£2.99),  
or try San Antonio, Austin & 
Texas Backcountry Road Trips 
(£7.99) if you’re interested in 
regional touring. Vintage is  
a lifestyle in Austin; for the 
lowdown on the best spots, 
use the site vintagearound 
townguide.com. Under the 
Same Stars (£7.99; Simon & 
Schuster) by Tim Lott is a 
road-tripping novel about 
two brothers, starting in 
New Orleans and taking in 
Austin along the way.
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COMPET I T ION

Lonely Planet Traveller is offering one lucky 
reader and their guest a seven-night stay  
in Greater Fort Lauderdale, Florida. This trip  
to the state’s Gold Coast comes courtesy of 
the Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention & 
Visitors Bureau (sunny.org) and the leading 
independent American travel specialist, 
TravelPlanners (travelplanners.co.uk).

Greater Fort Lauderdale has 23 miles of 
Atlantic Ocean beaches and 3,000 hours of 
annual sunshine. It’s a city of superlatives in 
other ways too, with its 300 or more miles of 
inland waterways – which you can explore on 
a gondola ride – and the biggest outlet and 
value retail shopping destination in the 
country, at Sawgrass Mills. For an ideal day 
trip, head to the Everglades to see a wildlife-
rich ecosystem unique to southern Florida.

Your base will be the boutique Royal Blues 
Hotel – a luxury, oceanfront art hotel in the 
northern district of Deerfield Beach. The 
Classic Terrace rooms have private patios 
with panoramic ocean views and floor-to-
ceiling sliding glass doors. They are elegantly 
designed with Italian marble and finished 
with natural wood and leather details.

CONDITIONS OF ENTRY

1. The promoter of this competition is Immediate Media Company London Limited.2. The prize includes two return economy flights from London Gatwick 
to Fort Lauderdale with Norwegian Air, seven nights in the luxury Royal Blues hotel in Greater Fort Lauderdale, in a Classic Terrace room, seven days 
mid-size car-hire with Hertz (collected from the airport), two Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention & Visitors Bureau VIP cards with free entry to multiple 
attractions, the Everglades Holiday Park, local museums and water taxis; and the Jungle Queen Riverboat dinner cruise and show. 3. Travel must be taken 
by 30 November 2017. Travel not permitted 22 Dec 2016�2 Jan 2017; and 11�19 Feb, 1�17 Apr, 27 May–4 Jun, 17 Jul–5 Sep and 16�27 Oct 2017. Hotels, 
flights and car hire are subject to availability. 4. The prize does not include travel insurance, visas (if applicable), additional meals and refreshments, UK 
transfers, optional activities or spending money. 5. The winner must be at least 18 years old and hold a valid 10-year UK e-passport, with six months or 
more remaining after return to the UK. The winner or their guest must hold a full UK Driving Licence and be over 25 to be able to take the car hire element 
of the prize. 6. For full terms and conditions, visit lonelyplanet.com/magazine/competitions.

THE PRIZE
X Two return economy flights from London Gatwick to  
Fort Lauderdale with Norwegian Air

X Seven nights in the luxury Royal Blues hotel in Deerfield Beach, 
Greater Fort Lauderdale, in a Classic Terrace room

X Seven days mid-size car-hire with Hertz (collected at airport) 

X Two Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention & Visitors Bureau VIP 
cards with free entry to multiple attractions, including Everglades 
Holiday Park, local museums and water taxis

X Jungle Queen Riverboat dinner cruise and show

WIN a luxury trip to Florida
Relax along 23 miles  
of certified Blue Wave 
beaches in Fort 
Lauderdale

HOW TO ENTER
To be in with a chance of winning this fantastic prize, fill in your details online at the address 
below. Competition closes at 11.59pm on Sunday 13 November 2016. 

lonelyplanet.com/magazine/competitions

Worth
£3,000
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Travel Quiz
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What on Earth?

YOU WANT ANSWERS?

1� CAYMAN ISLANDS. 2� CYPRUS. 3� DEVON AND SOMERSET. 4� AZERBAIJAN. 5� ONE �BACTRIAN CAMELS IN MONGOLIA AND CHINA HAVE TWO�. 6� SOLDIERS OF THE TERRACOTTA ARMY NEAR XI’AN, CHINA.  

7� KENYA. 8� PARIS �THE PLACE CHARLES DE GAULLE, OR PLACE DE L’ÉTOILE, WITH THE ARC DE TRIOMPHE AT THE CENTRE�. 9� ECUADOR.

Which African country, 
 50 years independent on 
30 September,  is the 
main setting for The No. 1 
Ladies’ Detective Agency 

island 

4

7

India’s Pushkar Fair 
takes place on 8�15 
November, with its 

camel market as the 
main event. How 
many humps does 

the Arabian 
camel (or 
dromedary) 
have?

Who do these 
hands belong to?

Which country –  
which celebrates  
its independence on  
18 October and was a 
Eurovision host in 2012 
– has Baku as its capital?

Which small Caribbean 
island group (with a 
slightly reptilian name) 
holds Pirates Week in 
early November?

1

The New York City 
Marathon will be run on 
6 November this year. 
Which country’s men 

and women have won 
all the 

gold 
medals 
over  
the last 

three 
events?

6

Which island  
country is the home 
of halloumi cheese?

9

Panama hats 
don’t come from 

Panama. In 
which other 

Latin American 
country  
are they 

traditionally 
made?

3

Which two 
English counties 
share Exmoor 
National Park?

5

2

In which major city  
can you find this 
roundabout?

8



Available now in all good bookshops and online at shop.lonelyplanet.com

Explore every country in the world from A to Z 

with The Travel Book�²�/RQHO\�3ODQHW·V�GHÀQLWLYH��

bestselling tome. With 230 countries & destinations 

WR�H[SORUH��DQG�PRUH�WKDQ�����VWXQQLQJ�
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armchair travelers and globetrotters alike.

Breathtaking images, 
brand-new perspectives.




